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Abstract

Block cave mining is experiencing a global growth in importance as new large, lower grade and deeper ore bodies favouring underground mass mining methods are developed. With block caving, the rock mass fragmentation process is decisive in the design and success of the operation. The last stage of this fragmentation process known as secondary fragmentation, plays a major role in the design and success of a caving operation. Despite this, it is the least understood fragmentation stage due in part to the complex mechanisms and the numerous variables involved in this phenomenon.

The broken ore density (BOD) and the inter-block friction angle ($\phi'$) are comprehensively investigated here. A conceptual framework describing the BOD distribution and a procedure to evaluate this parameter under both an isolated movement zone and interactive flow are proposed, and an approach to evaluate $\phi'$ under different broken ore properties and draw column conditions is developed to be applied to early stage feasibility studies and design.

A comprehensive laboratory testing program was carried out using concrete cuboids, controlling their size, shape and compressive strength. These are used as a proxy for broken ore fragments. These results were used to develop empirical design charts for assessing secondary fragmentation and hang-ups potential.

Several factors influencing the secondary fragmentation for feasibility and advanced engineering assessments have been investigated including: air gap thickness, BOD, segregation of large blocks due to draw column surface topology, broken ore strength
heterogeneity, block strength damage and crushing under high confining stresses, water within draw columns, and cushioning by fines. This new knowledge will contribute to more accurate secondary fragmentation predictions at the drawpoints.

Finally, a new empirical approach to predict secondary fragmentation and drawpoint block size distribution (BSD) directed at early-stage conceptual and feasibility engineering design studies is developed. This methodology, built with relevant data from related fields and supplemented by generated data, was tested against field data from the El Teniente mine, Chile, confirming satisfactory predictions for stronger rocks and mixtures of strong and weak broken ore materials. The results were not as reliable for predicting drawpoint BSD for weak rocks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

As the rate of discovering new near-surface deposits declines, large copper producers like Codelco, Rio Tinto, and Freeport-McMoRan have begun to transition their large open pits to underground block caving operations to extend mine life and continue mining deeper resources. The block caving method has several advantages over others mining methods, including: high production, reduced production costs, and high productivity; furthermore, the process can be automatized (Brown 2007). This method can be used preferentially in kimberlite pipes, porphyry copper, and other large, massive deposits with low grades involving rock masses weak enough to start caving but strong enough maintain production rates (Laubscher 1994).

Despite the potential benefits associated with this mining method, the use of block caving at increasing depths and scales has introduced a number of serious technological and environmental challenges (Rashidi-Nejad et al. 2014, Eberhardt et al. 2015). This has led to several international research programs as well as symposiums and conferences focussed on improving block caving practices. These include: International Caving Study I and II (1997-2000; 2000-2004), Mass Mining Technology MMT I, II and III (2006-2010; 2009-2012; 2012-2016), MassMin conference (1992, 2000, 2004, 2008, 2012), International Symposium on Block and Sublevel Caving (2007, 2010, 2014), and International Conference on Deep and High Stress Mining 2006, 2010) among others. Despite the significant advances in block
caving practices, improvements in knowledge regarding *fragmentation* and *gravitational flow* are still required (Chitombo 2010).

As noted by Moss (2011), *fragmentation is the key*, while Brown (2007) added that fragmentation controls layout design. *Block caving fragmentation* takes place when the rock mass fractures and breaks into smaller fragments after it has been undercut and allowed to collapse (Fig. 1.1). This primary fragmentation further reduces block size through secondary fragmentation within the draw column (Laubscher 1994, Eadie 2003).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 1.1:** Diagram depicting the fragmentation stages in block caving.
Thus, the fragmentation phenomenon represents a critical component of the caving process, as it shapes the block size distribution (BSD) at the drawpoints. If the fragmentation is oversized, large blocks will severely impact operations by impeding material handling and causing costly delays to clear hang-ups at the draw points. If fragmentation is too fine, narrower draw columns might develop, limiting an interactive broken ore flow between columns (Laubscher 2003).

Regarding production losses due to hang-ups, Dessureault et al. (2000) show a notable difference between the design draw rate and the historical operational draw rate (0.60 and 0.42 t/m2/day, respectively) at El Teniente mine (Chile), due to significant hang-ups and blockage from oversize fragmentation. In addition, van Hout et al. (2004) noted that in any given shift, 34 percent of the available drawpoints were hung up and these were cleared within one day on average. The most exemplary case study of production losses is Palabora mine (South Africa) as no cave operation has undertaken the amount of secondary breaking that has been required at this mine, where some 50% of the initial tonnage has had to be blasted to clear drawpoint hang-ups and blockages (Glazer & Townsend 2008). Note that secondary breaking to clear hang-ups could increase the operational-related cost up to 20%, without considering capital-related costs (Isabel 2016).

As a result, the projected BSD plays an important role in cave mining layout design, planning, production scheduling, and mineral processing (i.e., further comminution). However, secondary fragmentation is poorly understood (Brown 2007), due in part to the numerous variables and complex mechanisms involved. The first complexity associated with the secondary fragmentation process is that broken ore (caved rock) within a draw column
inherits and is influenced by key rock mechanics characteristics such as the network of natural discontinuities and veins present in the rock. At the same time, however, it behaves as a granular material, resulting in the broken ore material displaying unique geotechnical properties that must be considered in secondary fragmentation analysis. The second (and most relevant) complexity issues is that most of the variables and factors influencing secondary fragmentation are not independent. Rather, they co-vary making it hard to isolate and quantify their particular role in the secondary fragmentation process.

There is therefore a pressing need for comprehensive studies investigating secondary fragmentation to help mining companies properly assess the feasibility of a potential project, as well as to help designers develop a detailed understanding of block caving fragmentation and to assist managers in assessing and managing the risk of poor fragmentation.

1.2 Terminology

A typical block caving layout involves a series of terms and definitions that will be used frequently throughout this thesis. Fig. 1.1 to Fig. 1.3 are included to complement this terminology. In the block caving method, the production and undercut layout are main areas developed through underground excavation, typically using drill and blast techniques. The production layout includes all tunnels, adits and raises required for material handling and ore transport from the drawpoints where the ore is mined to its exit out of the mine. The undercut layout is positioned above the production level and serves to undermine the orebody to initiate and facilitate the rock fragmentation (Fig. 1.3). After the initiation of the fragmentation
process, the broken ore (also referred to as caved rock or muck) moves downward due to gravity action through a draw column (ore column) until it reaches a drawbell. The drawbell then feeds to the drawpoints on the extraction level where it mined. Regarding drawpoints arrays (Fig. 1.2), two of these commonly share a drawbell. Drawpoint are separated by pillars to maintain stability. The broken ore is mined and handled by means of LHDs (Load-Haul-Dump) and then transported to primary crushers located inside the production layout. After this, the ore is conveyed out of the mine to be processed.

Fig. 1.2: Typical production layout (herringbone layout). Plan view. Adapted from Laubscher (2003)
Fig. 1.3: Block cave mining layout. Modified from Hamrin (2001)
1.3 Broken Ore Size Distribution as a Key Factor in Mine Planning Design

In practice, the Broken Size Distribution (BSD) of the ore at the drawpoints is a critical input in block caving design, especially in terms of production efficiency and mine safety (Laubscher 1994, Brown 2007). In practice, *field measurement procedures* at the drawpoints are carried out to corroborate fragmentation predictions from previous design stages. *Hang-ups, drawpoint spacing, secondary blasting* and *height of the interaction zone* (HIZ) are key issues in caving design that are dependent on the BSD. Several different methodologies have been employed to measure BSD at the drawpoints (Moss et al. 2004).

*Hang-ups* in a drawbell correspond to large blocks which impede the flow of ore at the drawpoints. The expected frequency of hang-ups is assessed in practice using empirical methods such as the BCF approach (section 1.4), together with field studies. However, several operating mines have encountered hang-up frequencies at a higher rate than expected, which has affected productivity and profitability (e.g., Palabora, DOZ/ESZ). Hang-ups are commonly solved by secondary blasting or use of high pressure water jets at the drawpoints, with additional costs and loss of production. Furthermore, as a drawpoint must remain closed until the hang-up is freed, the resulting deviation from the mine plan and the associated need to draw more heavily from other drawpoints, can lead to asymmetric draw, asymmetric caving, sterilization of ore, and/or increased dilution, which not only affects draw control but also secondary fragmentation (Chapter 5).

The *drawpoint dimensions and spacing design* depends directly on the final BSD at the production level and thus, the accurate assessment of secondary fragmentation is a key...
component of drawpoint design. On the one hand, drawpoint size is usually defined as three to six times that of the largest fragment size (Otuonye 2000). Conversely, several authors have proposed alternative approaches to define the drawpoint spacing, including Kvapil (1965), Laubscher (1994), Julin (1992), Hustrulid (2000), Verdugo & Ubilla (2004), Kvapil (2004), Susaeta et al. (2008), Van As & Van Hout (2008), and Castro et al. (2009). The question of optimal values for spacing are still contentious, with a need to balance fragmentation control and material handling with pillar widths required for long-term stability and safety of the drawpoints. The previous authors generally recommend that interactive flow will be achieved under a factor of 1.5 to 1.2 the width of the drawzone. The economic importance of defining an optimal factor (between 1.2 and 1.5) reflects the fact that a common block caving production level usually consists of hundreds of drawpoints, severely impacting the profitability of these projects.

The Height of Interaction Zone (HIZ) is defined as the elevation at which isolated movement zones (IMZs) merge together (Laubscher 1994). Accordingly, the higher the degree of secondary fragmentation, the more the HIZ is reduced. A predictive chart provided by Laubscher (1994) is commonly used to obtain an approximate estimation of the HIZ. The input is the Rock Mass Rating (RMR) and the minimum drawzone spacing across the major apex. The HIZ is directly related to the stress conditions present in the broken ore. In the case of interactive flow, the broken ore will experience anisotropic compression, which in turn will affect the secondary fragmentation (Fig. 1.4). Hence, the concept of far and near field zones (relative to the drawpoints) will be discussed and employed frequently throughout this thesis.
Fig. 1.4: Secondary fragmentation processes in terms of far and near field from drawpoints.

1.4 Fragmentation in Block Caving

For decades, the phenomenon of fragmentation in cave mining has been observed at the drawpoints as varying from large blocks with no fines in the short term (short draw column height), to well graded size distributions of blocks in the long term (taller draw column height). Laubscher (1994) and Eadie (2003) have defined the fragmentation process as involving three sequential components: in situ, primary, and secondary fragmentation.

In situ fragmentation corresponds to the natural blocks formed by the spacing, persistence and interconnectivity of the natural discontinuities present in the rock mass. After
undercutting and during the caving process, the rock mass above the draw column and cave experiences changes in the orientation and magnitude of stresses, which result in the generation of new stress-induced fractures and further fragmentation of the in situ blocks. This fragmentation is referred to as primary fragmentation. Finally, these blocks are released from the cave back, falling onto and then moving down through the draw column as the broken rock (ore) is extracted from the drawpoints below. This vertical downward movement of the broken ore (or muckpile) results in further fragmentation through point load splitting, corner rounding, comminution and crushing of the blocks. This constitutes the secondary fragmentation. These processes result in a non-uniform block size distribution. In addition, another breakage mechanism occurs between the primary and secondary fragmentation process, which is linked to block fall impact when there is a sizeable air gap present between the cave back and the top of the draw column (see Fig. 1.1). This impact together with block segregation processes that occur across the draw column surface (Chapter 5) can notably modify the block size distribution after primary fragmentation, which likely leads to the establishment of a transition stage between primary and secondary fragmentation (Fig. 1.5).

With respect to the in situ and primary fragmentation, important advances and numerical codes have been published including Joints (Villaescusa 1991), JkFrag (Eadie 2003), BCF (Esterhuizen 2005), and FracMan (Dershowitz et al. 1998) among others, most of which are used in practice by industry. In comparison, secondary fragmentation has received less intention, despite its critical importance.
Fig. 1.5: Block caving fragmentation stages

A frequently used empirical approach is the Block Caving Fragmentation (BCF) method, which was developed by Esterhuizen (1994) and updated in 2005 to predict primary and secondary fragmentation (including hang-up frequency). Although this approach is able to quantify secondary fragmentation, it is not always seen as being dependable (Srikant et al. 2004, Butcher & Thin 2007). This has more recently led to new methodologies being proposed based on advanced numerical modeling approaches. Pierce (2009) proposed an attractive methodology to evaluate secondary fragmentation built on the discrete-element Particle Flow Code, termed Rebop (Cundall et al. 2000). Two alternative methodologies of note are those proposed by Kojovic (2010) and Rogers et al. (2010). While the former relies mostly on comminution rules, the latter is a DFN (Discrete Fracture Network) based approach. These methods each require further development and numerous variables to quantify secondary fragmentation and BSD at the drawpoints, and are described in detail in Chapter 6.

It is noted here that the effort required to carry out a detailed analysis using more advanced techniques (i.e., based on numerical methods) is such that they are most appropriate
for caving projects that have been approved for detailed design and construction. However, the significant investments required and technical challenges involved, require projects to first be scrutinized to see if they are technically feasible and economically viable (feasibility and viability are interdependent). Optimally, the level of effort expended in conducting an assessment should be on par with the stage of approval a project has received, which will also dictate the quality and quantity of the site investigation data collected up to that point that would be available for conducting a secondary fragmentation and BSD analysis. This is a key consideration used for developing and defining the objectives derived for this thesis. As noted above, recent progress has seen the development of several rigorous BSD assessment techniques. Given the level of detailed data (and therefore costly investigation programs) required to properly carry out these analyses, it is suggested here that these are more appropriate for projects that have progressed to detailed engineering design. What is still lacking, however, are simpler techniques more fitting for pre-feasibility and feasibility level studies. Therefore, it is apparent that there is a need for new simpler and less data intensive methods to predict BSD at drawpoints to allow early level feasibility assessments of secondary fragmentation and BSD for decisions on the advancement of block cave projects.

1.5 Relevant Parameters affecting Secondary Fragmentation

Secondary fragmentation in block caving is affected both by broken ore properties as well as factors associated with caving operations. Table 1.1 summarizes the parameters and factors promoting secondary fragmentation as covered by this thesis. However, secondary fragmentation is a complex phenomenon which includes numerous parameters that directly and indirectly influence this fragmentation process as well as zones with distinguished stress
states such as the compression plug-flow zone and the outer shear band periphery (Pierce’s gravitational flow model, 2009). A conceptual diagram is presented in Fig. 1.6 which groups the most important parameters affecting the size distribution of broken ore following the primary fragmentation phase through to it reaching the drawpoints.

Table 1.1: Factors affecting secondary fragmentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual blocks</th>
<th>Draw column</th>
<th>Caving operation</th>
<th>Other elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block strength (Chapter 4, 5 and 6)</td>
<td>Initial Size distribution of blocks.</td>
<td>Water within draw columns (Chapter 5)</td>
<td>Rock fall impact fragmentation (Chapter 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary fragmentation (Chapter 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (Chapter 4 and 6)</td>
<td>Bulk density distribution within the ore column (swell or bulking factor) (Chapter 2)</td>
<td>Column height (Chapter 4 and 6)</td>
<td>Fine migration (Chapter 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio and Angularity (Chapter 4)</td>
<td>Block strength heterogeneity (Chapter 4 and 5)</td>
<td>Draw rate and sequence (Chapter 5)</td>
<td>Cushioning (Chapter 4 and 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roughness (Chapter 3)</td>
<td>Frictional properties of fragments (Chapter 3)</td>
<td>Air gap thickness (Chapter 2 and 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veins and small discontinuities (Chapter 4)</td>
<td>Initial block arrangement on the muckpile surface (Chapter 2 and 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Segregation by large blocks due to surface cone (Chapter 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1.6: Conceptual map: Factors affecting the evolution of block size distribution from primary fragmentation stage to drawpoint.
It is apparent that two key broken ore parameters need to be studied comprehensively: 

**bulk density (swell factor)** and the **inter-block friction angle** within a draw column during block caving. In addition, in depth study is required to investigate **secondary fragmentation occurring within the compression plug flow zone** in a draw column. Furthermore, several factors such as: **air gap thickness, block strength heterogeneity**, and **cushioning** among others can contribute further to secondary fragmentation, although consideration of these might not be necessary until more advanced stages of engineering design. These topics are described separately below, with focus on their importance to prefeasibility and feasibility level studies. Accordingly, several important variables specific to more detailed design-level assessments are not fully relevant and therefore fall out of the scope of this thesis. One of these is the **Discrete Fracture Network (DFN)**, or rock mass fabric, which defines the orientations and other geometric characteristics of the key faults and discontinuity sets that will influence caving. DFN’s are a powerful means to determine the block shape and size distributions, which in turn directly influences the **in situ** fragmentation, and indirectly the secondary fragmentation. In addition, caving operations can impact secondary fragmentation in terms of **drawpoint spacing** and **undercut design**. The first is relevant in generating interactive or IMZ cave flow (Chapter 6), while the latter could be important during early production.

### 1.5.1 Broken ore density (BOD) within draw column during block caving

Although the BOD is assumed to be a constant in block caving projects, the broken ore in a draw column can be expected to undergo changes that lead to a heterogeneous density distribution. It is acknowledged that draw column density decreases within the shear bands
that develop, resulting in zones of loosening in response to ore extraction. The broken ore in the draw column thus experiences stress and density heterogeneities throughout, depending on the block properties (e.g., shape, aspect ratio and size distribution). Other important factors include air gap thickness, draw rate and draw sequence. In addition, the blocks undergo grinding and breakage (e.g., secondary fragmentation), which increases with draw column height. As such, a conceptual framework of BOD distribution during block caving which can account for isolated and interactive flow modes and whether drawpoints are closed would be extremely valuable for practical usage. Thus, this BOD framework could be effectively used in improving assessments of secondary fragmentation and broken ore characterization.

1.5.2 Inter-block friction angle of broken ore applied to gravitational flow in block caving

The inter-block friction angle ($\phi'$) is a significant parameter affecting broken ore gravitation flow during the draw process, and that also indirectly affects secondary fragmentation. Despite its importance, there is a lack of standard methodologies to quantify $\phi'$. Although this parameter is influenced by a series of block properties, including joint roughness and the intrinsic strength of the broken ore, it also combines with operational factors to influence the maximum $\phi'$ via the normal stresses that increase with draw column height. Hence, a procedure to evaluate $\phi'$ on broken ore materials, under both isolated and multiple movement zones is highly required.
1.5.3 Secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential in the compression zone of a draw column during block cave mining

Although it is believed that broken ore does not experience as much fragmentation in the compression plug flow zone as within the shear bands (Pierce 2009), there is a pressing need to understand whether the presence of small discontinuities and defects provides an exception and can facilitate increased fragmentation. However, there are not sufficient empirical and/or numerical studies to adequately evaluate fragmentation within the plug-flow zone under an IMZ scenario. The most relevant study is that by Hardin (1985), which is cited and discussed thoroughly by Pierce (2009). The main concern regarding the utility of this Hardin model is that it quantifies the amount of fragmentation using a single parameter and as such, it is not possible to make straightforward predictions of drawpoint BSD. The model is also based on different granular soils that can not correctly represent in-situ broken ore conditions in terms of bulk broken ore density, aspect ratio and block size distributions.

It is apparent that a series of controlled laboratory experiments designed to simulate broken ore moving down through a draw column of increasing height will greatly contribute to generating relationships to evaluate the secondary fragmentation within the compression plug flow zone. The main challenge to carry out a comprehensive empirical testing programs or empirically-calibrated numerical models is to carefully control the reduced particles samples used in the experimental tests in terms of their intrinsic properties (size, aspect ratio and strengths), allowing them to represent large broken ore fragments.
1.5.4 Factors affecting secondary fragmentation during block caving

Although several factors affecting secondary fragmentation are common to most early-stage drawpoint layout designs (e.g. column height, rock strength, friction angle, near and far field zones, and shear band thickness), several additional factors may significantly affect secondary fragmentation depending on the characteristics of the specific block cave project. These include: air gap thickness, broken ore density (BOD), segregation and concentration of large blocks due to topology of the muck pile, broken ore strength heterogeneity, block strength reduction mechanisms, presence of water within the draw columns, and cushioning of large blocks by a finer block size matrix. The study of each of these poorly understood factors will likely contribute greatly towards more accurate drawpoint BSD assessments.

1.5.5 Evolution of broken ore size distribution in a draw column during block cave mining

Understanding the evolution of the Block Size Distribution (BSD) in a draw column is essential to properly predicting BSD at the drawpoints. The BSD within a draw column controls, in part, gravitational flow, secondary fragmentation, and fines migration of the broken ore. These represent several key factors required to make reliable feasibility-level assessments for a potential caving operation. However, as previously outlined in Section 1.4, there is a scarcity of procedures or methodologies available to reliably quantify drawpoint BSD. Based on this, the development of an alternative methodology to predict drawpoint BSD for feasibility and early stage design should include fragmentation by shear (as is the case for Pierce’s REBOP methodology), fragmentation by confined compression (e.g. crushing,
splitting and chipping), both in the far field and plug-flow compression zones, and also fines migration.

1.6 Thesis Objectives

The central objective of this thesis aims to provide an improved understanding of the factors and processes influencing secondary fragmentation during block caving, and to use this knowledge to develop improved assessments of secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential during feasibility-level studies of large block caving projects. This will be achieved through the analysis of empirical data derived from related fields integrated with data from specialized experiments developed and reported in this thesis. These are used to develop a more mechanistically-based empirical understanding of secondary fragmentation and block size distributions encountered at the drawpoints. This research will include a comprehensive study of secondary fragmentation processes, from the first point of blocks breaking away from the cave back (i.e., subsequent to primary fragmentation), to the movement of blocks down through the draw column, through to their extraction at the drawpoints.

The primary objectives of this thesis to achieve the central objective are as follows:

1) Establish a conceptual framework for assessing broken ore density (BOD), including heterogeneity, within draw columns during block caving. Correlations resolved from experiences in other fields of granular mechanics, including unique field data from rockfill and waste rock studies, will be utilized to guidelines for estimating BOD as a function of different ore column heights;
2) Develop a standard methodology to evaluate the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials (i.e., caved rock) specific for draw columns and caving operations.

3) Generate an empirical methodology and corresponding relationships for evaluating secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential for block caving feasibility studies. This will involve developing procedures for conducting laboratory-scale experiments as a proxy for the different kinds of loading expected in a draw column;

4) Develop a detailed accounting of the diverse factors affecting secondary fragmentation during block caving related to feasibility and advanced engineering stage designs; and

5) Develop a methodology to predict drawpoint broken ore size distributions focused on early stage block caving feasibility assessments and design, and validate using field data. This methodology will be supported based on four main pillars: i) far and near field loading conditions, ii) laboratory testing (one-dimensional and ring shear tests) as a proxy for mine-scale draw column processes, iii) Pierce’ gravitational flow model of a central compression plug zone, surrounded by shear bands, and iv) fines migration.

1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 1 includes an introduction to secondary fragmentation during block caving, with emphasis on the role of the broken ore size distribution on mine planning design. The motivation, scope and objectives are presented.
Chapter 2 introduces a conceptual framework on assessing the broken ore density (BOD) distribution under both isolated movement zone and interactive flow. This is then used to propose a methodology to evaluate the BOD within draw columns.

Chapter 3 presents the results of a study concerning the frictional strength of broken ore materials, which are used to develop a procedure to evaluate this parameter under different rock properties and draw column conditions.

Chapter 4 describes the methods, results and conclusions of a comprehensive experimental laboratory testing program focused on secondary fragmentation, simulating the loading conditions in the compression plug-flow zone. More than 5,000 concrete cuboids were fabricated, based on a methodology developed to fabricate artificial cuboids, and tested as a proxy for broken ore fragments, carefully controlling their size, aspect ratio and intrinsic strengths. A subset of the cuboids were embedded with a small, non-persistent discontinuity, controlling their length, orientation and thickness to examine the role of small joints and veining on secondary fragmentation processes.

Chapter 5 examines several key factors affecting secondary fragmentation in block caving: air gap thickness, BOD, segregation of large blocks, broken ore strength heterogeneity, block strength damage and crushing, water within draw columns, and cushioning. The in-depth understanding gained for these factors is synthesized to contribute to a more precise secondary fragmentation assessments during feasibility and advanced stage engineering.
Chapter 6 presents a new methodology to evaluate BSD at drawpoints for early stage
design. This methodology is supported by new laboratory testing data (one-dimensional
compression tests), far and near field approaches, Pierce’s gravitational flow model, and a
simple fines migration approach.

Chapter 7 includes conclusions and recommendations for further investigations. This
is followed by Appendix A, which includes the results of the laboratory testing program
reported in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 2: Broken Ore Density Distribution within a Draw Column during Block Caving

2.1 Introduction

The swell of a caved rock mass plays a significant role in the planning and design of block cave mines, especially in terms of cave propagation, surface subsidence and ore recovery, although its determination is a very difficult and contentious task as it is virtually impossible to measure in the cave (Van As & Van Hout 2008). In fact, key mine planning parameters such as the draw height are influenced by the swell of the rock. For instance, this parameter is used to evaluate the stresses on the extraction level pillars, to estimate quantities of caved rock remaining in a draw column, and as input in the secondary fragmentation assessments as discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.

In addition, several parameters have been proposed in the literature to define the swell of broken rock, which depends on the caved rock ($V_{caved}$) and in situ volume ($V_{in-situ}$). For instance, the bulking factor is defined as $B = (V_{caved} / V_{in-situ}) - 1$ and the swell factor ($S_f$) is $(1+B) \times 100\%$. The broken ore density (to be referred to by its acronym BOD in the remaining chapter) is the ratio between the bulk weight and caved volume. Also, the void ratio ($e$) which is commonly used in geotechnical engineering (ratio of volume of voids and volume of solids;
i.e., \( e = B \), will be used together with the porosity index \( \eta \) which is equivalent to \( \eta = e / (1 + e) \).

The swell of broken rock \( (S_f) \) is a major factor in mine planning designs, but poorly understood. As an example, \( S_f \) values of 108-116% have been suggested by Laubscher (1994) but values as high as 169% have been reported at the El Teniente mine (Millan & Brzovic 2013). Additional data is provided in Table 2.1, highlighting the large variation of \( S_f \) for different block/panel caving operations. In addition, Pierce (2009) has proposed that the gravitational flow of broken ore in a draw column is controlled by two main zones (shear bands and a plug-flow zone), which in turn would generate different ranges of BOD.

Differentiating the BOD in both shear band and plug-flow zones would allow more accurate assessments of secondary fragmentation, percolation (fines migration) and stress fields as well as improved broken ore characterization regarding inter-block friction angle \( (\phi') \) and deformation modulus. In addition, determining the BOD in both zones would also improve the gravitational flow analysis by means of REBOP (Rapid Emulator Based on PFC, Cundall et al. 2000), frequently employed in block caving projects. Hence, this huge difference of swell factor in cave mines as well as the need to evaluate the BOD in different zones within a draw column firmly motivates the conceptual framework developed here for assessing the broken ore density within a draw column during block caving.

Certainly, the swell of a caved rock mass depends largely on the rock mass characteristics and properties (e.g. strength). Important factors include the number of joints, as well as their orientation, spacing and persistence, which control the in-situ fragmentation.
Other key factors include the in-situ stress conditions and whether an air-gap is present. These influence the primary fragmentation and fall height of the blocks from the cave back, respectively, and therefore the initial block size and shape distributions. The resulting initial configuration of blocks then undergoes changes (secondary fragmentation) as the material moves down through the draw column, with further fragmentation and swell depending on the changing column height (Ross & Van As 2012). Hence, the initial bulk density of a granular assembly is a difficult parameter to predict (Hancock 2013).

Table 2.1: Swell factors reported by different authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mine</th>
<th>Swell factor $S_f$</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andina Mine. Chile</td>
<td>115% - 120%</td>
<td>Alcalde et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniente Mine. Chile</td>
<td>119% - 128%</td>
<td>Behn &amp; Brzovic (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniente Mine. Chile</td>
<td>130 - 140%</td>
<td>Gonzalez-Carbonell &amp; Duplancic (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgeway Deeps- Australia</td>
<td>110% (Average)</td>
<td>Sharrock et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabanie mine, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>107%-120%</td>
<td>Laubscher (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King mine, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>113%</td>
<td>Laubscher (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Manuel (South), USA</td>
<td>108.9%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeshore, USA</td>
<td>109.5%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, USA</td>
<td>109.5%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>108% - 116% (*)</td>
<td>Laubscher (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>125% - 166% (**)</td>
<td>Lorig &amp; Pierce (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>200% (**)</td>
<td>Hancock et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>121% - 126% (**)</td>
<td>Esterhuizen et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Suggested values; (**) Numerical modelling
Several studies have highlighted that the broken ore undergoes a change in the BOD/swell factor along the ore column (Ross & Van As 2012, Sharrock et al. 2012, Dorador et al. 2014). This matter has also been identified in sublevel caving by Rustan (2000) who noted that properties like swelling, packing, porosity vary so much in space and time during the gravity flow of coarse rock that simulations using constant properties will always fail. Constant values only apply for a very fine, mono grained material. Nevertheless, BOD and $S_f$ are commonly assigned constant values for block caving design software such as PCBC (Personal Computer Block Cave; Diering 2000), REBOP and BCF (Block Caving Fragmentation; Esterhuizen 2005).

Furthermore, a key factor of the BOD not previously addressed is the initial arrangement of blocks released from the cave back, which in turn falls down onto the muckpile surface. As depicted in Fig. 2.1 depending on the air gap thickness, the broken ore could arrange into either a tidy (dense) packing or an untidy (loose) packing. These conditions are summarized in Fig. 2.2 which represent two packing stages of the broken ore. The former considers the broken ore affected by initial packing (broken ore initial arrangement) while the latter reflects the BOD influenced by column height ($H$), gravitational flow, secondary fragmentation, and fines migration.
Fig. 2.1: Tidy (dense) and untidy (loose) packing

Fig. 2.2: Broken ore under different stresses conditions along single draw column
This chapter investigates these factors depicted in Fig. 1.6 (initial arrangement of blocks, air gap thickness, ore/draw column height, broken ore properties) and uses them to develop a conceptual framework for feasibility-level studies that describes the distribution and zonation of the BOD within a block caving draw column. The broken ore initial arrangement is examined based on near-uniform particle packing, taking into account that the size ranges of blocks will be within the same order of magnitude after primary fragmentation (e.g., uniform gradation). Then, the BOD within a draw column is studied based on existing knowledge from rock fill dams, mine waste rock piles and coarse granular soils, where particles size ranges span several orders of magnitude. Thus, these materials are thought to reflect wide particle size distributions commonly observed at drawpoints. Secondary fragmentation, fines migration and gravitational flow patterns within a draw column (e.g. plug-flow zone and shear bands) are also discussed. Thus, estimations of $S_f$ and BOD (relative to a rock density of $2.7 \text{ t/m}^3$ and rock strength higher that $\sigma_c = 100 \text{ MPa}$) along a draw column are proposed here based on both isolated and interactive flow, including the case of an inactive draw column. Finally, the settlement process of broken ore over time is addressed due to its importance in the broken ore densification and air gap thickness enlargement.

2.2 Broken Ore Density (BOD) Within a Draw Column

2.2.1 Broken ore initial arrangement

Single blocks released from the cave back can align to form numerous block arrangements. As seen in Fig. 2.1 the air gap height is a relevant parameter in this regard. In the case of a negligible air gap, blocks released from the cave back will have less chance to
rotate and thus will retain their contact with adjacent blocks. This would lead to a tighter packing and smaller initial swell factor. Intuitively, a tidy (dense) packing would result when the fall height is lower than the block’s width. In fact, evidence of negligible air gap has been observed at the El Teniente Mine, Chile (Brzovic & Gonzalez 2015).

In contrast, the presence of a sizeable air gap would facilitate a more disordered block arrangement, increasing the initial swell factor. Of interest is that Esterhuizen & Karacan (2008) have identified from longwall mining observations that when the fall height is larger than the lateral dimension of the rock fragments, they are more likely to rotate and come to rest in a disordered pile. A large air gap would also promote rock-fall impact fragmentation (referred as impact breakage by Laubscher 2003), which would induce smaller block sizes and fines (untidy packing). This topic is further developed in Chapter 5. Thus, the air gap thickness could explain in part the large variations of swell factors found at different mines around the world (Table 2.1), although block shape and aspect ratio are also critical parameters in the initial block arrangement. For instance, the air gap thickness at cave initiation would be influenced by the blast rock draw in the undercut level. However, in later stages the air gap thickness could increase due to settlement in time of the broken ore (section 2.7), with variations depending on the draw and cave rate. Thus, both narrow and large air gaps could be developed during the caving process as suggested in Fig. 2.1 and therefore, broken ore with comparable block sizes (e.g., 1 m) could arrange into an untidy (loose) and tidy (dense) packing.

The tidy (dense) packing is of specific interest with respect to the BOD and worthy of further discussion. For instance, this dense packing causes face to face contacts between blocks.
and so forms larger kinematically interlocked “effective blocks” of different sizes (Fig. 2.3), a phenomenon identified as entrainment by Hancock (2013). Interestingly, Börzsöny & Stannarius (2013) have noted that sets of very long rods exhibit a solid-like shape stability, which would be comparable with these groupings of interlocked effective blocks. Effective blocks of different sizes within the broken ore would also mean a wider distribution of acting block sizes and therefore higher BOD (as noted in Section 3.1). This phenomenon has also been discussed by Esterhuizen & Karacan (2008) in long wall mining. They recommend, based on a study by Munson & Benzley (1980), that the maximum bulking of the caved rock will occur when the fall height exceeds about twice the block width (without considering rock-fall impact fragmentation), which means that under this height a tidy packing could be generated. Finally, this initial tidy (dense) packing is in agreement with a particular mixed disturbance mode of gravity flow, where large interlocking groups of particles act to disturb the flow as noted by Sharrock & Hashim (2009) and later by Hancock et al. (2012).

Fig. 2.3: Initial block arrangement during block caving
Thus, based on the previous recommendations by Esterhuizen & Karacan (2008) a simple conceptual description of the expected initial block arrangement of broken ore is introduced. Under a uniform block size distribution and block diameter D: i) fall heights lower than D will promote a tidy packing, ii) fall heights greater than D but less than 2D will promote a mix of both untidy (loose) and tidy (dense) packing, iii) fall heights greater than 2D will generate a untidy (loose) packing mostly.

Others factors influencing the initial block arrangement (e.g. block shape) are briefly addressed as follow.

2.2.1.1 Influence of block shape

Different block shapes would be present on the muckpile surface depending on the in situ and primary fragmentation. From a granular material point of view, Santamarina & Cho (2004) noted that free falling platy particles tend to settle in a horizontal position, which would be comparable to platy-like blocks falling from the cave back as depicted in Fig. 2.4 which will promote a high tidy (dense) packing.
Fig. 2.4: Example of platy blocks arrangement during initial packing and moving downward through a draw column.

2.2.1.2 Other factors

*Block roughness* is a parameter that must be considered. As blocks slide/roll down across the top of the muckpile surface, block roughness would promote higher friction between contacts, enhancing an untidy (loose) packing. Also, *block rotation* during fall would emerge depending on the geometry of the rock mass discontinuities. Thus, blocks could rotate while falling, which would induce an untidy packing onto the muckpile surface (Fig. 2.5). *Block rebound* is also a factor of significance; blocks with high rebound properties (e.g., coefficient of restitution) would promote disorder and therefore a more untidy packing.
2.2.2 Broken ore along a draw column and close to drawpoints

As a draw column can be characterized by a central plug-flow zone (compression zone) and outer perimeter shear bands during gravitational flow (Pierce 2009), the block shape and size distribution would likely play a more significant role in the shear bands (due to the continuous rotation, dilation and re-compaction), rather than within the compression zone. However, there is an absence of studies examining the influence of block shape and broken ore size distribution on BOD. Several studies do exist though pertaining to particle shape and sizes on packing.
2.2.2.1 Influence of block shape

With regard to shear bands, noteworthy works by Börzsönyi et al. (2012) and Wegner et al. (2014) indicate that for elongated grains the preferred orientation form is close to the streamlines under shearing. This interesting result would suggest that elongated blocks (and possibly platy-shaped blocks) within the outer periphery could align with the flow direction, due to the permanent shear deformation taking place within this zone, although this could be somewhat offset by secondary fragmentation and dilation taking place at the same time.

Based on studies on hopper flow by Baxter & Behringer (1990), Cleary & Sawley (2002), and Sielamowicz et al. (2005) among others, Börzsönyi & Stannarius (2013) concluded that elongated particles concentrate into a narrow funnel above the hopper opening. This fact is very important in a draw column with broken ore reaching the drawbell because it would allow more elongated blocks to be recovered than other kind of block shapes at drawpoints (e.g., platy or cubes). This agrees with experiences at the Suapi sector in El Teniente mine (Chile) where elongated oversize blocks (longest edge > 2 m) have been observed regularly at drawpoints (Brzovic 2015).

Regarding the plug-flow zone (compression zone), it is hypothesized that the broken ore moves downward within a draw column undergoing internal compression but without a marked relative movement among blocks. Block rotation is restricted. Thus, broken ore moving down through the compression zone would act as an interlocked mass towards the drawpoint (Hancock 2013). However, this compressibility stage would be counteracted by
broken ore dilation as the ore approaches the drawbell, which would help to rotate elongated blocks towards a vertical alignment.

Also, as indicated by Biarez & Hicher (1994), particle shape would play a significant role in the bulk density for granular samples with uniform particle sizes. However, the influence of block shape on the BOD would be inhibited by the block size distribution (BSD), especially when the BSD is wide.

Hence, based on these previous findings from granular material studies, the block shape could play a significant role on the BOD within the shear bands more so than within the compression zone. More detailed investigations on this specific topic are recommended.

**2.2.2.2 Influence of block size distribution**

Broken ore particles could range from oversize blocks (larger than 2 m$^3$) through to smaller blocks and gravel to sand sized particles, thus spanning at least three orders of magnitude in block diameters. The influence of particle size distribution on maximum density has been reported by Biarez & Hicher (1994) and Dorador & Besio (2013) for granular materials, which correlates well with the densest packing (or minimum void index, $e_{min}$). The span of particle size distribution is characterized using the uniformity index $C_U$, defined as the ratio between $D_{60}/D_{10}$. The standard laboratory procedure to measure the densest packing of a granular material is carried out using a cylindrical mould and vibratory table (ASTM standard D 4253 – 00). The latter promotes rearrangement among particles while minimizing secondary fragmentation. Maximum density is directly related to the uniformity index ($C_U$). The standard to assess minimum density is determined by simply pouring the material in the same mould.
(ASTM standard D 4254-00). Riquelme & Dorador (2014) proposed a correlation from angular gravels using the minimum void index $e_{\text{min}}$. Minimum densities in gravels and rockfill have been reported in the literature by De la Hoz (2007) and Dorador & Besio (2013), which demonstrated that minimum density depends directly on the BSD and block shape (assuming a constant specific gravity, SG). Riquelme & Dorador (2014) also suggest a correlation to assess the minimum density (or maximum void index $e_{\text{max}}$), which can then be used to evaluate the maximum density. These equations are as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
 e_{\text{min}} &= 0.7849 \cdot C_u^{-0.302} \\
 e_{\text{max}} &= 1.311 \cdot e_{\text{min}} + 0.062 \\
 BOD &= \frac{SG}{1 + e}
\end{align*}
$$

As an example, uniform samples ($C_U = 1$ to 2.5) of sands or gravels with a SG of 2.7 could reach densities from 1.3 to 1.7 g/cm$^3$ (equivalent to porosity $\eta$ ranges of 0.37 to 0.52), which agrees very well with results provided by Baker & Kudrolli (2010) who reported ranges of porosities of 0.33 to 0.50 under maximum and minimum stable random packing of different classes of polyhedral particles. Conversely, densities over well-graded samples with $C_U$ of 50 could range between 2.0 and 2.2 t/m$^3$. Fig. 2.6 depicts examples of both uniform and well graded samples of angular gravels. It is important to note that both correlations do not depend directly on block size (e.g., maximum block size $D_{100}$ or average block size $D_{50}$).
Hence, it is proposed here that these relationships can be likewise used to estimate the densities of broken ore in a draw column.

![Images of well graded and uniform samples](image)

Fig. 2.6: Example of well graded (left) and uniform (right) samples. Dorador (2010)

### 2.3 BOD during Gravitational Flow

Broken ore within a draw column could experience marked gravitational flow patterns which directly impact BOD. First, *segregation of large blocks* due to irregular draw (cone-shaped free surface) can occur (Chapter 5). In addition, based on image processing on flowing sand by Baxter et al. (1989) and Melo et al. (2008), broken ore during extraction could experience two main flow patterns: *shear bands* and a *plug-flow zone*. Pierce (2009) not only agreed with these two main flow patterns, but also recognized a particular flow behaviour, conical in form, which is generated when the IMZ (isolated movement zone) width is less than 20 particle diameters. Pierce also stated that a reasonable shear band thickness could be 10 times the average size of the broken ore (Chapter 6). Furthermore, the broken ore undergoes
*dilation* close to the drawpoint which induces a loose BOD. These considerations should be included in any study of BOD within a block cave draw column.

### 2.3.1 Segregation of large blocks due to non-uniform draw

An accepted feature during ore draw is the generation of a cone-shaped free surface due to continuing ore extraction (Pierce 2009); its surface inclination could be associated to the angle of repose as indicated by Waters & Drescher (2000). As noted by Dodds (2003), very little force is required to start round particles rolling and to keep them rolling. Although blocks on the muckpile surface are non-rounded, they would still roll down to the centre of a steep cone surface as shown in Fig. 2.2 and therefore, a greater percentage of large blocks could be concentrated within the plug-flow zone facilitating the formation of hang-ups.

This segregation affects the BOD because more large blocks would concentrate within the plug-flow zone rather than within the shear bands along the outer periphery of the draw column. This means wider size distributions in the plug-flow zone and more uniform gradations in the shear bands. Hence, this segregation process would change the block size distributions and therefore the BOD in both shear bands and plug-flow zone. This topic is further developed in Chapter 5.

### 2.3.2 Plug-flow zone

During broken ore flow, a compression zone (plug-flow zone) is developed (Fig. 2.2) if the diameter of the isolated draw (IMZ) is at least 20 particle diameters; otherwise the plug-flow region disappears, and the velocity profile takes the form of an inverted cone (Pierce 2009). In addition, this plug-flow could be associated with an anisotropic compression of the
broken ore, similar to that observed in one-dimensional (1-D) tests as shown in Fig. 2.2. This represents a key hypothesis promoted in this study as $\sigma_1$ (vertical stress) and $\sigma_3$ (horizontal stress) are indeed variables during the draw process due to the continuous stress re-distribution within the draw column, which means that the ratio $\sigma_1 / \sigma_3$ is not constant. Valuable data on large 1-D compression tests is available in the literature thanks to the works by Marsal et al. (1965), Valenzuela et al. (2008) and Palma et al. (2009), which is depicted in Fig. 2.7.

![Fig. 2.7: Influence of $\sigma_v$ on broken ore void index. Data from different authors](image)

In general terms, the compressibility depends mainly on the confining pressure, initial BOD, and block size distribution. This data will be employed in further evaluations of BOD along this work.
2.3.3 Shear bands

According to Pierce’s (2009) model, shear bands are generated around the outer periphery within the draw column. Pierce also states that shear band profiles exhibit elevated porosity relative to the plug-flow region. In addition, significant particle rotation occurs within a shear band (Bardet 1994, Matsushima et. al 2003) including large deformations and dilation, which tend to reduce BOD. Also, the broken ore experiences not only secondary fragmentation but also fines migration concentrated along the shear bands which induces changes in the BOD (section 2.4). As suggested by Pierce, a shear band thickness of 10 x D50 could be considered. Finally, broken ore within the shear bands would be more uniform in size due to segregation on the cone-shaped free muckpile surface (as noted in section 2.3.1).

2.3.4 Loose density above drawpoints

As stated by Melo et al. (2008), broken ore close to the drawpoint tends to dilate likely as arching develops over the drawpoint and ore below passes into the drawbell. Also, during continued ore draw, the broken ore undergoes significant dilation, which could be associated to a minimum density of the broken ore as explained in section 2.2.2.2. However, it is important to note that in cases of low draw rate or no draw, broken ore dilation above a drawpoint will be offset by compressibility due to the column weight, increasing the BOD.
2.4 Secondary Fragmentation and Fines Migration

2.4.1 Secondary fragmentation

The process known as secondary fragmentation is commonly associated with comminution in terms of point load splitting, corner rounding and crushing of blocks due to shear and compressive stresses imposed during vertical movement of the broken ore. This fragmentation process affects the BOD because the average size distribution decreases and the block size heterogeneity increases. As noted previously (Fig. 2.2), a broken ore zone moving downward through an ore column can experience a combination of two modes of loading.

The first can be associated with 1-D compression within the central axis of the column, where the broken ore would predominantly experience fragmentation in terms of splitting and crushing (Dorador et al. 2015). The crushing mechanism would allow a disintegration of blocks, generating smaller fragments and more fines, although these fines and smaller fragments are likely to keep the original shape of the disintegrated block due to confinement as its moves downwards through the plug-flow zone, thus inhibiting fines migration. Once it reaches the drawpoint, these fines and smaller fragments would dilate and move more freely, filling voids between merging larger blocks from the plug-flow zone and shear bands.

The second mode of loading involves shear deformations outside the central axis of the draw column, where the broken ore would generate more fines due to shearing and rounding along the block edges, enabling these fines to freely migrate towards the drawpoints (Chapter 6). Hence, the secondary fragmentation of broken ore will result in a dual-mode
weighted gradation curve from splitting, crushing and fines generation derived from the two modes of induced stresses.

### 2.4.2 Fines migration impacting ranges of BOD

Fines migration is another process influencing BOD distribution within a draw column. Fines travel down through the column and fill the voids in between larger blocks, increasing in concentration towards the bottom of the column. In cases where there is a significant amount of fines close to the drawpoint, large blocks may be found floating in a fine matrix of sand and gravel. Although the fines migration process has been investigated in several empirical (Castro 2006, Cheng et al. 2009, Hashim & Sharrock 2012) and numerical modelling (Leonardi et al. 2008, Pierce 2009) studies, there is no standard methodology or procedure to evaluate fines migration through a draw column.

Fines migration is expected to occur mostly in the shear bands due to the continuous internal movement of blocks, enabling smaller particles to travel down faster, therefore generating more uniform size distributions along the shear bands (decreasing the BOD). Also, an appreciable amount of fines generated within the plug flow zone from block crushing would emerge during the broken ore dilation close to the drawpoints. Hence, wider block size distributions near the drawpoints are expected due to the accumulation of fines from both the shear and plug-flow zones.

Fines migration together with secondary fragmentation are evaluated in section 2.5 with respect to BOD within a draw column.
2.4.3 Broken ore size distribution impacting the BOD

In order to analyze the evolution of the broken ore size distribution, equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be applied to estimate BOD as a function of Cu. Fig. 2.8 presents primary fragmentation data from several studies, which ranges from Cu = 2 to 2.5. These represent very uniform gradations and BOD between 1.4 - 1.7 t/m³. This data compilation is in agreement with a benchmarking study carried out by Castro (2006) who reported an average block size range from 0.5 to 0.9 m and a uniformity index (Cu) of 2.86. Data was also compiled for broken ore size distributions at drawpoints corresponding to different operations and ore columns between 100 to 200 m height, as plotted in Fig. 2.9. This takes into account both secondary fragmentation and fines migration processes. The block size distribution data in terms of Cu ranges from 8 to 18, which represent well-graded curves (in contrast with the primary fragmentation curves) and BOD values of 1.7 to 2.0 t/m³. Hence, broken ore at the top of a draw column would appear blockier, while at the drawpoints it would entail a rock/soil matrix.
Fig. 2.8: Primary fragmentation curves from different authors. (*) Field estimation (**)
Estimation using Core2Frag approach.

Fig. 2.9: Secondary fragmentation curves by some authors. Column heights from 60 to 180m
2.4.4 Influence of broken ore mixtures and block’s strength within a draw column on BOD

Block caving operations could cave through a combination of different lithologies. In such cases, the different mixes of caved rock properties could control most of the secondary fragmentation and gravitation flow within the draw columns. Weaker blocks will be subjected to more fragmentation, which means smaller block sizes. This in turn facilitates a wider block size distribution of broken ore and therefore, higher densities (equations 2.1 and 2.2). Also, fines migration within a draw column would be more accentuated, increasing the BOD closer to the drawpoints (e.g. drawbell) acting counter to the loosening resulting from ore extraction at the drawpoint. The amount of additional secondary fragmentation and fines migration due to mixes of blocks from different lithologies will depend on the strength contrasts and the percentage of mixes between the lithologies (Chapter 5). The wider block size distributions arising from mixes weighted more heavily with weaker rock types will mean higher densities (equations 2.1 and 2.2). In the case of stronger rocks (e.g. El Teniente), no significant secondary fragmentation is expected and so, the BOD won’t be affected by the broken ore gradation.

2.5 Empirical Estimation of BOD Distribution into an Isolated Movement Zone

Three scenarios of initial block arrangement are proposed in this work to analyse the BOD distribution in an isolated movement zone (IMZ) which are in agreement with a simple conceptual description of the initial block arrangement proposed in section 2.2.1. The first
refers to a loose initial packing of broken ore material involving blocks being released from a cave back with an air gap present, that freely rotate as they fall onto the muckpile surface. This introduces an initial loose state and minimum BOD, to which equations 2.2 and 2.3 would be applied. The second case is referred to as a dense but untidy (chaotic) packing of the broken ore occurring within the plug-flow zone. The third case is where an air gap is not present and the broken ore released from the cave back remains in a dense (tidy) packing. Here the blocks retain their contacts with adjacent blocks in a tight assemblage, and as such, the comparison between broken ore and rockfill or gravels is not applicable and the correlations developed do not apply. These three cases will be developed in the following sections using Fig. 2.10 with the corresponding empirically-derived BOD and swell factor results being presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Suggested BOD and $S_f$ values under three different packing condition (IMZ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loose condition (Untidy)</th>
<th>Loose/dense (Untidy/tidy)</th>
<th>Dense (tidy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOD [t/m$^3$]</td>
<td>$S_f$</td>
<td>BOD [t/m$^3$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1 = 1.4 - 1.6$</td>
<td>193% - 169%</td>
<td>$D_1 = 2.05 - 2.15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2 = 1.4 - 1.6$</td>
<td>193% - 169%</td>
<td>$D_2 = 2.05 - 2.15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_3 = 1.5 - 1.7$</td>
<td>180% - 159%</td>
<td>$D_3 = 1.5 - 1.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_4 = 1.5 - 1.7$</td>
<td>180% - 159%</td>
<td>$D_4 = 2.10 - 2.20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_5 = 1.6 - 1.8$</td>
<td>169% - 150%</td>
<td>$D_5 = 1.6 - 1.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_6 = 1.6 - 1.8$</td>
<td>169% - 150%</td>
<td>$D_6 = 2.15 - 2.25$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.1 **Loose packing of broken ore**

For this case, the initial BOD close to muckpile surface can be estimated based on $Cu = 2$ to 2.5 (Fig. 2.8) and equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, which give ranges from 1.4 to 1.6 t/m$^3$ (for both $D_1$ and $D_2$; see Fig. 2.10). Regarding the BOD close to the drawpoints, it is feasible to consider size distribution ranges from Fig. 2.9 (which represent the broken ore at drawpoints) and so, using equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, ranges of density of 1.6 - 1.8 t/m$^3$ are obtained for a column height of 200 m ($D_5$ and $D_6$). For an intermediate column height of 100 m a mean density range of 1.5 - 1.7 t/m$^3$ would be assumed ($D_3$ and $D_4$).
Ranges of BOD within the shear bands and plug-flow zone can vary depending on the column height, especially on ore columns higher than 200 m due to the influence of the mass flow (far field). This topic is further discussed in section 2.6.

### 2.5.2 Dense (tidy) packing of broken ore

This case would be expected where a negligible air gap is present as explained in section 2.2.1. No mine data or previous studies are available to estimate density values under this packing condition. Taking into account that the broken ore density is limited by a hypothetical maximum dense (tidy) packing of 2.7 t/m³, which is the rock density used as reference in this work, this limit can then be used to assess BOD under conditions of dense (tidy) packing. This assumption would only apply at the top of the draw column and within the plug flow zone (D1, D2, D4 and D6 from Fig. 2.10), due to the fact that the shear bands will be always undergoing a loose (untidy) packing on broken ore. Thus, values of D3 = 1.5 - 1.7 t/m³ and D5 = 1.6 - 1.8 t/m³ could be considered in the outer periphery.

### 2.5.3 Loose/dense packing of broken ore (irregular draw)

Loose/dense packing reflects the situation when the broken ore experiences an irregular draw rate and sequencing, which would promote both loose (untidy) packing and dense (tidy) packing, or when the air gap thickness would range between D and 2D, with D being the average block diameter (section 2.2.1). Under this scenario, the BOD within the shear bands would keep a loose condition due to continuous block rotation and dilatancy during draw. However, this loose/dense packing would affect the top of the draw column and the entire plug-flow zone before reaching the drawbell.
The BOD at the top of the draw column (D₁ and D₂ in Fig. 2.10) may vary between the loose untidy packing case (BOD = 1.4 to 1.6 t/m³) and maximum density (2.7 t/m³), resulting in an average range of 2.05 t/m³ to 2.15 t/m³. Then, D₄ could be estimated as the average between 1.5-1.7 t/m³ and 2.7 t/m³ (D₄ = 2.10 – 2.20 t/m³), and D₆ would reach a range of 2.15 to 2.25 t/m³ based on the average between 1.6-1.8 t/m³ and 2.7 t/m³. Finally, D₃ = 1.5 - 1.7 t/m³ and D₅ = 1.6 - 1.8 t/m³ could be considered within the shear bands.

2.6 Estimation of BOD Distribution under Interactive Flow

Interactive flow occurs when portions of neighboring draw columns overlap with each other, causing the upper portions of caved rock to descend uniformly (Susaeta 2004). Thus both near field and far field effects must be accounted for. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.11 where h_c is the critical height of interaction and h_f is the far field height. In order to evaluate BOD within the near field, it is reasonable to consider the hypothesis for an isolated draw column (section 2.5). However, within the far field, the broken ore would be influenced by uniform stress distributions, which could be equated to loading in 1-D compression tests; thus for this scenario, large 1-D compression data from Fig. 2.7 can be used to obtain feasibility-level BOD estimates. It is also important to note that within the far field of the interactive scenario, secondary fragmentation processes would induce a better graded block size distribution before the broken ore enters the near zone. These are considered in the following subsections for the three packing conditions representing the BOD under an interactive flow.
2.6.1 Loose packing

For the analysis carried out here, the critical height of interaction $h_c$ will be assumed to be 50 m for practical purposes (the $h_c$ varies for each block caving operation) and two far field heights are considered: $h_f = 150$ m and $h_f = 300$ m. A key consideration accounted for in the analysis is that under appreciable ore column heights, stresses are reduced on the broken ore due to stress arching at the base of the cave.
Regarding the far field, the *loose condition* trend from Fig. 2.7 would apply. Hence, a void index \( e \) of 0.72 is obtained under a \( h_f = 150 \) m which equates to a BOD of 1.6 \( t/m^3 \) and \( S_f = 169\% \) (assuming SG = 2.7). Conversely, the mass flow will influence the density values in the near field. So, \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) would be assumed to be the same as the 1.6 \( t/m^3 \) of the far field. Also, this case considers a total height of 200 m which is comparable to the height of the IMZ case from section 2.5. Hence, size distribution at the drawpoints (Fig. 2.9) and equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 can be used, which gives values of \( D_5 \) and \( D_6 = 1.6 - 1.8 \) \( t/m^3 \) (\( S_f = 169\% - 150\% \)). Finally, \( D_3 \) and \( D_4 \) can be assumed to be a mean value of \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) with \( D_5 \) and \( D_6 \) obtaining a range of 1.6 – 1.7 \( t/m^3 \) (\( S_f = 169\% - 159\% \)).

For the case of a far field height \( h_f \) of 300 m, the *loose condition* trend from Fig. 2.7 still also applies. This results in a void index \( e \) of 0.50, resulting in a BOD of 1.8 \( t/m^3 \) and \( S_f = 150\% \) (assuming SG = 2.7). Regarding the near field, \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) would be assumed to be the same as 1.8 \( t/m^3 \) of the far field. Also both \( D_4 \), \( D_6 \) (densities within the plug-flow zone) are assumed to keep constant (1.8 \( t/m^3 \)) due to the stress reduction within the plug-flow zone, which impedes an additional density increment of the broken ore. In addition \( D_3 \), \( D_5 \) (densities within the shear bands) are defined as 1.6 to 1.8 \( t/m^3 \) (\( S_f = 169\% - 150\% \)).

### 2.6.2 Dense packing

In this extreme (and low probability) case, the broken ore would experience a density close to 2.7 \( t/m^3 \) along the entire far field for \( h_f = 150 \) m and 300 m. In the near field, \( D_1 \), \( D_2 \) \( D_4 \) and \( D_6 \) would keep a density value close to 2.7 \( t/m^3 \) but along the shear bands (\( D_3 \), \( D_5 \)) the density would decrease strongly to 1.6 - 1.8 \( t/m^3 \) (\( S_f = 169\% - 150\% \)) due to the high secondary
fragmentation, rotation and block dilation, which would result in a loose density. This sharp drop is heavily dependent on the block strength. For instance, weak blocks (e.g. $\sigma_c$ lower than 50 MPa) would facilitate more fragmentation within the shear bands inhibiting block dilation and increasing the BOD to higher values of 1.6 - 1.8 t/m$^3$. Conversely, strong blocks wouldn’t be affected significantly by secondary fragmentation, so dilation would take place.

### 2.6.3 Loose/dense packing

As explained in Section 2.5.3, the broken ore density could be approximated as an average from the loose and dense state of the broken ore, which gives an average value of 2.05 – 2.15 t/m$^3$ ($S_f = 132\% - 126\%$) In the far field, it is expected that the compressibility of the broken ore will result in a higher $h_f$. Also, the broken ore as shown in Fig. 2.3 could be formed by single blocks and large interlocked effective blocks, which could be envisaged as a well graded block size distribution. Under this scenario, it is feasible to consider the *loose/dense condition* curve from Fig. 2.7. This curve is a projection of the well graded material correlation under an intercept 0.3. From this, void ratios of 0.22 and 0.15, which correspond to density values of 2.2 t/m$^3$ ($S_f = 123\%$) and 2.3 t/m$^3$ ($S_f = 117\%$), can be obtained for $h_f$ conditions of 150 m and 300 m, respectively.

Regarding the near field and $h_f = 150$ m, $D_1$ and $D_2$ would be assumed to reach the same density as the far field (i.e., 2.2 t/m$^3$ and $S_f = 123\%$). Also both $D_4$, $D_6$ (densities within the plug-flow zone) are assumed to be constant (2.2 t/m$^3$). In addition $D_3$ and $D_5$ (densities within shear bands) are defined as 1.6 - 1.8 t/m$^3$ ($S_f = 169\% - 150\%$) as considered for the loose packing case (section 2.6.1).
For the case of \( h_f = 300 \text{ m} \), similar near-field conditions to those for \( h_f = 150 \text{ m} \) are assumed to apply. Thus, \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) would be \( 2.3 \text{ t/m}^3 (S_f = 117\%) \), \( D_4 \), \( D_6 \) would be defined as \( 2.3 \text{ t/m}^3 (S_f = 117\%) \), and \( D_3 \), \( D_5 = 1.7 \text{ t/m}^3 (S_f = 159\%) \).

2.6.4 Estimation of BOD distribution under closed drawpoints

Drawpoints can be closed due to a number of factors, including ground control problems (i.e., tunnel or pillar failures) and operational issues (workers strike, environmental permitting, etc.). If so, broken ore could experience a densification over time when no extraction is carried out, a process described by Susaeta (2004) as uniformity density equalization. Susaeta associated this process to a slow propagation movement within the cave, whereby the broken ore settles uniformly due in part to a lateral movement generated towards the draw columns. Assuming the zonation depicted in Fig. 2.10, it is reasonable to consider that a 1-D compression occurs across the entire broken ore pile, which means that \( D_1 \) changes to \( D_2 \), \( D_3 \) to \( D_4 \) and \( D_5 \) to \( D_6 \), and estimations under loose, dense and loose/dense can be applied from sections 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and 2.6.3, respectively.

2.7 Broken Ore Settlement

As previously identified, the broken ore experiences compressibility during caving and when drawpoints are closed, settlement at the muckpile surface would result. This surface settlement is significant as it might induce an enlargement in the air gap, and therefore influence the subsequent initial block arrangement process as previously discussed in section 2.2.1 and further examined in Chapter 5. Interestingly, the settlement phenomenon of rock-piles has been recognized in other geotechnical fields such as rockfill dams and waste rock
dumps, structures that could be comparable to broken ore piles in terms of footprint area and height. Furthermore, waste rock and rockfill materials could share similar characteristics with broken ore in terms of average particle size and particle shape. The key difference between rockfill and waste rock materials is that the latter are dumped on a site without a compaction procedure, in contrast with compacted rockfill used in dams.

### 2.7.1 Background on rockfill dams settlement

Several reviews of settlement in rockfill dams have been reported in the literature. Sowers et al. (1965) compiled the crest settlement of 14 rockfill dams up to 100 m height, reporting a maximum settlement of 1.5% of dam height. Parkin (1977) also reported a maximum crest settlement of 1.6% from 9 dams. Oldecop & Alonso (2007) conducted a review of settlement in 13 concrete-faced rockfill dams (CFRD) up to 160 m height, reporting crest settlement up to 1.6%. Kim & Kim (2008) compiled data from a larger set of 35 CFRD of up to 187 m height and void ratios ranging from 0.18 to 0.4, obtaining a maximum internal settlement after construction of 1.9% of dam height.

Hence, based on this background review, it is possible to infer that a compacted broken ore (emulating the conditions in a rockfill dam) would undergo internal settlement ranging from 1.5 to 1.9%. In other words, if a draw column (under closed drawpoints) is 200 m high, the internal settlement under a dense broken ore condition can be estimated to result in up to 3.0 to 3.8 m of vertical internal deformation. In this case, based on values from rock fill dams (noting again these involve compaction), settlement would not significantly enlarge the air gap.
2.7.2 Experience from waste rock dumps

Waste rock encompasses coarse materials classified by size as cobbles, boulders, gravels, sands and fines. Waste rock dumps could be compared to large broken ore piles in block caving due to its wide ranges of particle sizes and dump heights which can reach more than 500 m (Valenzuela et al. 2008). Waste rock dump densities typically range between 1.6 and 2.2 t/m³ depending on whether it is loose or compacted (Williams 2000). In addition, Linero et al. (2007) reported in-situ waste rock density tests (over dump platform) ranging from 1.8 to 1.9 t/m³ (with a mean SG of 2.7). Thus, waste rock dumps under a loose condition could be associated to densities ranging from 1.6 to 1.9 t/m³.

However, waste dump compressibility is a continuous process which could persist for even more than 10 years after construction (Naderian & Williams 1996, Naderian 1997). William & Currey (2004) reported settlements of 1.5% of dump height (which is equivalent to a settlement of 3.0 m under a waste dump height of 200 m) but no additional data are available.

2.7.3 Experience from waste rock 1-D compression tests

Due to the lack of information regarding waste dump settlements; it is feasible to use the large 1-D compression tests data from Fig. 2.7 in order to assess the compressibility of waste rock material in a loose condition. Considering a column height (H) of 300 m (closed drawpoints) and a representative density of 1.75 t/m³, the vertical stress σv at the half of the column is 1.75 MPa. Next, using the well graded material trend on Fig. 2.7a final void ratio eₐ = 0.39 is obtained. Using equation 2.4, and assuming an initial void ratio eₒ = 0.44 associated
with a density of 1.75 t/m³ and specific gravity of 2.7 (thus, $\Delta e = 0.05$), a final settlement of 3.5% of the dump height, or $\Delta H = 10$ m, would be calculated.

$$\frac{\Delta H}{H} = \frac{\Delta e}{1 + e_o}$$

[2.4]

Hence, waste rock dump settlements could potentially experience large ranges of 3 to 10 m under a waste rock dump height of 300 m. Therefore, this range of settlement suggests that a large air gap could develop aided by settlement, which in turn would facilitate untidy block packing.

### 2.8 Summary and Key Findings

The secondary fragmentation of broken ore as it moves down through a draw column must be well characterized during early and advanced design stages as well as during production in order to ensure a successful mine plan and optimized production. A critical but not well studied geotechnical parameter in this context is the broken ore density (BOD), commonly related to the swell or bulking factor. It is hypothesized that BOD decreases (and swell factor increases) along the shear bands within a draw column and close to the drawpoint due to loosening generated by ore extraction. The broken ore in the draw column also potentially experiences stress and density heterogeneities throughout, depending on the block properties (e.g., shape, aspect ratio and size distribution). Important factors identified as influencing the initial BOD include air gap height, draw rate and draw sequence. As secondary fragmentation continues, increasing with increasing draw column height, the ongoing grinding and breakage will generate rounder block shapes and more fines. This in turn will enable
different block shape configurations and finer broken ore size distributions. These fines will migrate downwards into the draw column increasing the BOD in the lower half of the draw column.

Of interest here is the compilation of data and observations regarding the calculation of minimum and maximum densities on coarse granular soils, rockfill and waste rock materials. These were used to develop a conceptual framework on BOD and procedure to estimate the ranges and distribution of draw column BOD using a primary block size distribution as an input. Conditioning the primary fragmentation is the orientation, spacing and persistence of the natural discontinuities within the rock mass (i.e., in-situ fragmentation), as well as the air gap thickness, presence of veining, and rock mass strength. Here the need to accurately characterize the size and shapes of the blocks falling from the cave back onto the top of the muckpile (i.e., draw column surface) is emphasized, because it controls in part the broken ore packing and the gravitational flow characteristics within the draw column.

The findings presented here indicate that the air gap is a significant factor in the BOD; a negligible air gap will result in a tighter initial arrangement of blocks, while the blocks released from the cave back, as the air gap increases, will have more space to rotate generating a more disordered packing and higher swell factor (i.e. smaller BOD). The latter will intensify due to segregation of large blocks across an irregular draw column surface; an irregular muckpile surface may result from uneven draw rates. In addition, other rock parameters such as block roughness and rebound potential are thought to be of importance. A key extension of findings from the rock fill dam and mine waste rock dump data compiled, which is supported
by the large-scale 1-D compression test data, is that broken ore is susceptible to experiencing internal settlement with time, which would enlarge the air gap size.

Three broken ore packing states were proposed: dense (tidy), loose (untidy) and an intermediate loose/dense packing, which covers the large variation in swell factors reported in the literature. The role of the initial block arrangement for each of these packing conditions was defined through a ‘D’ factor (i.e., average block diameter): i) Dense (tidy) packing for air gap heights less than D; ii) Loose/dense packing for air gap heights between D and 2D; and iii) Loose (untidy) packing for heights greater than 2D. Next, the influence of secondary fragmentation and fines migration on reducing the average block size distribution (BSD) is considered. Using empirical relationships derived from the rock fill dam and mine waste rock data compiled, the broken ore density was shown to be affected by the secondary fragmentation and fines migration but not as significantly as the initial block arrangement. Finally, BOD values under three different flow modes (isolated, interactive, and closed drawpoints) were proposed based on correlations derived from the compiled data.

The conceptual framework presented in this chapter will contribute to a better assessment of BOD and swell factor, contributing to more accurate feasibility assessments and early stage mine planning design. The findings and framework presented in this chapter will also be further considered in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in order to study the influence of the BOD on secondary fragmentation.
Chapter 3: Inter-Block Friction Angle of Broken Ore Applied to Gravitational Flow in Block Caving

3.1 Introduction

Several key geotechnical properties of broken ore, referred to as caved rock in relation to a block cave operation, influence the caving process. Some of these include: i) block size distribution (which in turn depends on the natural fracture network, secondary fragmentation processes, fines migration, etc.); ii) broken ore density (BOD); iii) deformation modulus (E); and iv) the effective inter-block friction angle of the ore material ($\phi'$). When considered in terms of the Mohr–Coulomb shear failure criterion (based on equation 3.1), the inter-block friction angle controls the downward flow of broken ore during the draw process (Verdugo & Ubilla 2004; Rahal 2008; Pierce 2009).

$$\phi' = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{\sigma_1' - \sigma_3'}{\sigma_1' + \sigma_3'}\right)$$ [3.1]

For instance, $\phi'$ conditions the growth of the Isolated Movement Zone (IMZ) and the corresponding internal movements associated with each drawpoint (Pierce 2009). This process can be modelled using REBOP (Cundall et al. 2000), Rapid Emulator Based On Particle flow code, for which the inter-block friction angle is a key input. Specific to a draw column, two related parameters can also be defined: angle of repose and slide angle.
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Melo et al. (2007), Pierce (2009) and Vivanco et al. (2011) describe the angle of slide as defining the IMZ, while the angle of repose determines the maximum slope on the upper draw column surface (Pierce 2009). Furthermore, $\phi'$ can be used in practice to estimate the lateral earth pressure coefficient on broken ore materials at rest, which under a geostatic stress field or far field zone (Fig. 3.1), can be calculated using the Jaky (1948) formula, as $K_o = 1 - \sin \phi'$.

Fig. 3.1: Multiple draw operation scheme (interactive flow)
Despite its importance, assessing the inter-block friction angle of broken ore in the field is complicated by the broad range of block dimensions present, where diameters can reach up to several meters, together with a lack of standard assessment methodologies or absence of data. Existing databases detailing the results of large triaxial shear tests on rockfill and waste rock provide a means to balance the otherwise lack of data for \( \phi' \). Several attempts to assess the interparticle friction angle from the field of soil mechanics have been made based on experimental models (Barton & Kjaernsli 1981, Uhle 1986, Douglas 2002). Rockfill and waste rock materials share similar block sizes with broken ore, as well as characteristics like block shape and frictional properties. This presents the opportunity to use rockfill and waste rock interparticle friction angle data to characterize the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials.

Column heights in current block caving projects are on average 160 m (Woo et al. 2013), although several block cave mines are being developed with planned caving heights in excess of 500 m (Hancock 2013, Eberhardt et. al. 2015). Depending on the draw sequencing, two general types of stress conditions are generated within the broken ore during block caving: isolated movement zone (IMZ) and interactive flow. An IMZ is characterized by a plug-flow zone and an outer annulus where the centre moves more rapidly toward the drawpoint than material at the IMZ limits (Pierce 2009). Plug-flow is defined by a zone of broken ore moving downward through drawpoints while the outer annulus (also referred as shear bands) is where the broken ore experiences large shear deformations. Conversely, interactive flow represents broken ore moving uniformly downward towards the drawpoints, which in turn can be divided into far field and near field zones (Fig. 3.1). While the far field represents a 1-D compression
stress condition acting on the broken ore, the near field is characterized by compression plug and shear bands. Both types of broken ore flows (IMZ and interactive draw) will be considered in the following sections in order to evaluate the inter-block friction angle with a simple empirical methodology. Finally, additional considerations regarding the evaluation of $\phi'$ are recommended, with some emphasis placed on the influence of fines and water within a draw column in reducing the broken ore strength close to the drawpoints.

3.2 Background on Shear Strength in Granular Soils Applied to Broken Ore Materials

Broken ore materials, treated as an assemblage of particles, can be associated with granular materials, particularly with rockfill. As summarized by Melo (1977), Barton & Kjaernsli (1981), Indraratna et al. (1993) and Douglas (2002), the shear strength as a function of the normal stress ($\sigma_n$) for rockfill is non-linear, markedly at low $\sigma_n$. This would imply that the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials, represented by Fig. 3.2a,b, varies with increasing $\sigma_n$ as can be observed in Fig. 3.2c. A series of broken ore parameters as well as operational factors are explored and discussed in this section, most of these are considered in the assessment of $\phi'$ under both IMZ and interactive flow (section 3.5 and 3.6).
Fig. 3.2: (a) Non-linear shear strength envelope (b) Representation of $\phi'$. (c) Triaxial compression data on ballast and rockfill materials under different ranges of normal stress $\sigma_n$. Adapted from Indraratna et al. (1998)
3.2.1 Broken ore properties affecting shear strength

Five block properties have been identified as playing significant roles in the broken ore shear strength: i) Intact block strength; ii) Block strength heterogeneity; iii) Block size distribution (BSD); iv) Block shape; and v) Block roughness. In addition, due to the large size of some individual broken ore blocks, the size scale effect is another important aspect to consider. Finally, the broken ore density (BOD), presence of water within a draw column and column compressibility over time can also produce major changes in $\phi'$. Each of these are discussed below and through sections 3.4 to 3.7 and most of these are depicted in Fig. 1.6.

3.2.1.1 Intact rock strength

The Intact rock strength is a critical parameter for the shear strength of broken ore materials as stronger particles under confinement may undergo either dilatancy as shear bands form within the broken ore, or fragment if the confining stresses suppress shear strength relative to the intact block strength. Hence, shear strength criteria that include the uniaxial compressive strength ($\sigma_c$ or UCS) have been proposed (e.g., Indraratna et al. 1993). Thus, the UCS is considered as an input parameter in the methodology to evaluate $\phi'$ (sections 3.5 and 3.6).

3.2.1.2 Blocks strength heterogeneity

The broken ore within a draw column during caving might involve a mixture of variable block strengths owing to a mix of different lithologies. Mixtures of particles with different strengths in granular materials have not been extensively studied in terms of shear
strength and compressibility heterogeneity. Intuitively, the shear strength of heterogeneous block mixtures will be controlled by the percentage of strong versus weak particles.

An interesting study was reported by Valdes & Leleu (2008), who conducted simple shear tests on combinations of two types of homogeneous sands: strong grains (rounded quartz) and weak sand (subangular calcareous). The authors found that the presence of weak grains affects the simple shear response of predominantly strong-grained sands. At low normal stresses, the stress-strain response is controlled by particle shape due to its control on dilation; at higher normal stresses the response and particle fragmentation are controlled by weak particle breakage.

D'Espessailles et al. (2014) also executed a simple shear testing program examining two angular sands sourced from mine blasting. The first type of sand was composed of strong particles (quartz and plagioclase feldspar), while the second was formed by weak particles (mostly orthoclase feldspar). Three types of samples were generated under a percentage of strong/weak particles of 100/0, 75/25 and 0/100. As expected, they found that the shear strength decreases under higher percentages of weak particles.

Furthermore, Wang et al. (2016) carried out triaxial compression tests on samples composed of both stronger (sandstone) and weaker (mudstone) particles finding similar results to those obtained by D'Espessailles et al. (2014). As depicted in Fig. 3.3, $\phi'$ experiences a gentle transition from the samples lacking weak particles through to samples with 100% weak particles. Hence, for practical purposes, these studies suggest that the $\phi'$ of a broken ore consisting of both strong and weak blocks with inter-block friction angles of $\phi'_{st}$ and $\phi'_{w}$,
respectively, could be approximated as a weighted average of the particle content (C) of both strong and weak particles as:

$$\phi' = \frac{\phi'_w \cdot C_w \% + \phi'_w \cdot C_{st} \%}{100}$$  [3.2]

Finally, based on these studies, it can be interpreted that under low normal stresses where the behaviour of the broken ore under shear would be more dilative, intrinsic block properties such as size distribution and aspect ratio would have a greater influence on shear strength. At higher normal stresses (e.g. higher ore columns), where dilation is suppressed, block strength could play a more significant role in fragmentation of the broken ore. This interpretation should be considered as a first approximation because both studies were carried out on sands and the size scale effect (towards broken ore sizes) is not considered.
Fig. 3.3: Maximum interparticle friction angle affected by mixture of both strong and weak particles. Top: Data from D'Espessailles et al. (2014); Bottom: Data from Wang et al. (2016)
3.2.1.3 Block size distribution (BSD)

The BSD influences the shear strength depending on whether the broken ore is uniform in size (e.g. BSD at the upper draw column surface) or if the broken ore is well graded (e.g. affected by secondary fragmentation). For instance, rockfill data from Marsal (1973) revealed that the interparticle friction angle increases under wider size distributions, but this change is also dependent on other properties such as bulk density and particle shape. In terms of broken ore materials, the BSD can be considered mostly uniform when blocks initially fall from the cave back (Chapter 2), but later, due to secondary fragmentation and fines migration process, the BSD evolves into a well graded distribution. Of interest is the role of rock-fall impact fragmentation in influencing a finer BSD, as well as block segregation occurring along the muckpile surface (rilling), which may contribute to a coarser size distribution in the plug-flow zone and a more uniform and finer gradation in the shear bands (Chapter 5).

3.2.1.4 Block shape

Block shape can also be relevant for the shear strength of broken ore materials. Block shape is characterized based upon angularity and aspect ratio. Broken ore materials tend to be very angular with a limited number of block faces. Conversely, the aspect ratio of broken ore materials can vary significantly, largely depending on the natural fracture network in the rock (i.e., in situ fragmentation). Also, higher aspect ratios (e.g. elongated and platy blocks) induce higher shear strengths, as they generate higher interlocking in between blocks. Furthermore, block shape would have relevance in increasing the shear strength of broken ore when the ore column is low (section 3.2.1.2). However, under moderate and high columns, blocks undergo
secondary fragmentation within shear bands, which generates rounder and more spherical block shapes. This results in the interlocking properties of the block shape being strongly affected.

3.2.1.5 Block roughness

Block roughness has been considered as a primary parameter in the shear strength of rockfill by Barton & Kjaernsli (1981), which would also apply to broken ore materials. However, a detailed analysis of the influence of block roughness on shear strength is difficult due to the fact that this parameter varies with other block properties such as aspect ratio and angularity. Also, this parameter would only be relevant in the upper sections of a draw column because the block’s roughness would gradually reduce due to the constant movement, rotation (attrition process) and abrasion of the blocks within the shear bands in a draw column.

3.2.1.6 Size scale effect

The experimental knowledge of coarse granular materials has been developed mostly with particle sizes ranging from gravel to rockfill, which are typically up to 20 to 30 cm in diameter. However, the size of broken ore materials can reach up to 1 m of average block diameter (Chapter 2). Thus, a scaling relationship is required to upscale gravel and rockfill properties to values that can be applied to broken ore materials. The most popular techniques to scale geotechnical properties from smaller to larger granular samples is based on the parallel gradation method or parallel size distribution method first proposed by Lowe (1964). This technique involves shifting the size distribution curve (on a semi-log plot) by a factor “S” to scale the small sample to that of the in-situ rock-pile material (Fig. 3.4). De la Hoz (2007)
demonstrated that this technique is sufficient to scale gravels towards sands, but when scaling to samples with larger dimensions (e.g. rockfill) the strength and stiffness tend to decrease towards large sized particles due mainly to reduced particle strengths for larger sizes (Frossard et al. 2012). Also, other intrinsic block properties such as block shape and block roughness could also change due to scale effects. If so, the use of the parallel gradation method on broken ore materials must take into account this size scale effect. Particularly, the block strength reduction due to the size scale effect is considered in the methodology proposed to evaluate $\phi'$ in section 3.5 and 3.6.

Fig. 3.4: Parallel gradation method applied on broken ore materials
3.2.1.7 Broken ore density (BOD)

Broken Ore Density (BOD) influences the shear strength of broken ore materials. As suggested in Chapter 2, loose packing broken ore (low density) would be found mostly within shear bands, and this will not likely have a critical effect on \( \phi' \). An exception is when a dense packing of broken ore comes from a far field and enters into the shear band, which would generate high dilatancy at the top of the near field, thus increasing \( \phi' \). However, as previously noted, this effect would rapidly diminish downward due to the constant movement and block rotation experienced by the broken ore within the shear bands.

3.2.1.8 Influence of water within draw columns

The influence of water is a significant variable to consider in the shear strength of broken ore. Although groundwater in block caving projects is generally drained during operation, ore columns could still be affected by water due to rainfall or snowmelt entering fractures, scarps and collapse structures when the cave daylights at surface. If so, the water and mud would reduce the effective stresses at the contacts between blocks within a draw column, enhancing sliding and reducing the overall broken ore shear strength. In addition, water could flow downwards and saturate the broken ore closer to the drawpoints. This situation could enhance mudrush risks in case of significant fines within the broken ore. This topic will be discussed in section 3.4.

3.2.1.9 Column compressibility over time

A draw column compression phenomenon could occur due to low draw rates or closed drawpoints (i.e., long broken ore residence times). This compressibility increases the BOD
along the column, enhancing the shear strength of the broken ore. This phenomenon would be significant in cases of irregular draw sequencing under an interactive flow (Chapter 5), because the strength parameters of a draw column under operation will increase with adjacent columns affected by this compressibility process. Thus, this factor should be considered in advanced engineering design stages, as opposed to early stage feasibility and design.

### 3.2.2 Operational factors

Operational factors can indirectly affect the shear strength of broken ore materials. For instance, the draw column height is associated with the normal stresses acting on the broken ore, which in turn influences $\phi'$ assuming a nonlinear shear strength envelope. Higher draw rates (to maximize net profit) could promote a sizeable air gap, which in turn promotes rock-fall impact fragmentation, enhancing secondary fragmentation and modifying the BSD of the broken ore (section 3.2.1.3). Draw sequencing (e.g. non-uniform draw) may cause an irregular muck pile surface that in turn may result in rilling of large blocks downward into the centre of cone depressions that form over the drawpoints (Chapter 5). This will lead to concentrations of large size blocks, changing once more the BSD of the broken ore (e.g. coarser gradation in the plug-flow zone and finer gradation within the shear bands). The influence of these factors on the inter-block friction angle of broken ore material is discussed below and in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

#### 3.2.2.1 Ore/draw column height

The draw column height directly influences the normal stress ($\sigma_n$) acting on the broken ore. The draw column height typically correlates with the height of the orebody. This
parameter is considered in the methodology to evaluate $\phi'$ under both isolated movement zone (IMZ) and interactive flow cases in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

### 3.2.2.2 Air gap height

The air gap height not only controls the way the broken ore is initially packed in the draw column, via the ability of the blocks to detach and rotate from the cave back (Chapter 2), but also the impact energy and fragmentation experienced by the blocks based on rock-fall height (Chapter 5). In this case, a sizeable air gap helps in promoting impact fragmentation of blocks released from the caved back on the muckpile surface, which in turn could modify the BSD of the broken ore into a wider and finer size distribution, enhancing the inter-block friction angle (3.2.1.3).

### 3.2.2.3 Broken ore segregation

Under certain conditions, such as irregular draw (producing a cone-shaped free surface), large blocks can undergo segregation on the muckpile surface by rolling down to the centre of the cone (referred to as rilling). Within an IMZ, this process induces changes in the BSD in terms of promoting coarser size distributions in the plug-flow zone, and gradations without oversize blocks in the shear bands. This topic is discussed in Chapter 5 and a procedure to correct the BSD at the top of a draw column is provided.

### 3.2.2.4 Fines migration

The occurrence of fines migration during block caving is expected, especially under irregular extraction at drawpoints. The *fines percolation* is mainly vertical as noted by Pierce
(2009), while Hancock (2013) proposes that the majority of fines migration would occur within the shear bands. As introduced further in Chapter 6, two percolation mechanisms can be defined: spontaneous and shear-induced (Khola 2015). The former refers to when percolating particles are so small that they move down due to the action of gravity only, while the latter is associated with percolation due to continuous shearing. It is believed that fines migration contributes to the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials in two ways: fines acting to lubricating large blocks and by promoting a well-graded block size distribution.

First, from the soil mechanics perspective, finer fractions in a sample of granular materials may reduce sliding resistance and subsequently lower the shear strength of broken ore. This is because fines lubricate larger particles, facilitating the sliding process (Lee 1986). Marsal & Fuentes de la Rosa (1976) found that the type of “fines” (sands or silts) within rockfill materials can result in marked shear strength variations. For instance, they concluded that in a mix of 70% rockfill and 30% silt, the overall shear strength was comparable to the shear strength of the silt. Of interest is that this result is in agreement with a shear strength model of coarse and fine grains mixed together first proposed by Siddiqi (1984) and complemented by Fragaszy et al. (1990). This model considers that if the granular material contains less than 40% of fines (in weight), large particles will control the strength due to their contacts among them. However, under a higher amount of fines, large particles will have the chance to float in this fine matrix and the strength will depend on both fine and coarse particles. Therefore, these results could be extrapolated to broken ore columns, especially closer to the drawpoints, because the strength of the broken ore within the shear bands could strongly
decrease in the presence of sufficient amounts of fines (due to percolation) within the voids left by large blocks.

Second, a typical uniform broken ore size distribution within the shear bands at the top of a draw column will evolve into a well graded BSD along a shear band in the case of significant fines migration combined with the secondary fragmentation process (Chapter 6). A well graded BSD will increase the inter-block friction angle as noted in section 3.2.1.3. This topic is further discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

3.2.2.5 Shear band thickness reduction due to secondary fragmentation and fines migration

As discussed in Chapter 6, the average size of the broken ore ($d_{50}$) within shear bands decreases under higher ore columns and so, the shear band thickness is also reduced (considering for example the relationship of 10 times $D_{50}$ by Pierce 2009). Thus, it is expected that the shear band thickness reduction would induce a finer and more uniform size distribution of the broken ore, reducing the final value of $\phi'$.

3.3 Laboratory Tests to Evaluate the Inter-Block Friction Angle of Broken Ore Materials

A literature review of shear strength tests derived from a soil mechanics perspective is carried out below, and applied to the shear strength of broken ore. Based on this literature review, large triaxial tests are expected to represent the broken ore shear strength and so, data from these laboratory tests is used to develop a procedure to evaluate $\phi'$ in section 3.5 and 3.6.
3.3.1 Background on shear strength tests applied to broken ore materials

Several laboratory testing devices are available to assess the interparticle friction angle of granular materials, most of which are undertaken as part of standardised testing: Direct shear (ASTM D3080 / D3080M – 11); Triaxial compression CID (ASTM D7181 – 11); Simple shear (ASTM D6528 – 07); Annular ring shear (D7608 – 10); Torsional hollow cylinder (Ampadu & Tatsuoka 1993), and plane strain (Marachi et al. 1969, Marsal 1973). Due to the large shear displacement experienced by the broken ore in the outer periphery of a draw column, ring shear would seem to be the ideal test to evaluate the shear strength of broken ore materials within the shear bands. However, the ring shear device was designed to test sand and gravels which greatly differ from broken ore materials when employing the parallel gradation method (3.2.1.6).

Of interest is that the maximum interparticle friction angle derived from ring shear tests for sands, which have been reached shear strains close to 30% (Coop et al. 2004, Luzzani & Coop 2002). Thus, taking into account this reduced shear deformation (in comparison with the large shear deformations being experienced by broken ore within shear bands), other shear devices limited to smaller shear strains (e.g. 20%) but able to test larger size materials, for example using large triaxial compression or large plane strain (capable to test particles up to 17 cm diameter), could be more representative to evaluate the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials. Thus, large scale tests appear to be a valuable means to assess $\phi'$ of broken ore materials, although any large scale laboratory testing is inherently difficult, time consuming, and expensive.
3.3.2 Large triaxial compression and plane strain tests

Various large scale shear tests have been reported in the literature, including \textit{large triaxial compression tests} by Marsal (1967), Marachi et al. (1969), Marsal (1973), and Valenzuela (2008) among many others, and to a much lesser extent \textit{large plane strain tests} by Marachi et al. (1969), Becker et al. (1972) and Marsal (1973). These tests have provided invaluable data related to the shear strength of rockfill and coarse granular soils such as that represented by the Leps’ chart (1970) and the Barton & Kjaernsli shear strength criteria (1981). Due to the preferential sliding of mass flow through shear bands (outer periphery) towards the drawpoints, the internal deformations experienced by broken ore might be better represented by a plane strain test rather than by a large triaxial compression test. However, the large amount of data on large triaxial tests generated to date allows the development of acceptable relationships to estimate the inter-block friction angle of broken ore materials. Then, these tests will be complemented with large tilt rockfill test data (Fig. 3.5), which allows evaluation of the shear strength of broken ore materials at very low stresses.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3.5}
\caption{Tilt test on rockfill. Adapted from Barton (2013)}
\end{figure}
3.4 Methodology to Evaluate $\phi'$ For Broken Ore Material – Key Considerations

A methodology to evaluate $\phi'$ for both IMZ and interactive flow under early stage design is presented in section 3.5 and 3.6, including its application to an ideal case study in section 3.7. Several considerations need to be outlined.

- A value of UCS is required for the broken ore material and this value needs to account for scale effects, as recommended via equation 3.5. An exception is the use of the Barton & Kjaernsli (1981) relationship (equation 3.4), which includes its own chart to scale the block strength.
- In the case of mixed broken ore with different block strengths, equation 3.2 can be considered.
- The block size distribution (BSD) is not explicitly accounted for in this methodology. However, the BSD is an important parameter in more advanced engineering design stages.
- Block shape is not an independent variable in this methodology. The relationships and charts presented are based on angular and subangular particle shapes in order to represent broken ore materials.
- Block roughness is only considered based on $\phi_b$ in equation 3.4 for broken ore materials under low $\sigma_n$. 

• The parallel gradation method is not used in this methodology (due to the fact that the BSD is also neglected by this methodology). Note that it should be considered in more advanced engineering stages.

• The BOD is required to evaluate the far field overburden and then the $\sigma_n$ on the boundary between the far and near field zones (equation 3.6). Also, the BOD is used to evaluate $\sigma_v$ close to the drawpoints.

• The influence of water within a draw column is not considered explicitly in this methodology. However, a rock strength reduction due to moisture and its effect on strength degradation can be considered (e.g. UCS test data involving saturated specimens).

• Regarding operational factors, the ore column height is the only independent parameter used in both IMZ and interactive flow. Other variables such as broken ore segregation at the top of a draw column, fines migration, and shear band thickness reduction are required for higher level design studies.

3.4.1 **Variables to evaluate $\phi'$ not considered by the methodology**

Several factors influencing $\phi'$ not included in this methodology, which should be considered in advanced design engineering stages, are:

• The influence of *water* on the inter-block friction angle of broken ore is disregarded in this methodology due to its complexity (as briefly discussed in section 3.2.1.8). For strong and moderate broken ore materials, water promotes block sliding, which can reduce its overall bulk shear strength. It is important to note that water
combined with a sufficient amount of fines can generate mudrush risk. In such cases where this hazard may be present, the influence of water should be considered in advanced design stages.

- **Influence of fines on broken ore strength close to drawpoints:** as noted in 3.2.2.4, fines between a set of large blocks may contribute to a notably reduced inter-block friction angle because they can act to lubricate the large blocks, facilitating the sliding process. This methodology does not consider a broken ore shear strength reduction, due to the lack of studies related to this theme. This factor should be considered in higher level engineering designs, when broken ore size distributions would be available and the amount of fines present can be evaluated.

- Finally, the *block size distribution (BSD)* of broken ore materials is a fundamental parameter in the assessment of $\phi'$. Typically, a BSD evolves from a uniform gradation in the upper part of the draw column to a well graded gradation along the shear bands due to secondary fragmentation and enhanced by fines migration. Although a methodology to evaluate the BSD for broken ore materials during block caving is proposed in Chapter 6, insufficient data is available in the literature to include the BSD as an independent parameter in the methodology to evaluate $\phi'$ proposed in section 3.5 and 3.6. However, it is highly recommended to consider this parameter for higher level design stages (e.g. detailed design) together with the key factors that influence the BSD such as rilling, dilution, and rock fall fragmentation. Thus, the BSD can be corrected within a draw column and supported by laboratory testing to provide a more accurate assessment of the shear strength properties of broken ore.
3.5 Methodology to Evaluate $\phi'$ For Broken Ore Material - Isolated Movement Zone (IMZ)

This section presents a procedure to evaluate $\phi'$ under an IMZ, as represented in Fig. 3.6. Important considerations such as the reduction of vertical stress close to the drawpoints are also included in this section, which allows estimation of $\phi'$ under a wide range of normal stresses ($\sigma_n$). A flow chart for this purpose is included in Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.6: Draw column scheme. Tilt test and annular ring shear test representing the shear strength on broken ore within an IMZ.
3.5.1 Relation between $\sigma_v$ and column height (H)

As discussed previously, $\phi'$ is strongly dependent on the normal stress ($\sigma_n$) acting on the broken ore within the shear bands as shown previously in Fig. 3.7, assuming a non-linear shear strength envelope is appropriate. For an IMZ condition, a stress assessment using the Janssen formula (1985, 2004) could be performed as recommended by Castro et al. (2014). This equation relates $\sigma_v$ to $\phi'$, $K_o$ (lateral earth pressure coefficient) and $R_h$ (hydraulic ratio):
Of interest is that Pierce (2009) found that stress rotation occurs near the drawpoint, within 16 times the average block size at the drawpoint, which means that broken ore close to drawpoints can undergo an isotropic stress condition. Hence, this finding can be interpreted as the vertical stress $\sigma_v$ approximately corresponding with the normal stress $\sigma_n$ acting on the broken ore within the shear bands close to the drawpoints; assuming a non-linear shear strength envelope, $\sigma_n$ can then be used to assess $\phi'$ in section 3.5.3. Since $\sigma_v$ depends on $\phi'$ (equation 3.3), it is recommended to first define an estimate $\phi'$ (e.g. 40°) and then evaluate $\sigma_v$. Hence, after the evaluation of $\phi'$, $\sigma_v$ could be calculated again and an iterative process could continue if necessary.

3.5.2 Assessment of $\phi'$ under low $\sigma_n$ (upper zone of draw column)

The inter-block friction angle $\phi'$ of the broken ore in the upper sections of the draw column s (i.e., under low normal stresses) can be approximated by means of a large tilt test (Fig. 3.5), such as that used in rockfill characterization. However, as introduced in section 3.3, any large test program is expensive, time consuming and sometimes unfeasible. Thus, literature regarding large tilt and triaxial tests has been compiled and presented below to develop relationships to estimate $\phi'$ for early stage designs on block cave projects.

A well-known shear strength criterion was proposed by Barton & Kjaernsli in 1981. This criterion was intended to be used for rockfill and it is represented by Equation 3.4:

$$\sigma_v = \frac{R_h \cdot \gamma}{K_o \cdot \tan \phi'} \left(1 - e \frac{-K_o \cdot (\tan \phi') H}{R_h}\right)$$  \[3.3\]
where $\phi'$ is the friction angle of the rockfill, $\sigma_n$ is the effective normal stress, $S$ is the equivalent particle strength obtained from (Fig. 3.8 a) and the parameter $R$ is the equivalent roughness (Fig. 3.8.b). About the parameter $R$, an important consideration regarding the use of rockfill porosity values is the fact that the broken ore size distribution in the upper part of a draw column can be highly uniform with a uniformity coefficient ($C_u$) ranging from 1 to 3 (Chapter 2). Finally, $\phi_b$ is the basic friction angle; although $\phi_b$ is a key parameter in estimating the friction angle of rockfill there is a lack of sources and related literature to reliably estimate this parameter. Barton & Kjaernsli (1981) suggested values from 25° to 35°. Also, Alejano et al. (2012) conducted a useful literature review of basic friction angle of several types of rock and suggested that for intrusive rocks, $\phi_b$ ranges between 29° and 38°. In addition, Grasselli & Egger (2003) estimated $\phi_b$ of 34° for fresh granite.
Fig. 3.8: (a) Equivalent particle strength $S$. (b) Equivalent roughness $R$. Adapted from Barton and Kjærnsli (1981)
Although limited data on rockfill tilt tests is available in the literature, a large amount of data can be found on triaxial compression tests conducted mainly on ballast materials. Valuable large tilt tests on marble from a waste rock material were conducted by Iabichino et al. (2014) resulting in values ranging from \( \phi' = 46.7^\circ \) up to \( 57.5^\circ \) under normal stress \( (\sigma_n) \) lower than 0.1 MPa. A key characteristic of the tilt tests is the very low \( \sigma_n \) generated on the sample (just the overweight of the upper part of the sample) which strongly influences \( \phi' \). Also, interparticle friction angles higher than \( 60^\circ \) have been reported on ballast materials (Ionescu 2004) and interparticle friction angles on large triaxial tests between \( 45.6^\circ \) to \( 53.3^\circ \) under low confining stresses of \( \sigma_3 = 0.02 \) to 0.04 MPa (Marsal 1973). Hence, it is practical to consider an interparticle friction angle under low \( \sigma_n \) ranging from \( 45^\circ \) to \( 60^\circ \).

Therefore, a rough estimation of the inter-block friction angle assessment under low normal stresses could be carried out by the Barton & Kjærnsli methodology or considering an approximate range between \( 45^\circ \) to \( 60^\circ \).

3.5.3 Assessment of \( \phi' \) under higher \( \sigma_n \) (along shear band of an IMZ)

The broken ore shear strength, assuming a nonlinear strength envelope, can decrease significantly depending on the normal stress \( \sigma_n \). Leps (1970), Duncan & Chang (1970) and Barton & Kjaernsli (1981) have proposed that the maximum interparticle friction angle decreases in a logarithmic scale with \( \sigma_n \) (see Fig. 3.2c). Thus, in order to apply this relationship to broken ore materials, a compilation of various studies involving large triaxial tests under angular/subangular rockfill and waste rock materials published by different authors from 1967 to date is presented in Table 3.1. In Fig. 3.9 this data for strong and medium strong rocks is
presented and subdivided based on their uniaxial compressive strength under a threshold of 125 MPa. Weak broken ore materials can also occur within a draw column. However, no significant data is available to generate acceptable correlations to evaluate $\phi'$. Several triaxial compression tests on rockfill and gravels are depicted in Fig. 3.10 as a reference to evaluate roughly the inter-block friction angle under weak broken ore materials. These charts allow evaluation of the inter-block friction angle of broken ore under moderate and high $\sigma_n$ (0.1 to 1 MPa and 1 to 5 MPa respectively).

Table 3.1: Materials associated with interparticle friction angles in Fig. 3.9. Overall (arithmetic) average $D_{50}$ is 36 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marachi et al. (1969)</td>
<td>Crushed material (Basalt)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker et al. (1972)</td>
<td>Venato (Sandstone)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsal (1973)</td>
<td>El infiernillo (Silicified Conglomerate)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>El infiernillo (Diorite)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malpaso (Conglomerate)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Francisco (Basalt)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contreras (2011)</td>
<td>Fresh waste rock (Porphyry and Granodiorite)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leached waste rock (Granodiorite)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crushed waste rock (Granodiorite)</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palma et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Porphyry</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granodiorite</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorador (2010)</td>
<td>E.R (Weathered Andesite)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R.L (Granodiorite)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3.9: Inter-block friction angle under different intrusive rock types (see Table 3.1).

Fig. 3.10: Inter-block friction angle for strong and weak broken ore materials. Different authors (see Table 3.2)
Table 3.2: Materials associated with inter-block friction angles in Fig. 3.10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>D$_{50}$ (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al (2014)</td>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles &amp; Watts (1980)</td>
<td>Slate</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, based on the proposed correlations, $\phi'$ could reach values higher than 60° and lower than 35° for medium to strong rock types, depending on $\sigma_n$. $\phi'$ can also notably vary depending on rock strength with values between 50° and 15° under moderate $\sigma_n$ ($\sigma_n$ between 0.1 to 1 MPa, respectively). Thus, these results suggest that $\sigma_n$ and UCS are the two key parameters to consider in evaluating $\phi'$ under early-stage engineering design.

3.5.4 Rock strength scaled by size

An additional factor to consider is related to the reduction in intact strength of rock due to size effects, especially when the broken ore material is subjected to moderate and high normal stresses. For instance, correlations of data involving moderate to strong broken ore materials presented in Fig. 3.9 are made with respect to uniaxial compressive strength (ASTM D7012 – 14) and overall particle size (D$_{50}$) of 36 mm (see Table 3.1). For this, $\sigma_c$ needs to be scaled to block sizes appropriate for broken ore materials (e.g. D$_{50}$ of 0.5 m or 1 m diameter). Similar associations should be carried out for weak broken ore materials (Fig. 3.10 and Table 3.2). Hence, in order to scale the strength for larger sizes, the formulation by Yoshinaka et al. (2008) can be used:
\[
\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_{c,0}} = \left(\frac{d_e}{d_{e,0}}\right)^{-k}
\]  

[3.5]

where \(\sigma_c\) is the uniaxial compressive strength associated with an equivalent length \(d_e = V^{1/3}\), \(V\) is the block volume, \(\sigma_{c,0}\) is the uniaxial compressive strength associated with an arbitrary length \(d_{e,0}\), and \(k\) is an empirical rock parameter.

### 3.6 Methodology to Evaluate \(\phi'\) For Broken Ore Material - Interactive Flow

Under an interactive flow, both near field and far field conditions are generated during block caving (which is depicted in Fig. 3.1). Near field conditions are assumed here to correspond to broken ore within 50 to 100 m of the drawpoints. In this case, the gravitational flow is governed by Pierce’s model (2009) which includes a plug-flow compression zone and an outer peripheral shear band. On the other hand, far field conditions are associated with a geostatic stress state. A flow chart to estimate \(\phi'\) is provided in Fig. 3.11.


3.6.1 Inter-block friction angle assessment

In order to evaluate the inter-block friction angle in the shear bands within the *near field*, the same procedure carried out in section 3.5 can be employed. This first requires the evaluation of $\sigma_n$ of the broken ore along the shear bands. In the upper part of the shear bands, $\sigma_n$ can be estimated assuming a geostatic condition (assuming that a broken ore element will retain its stress condition from the far field). Hence, $\sigma_n$ can be assumed as:

$$\sigma_n = \gamma' \cdot H \cdot K_o$$  \[3.6\]

where, $\gamma'$ is the bulk density of the broken ore in the far field; $H$ is the far field height and $K_o$ is the lateral earth pressure coefficient of the broken ore ($K_o = 1 - \sin \phi'$).

Conversely, the normal stresses acting on the broken ore in the lower part of the shear band can be estimated assuming isotropic conditions in the draw column as would be expected close to the drawpoints (section 3.5.1). Hence, the vertical stress can be estimated and equated to $\sigma_n$ as previously applied in Section 3.5. The strength reduction of individual rock blocks due to size effects can also be carried out if required. Therefore, the inter-block friction angle of broken ore can be evaluated considering both ranges of $\sigma_n$ from the upper and lower zone of the shear band, rock strength scaled by size (section 3.5.4), and using the relationships shown in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10.
3.7 Application of Methodology to Evaluate $\phi'$ For Broken Ore Material

3.7.1 Assessment of $\phi'$ under IMZ

A sample calculation is included in this section to demonstrate the procedure developed to estimate $\phi'$ under an IMZ. Consider the following input values, which represent typical block caving design parameters: Ore column height (H) = 300 m and $R_h = 11.5$. Assumed are the following broken ore properties: BOD = 1.7 t/m$^3$ (porosity of 0.37), average block diameter ($D_{50}$) = 736 mm, and UCS = 133 MPa (associated with a test sample 70 mm in diameter and 140 mm in height). Using equation 3.5, together with $d_e = 58.1$ mm and $k = 0.25$ (diorite) the UCS is scaled to 70.5 MPa. In the upper zone of a draw column, the Barton & Kjaernsli criteria can be used. Thus, based on Fig. 3.8, $R = 6$, $S/\sigma_c = 0.2$ and then, $S = 26.6$. Considering a low normal stress of 0.1 MPa and $\phi_b = 30^\circ$, a final $\phi' = 44.5^\circ$ is obtained using equation 3.4. Regarding the assessment of $\phi'$ close to the drawpoints, $\sigma_n$ can be evaluated using equation 3.3. Considering the next parameters: $H = 300$ m (total height), $\phi' = 44.5^\circ$ (obtained for the upper zone of the draw column); $K_o = 0.30$; BOD = 1.7 t/m$^3$ and $R_h = 11.5$, $\sigma_n = 0.78$ MPa. Thus, using Fig. 3.9 a value of $\phi' = 41.4^\circ$ is obtained.

3.7.2 $\phi'$ assessment under interactive flow

A second sample calculation is provided in this section in order to evaluate $\phi'$ based on the flow chart from Fig. 3.11 for an interactive flow case. The inputs are as follows: Ore column height (H) = 300 m; near field height = 75m; far field height = 225 m and $R_h = 11.5$. The broken ore properties are: BOD = 1.7 t/m$^3$, average block diameter ($D_{50}$) = 736 mm, UCS
\[ \sigma_n = 1.12 \text{ MPa}, \quad \phi' = 40.1^\circ \] is obtained. This value of \( \phi' = 40.1^\circ \) can be used again as an input of Ko and using equation 3.6, \( \sigma_n = 1.36 \) MPa is obtained. Finally, using Fig. 3.9, \( \phi' \) is 39.4\(^\circ\) and after one more iteration it converges to a value of 39.3\(^\circ\). Regarding \( \phi' \) close to the drawpoints, \( \sigma_n \) can be evaluated using equation 3.3. Using the next inputs: \( H = 300 \) m (total height), \( \phi' = 39.3^\circ; \) Ko = 0.37; BOD = 1.7 t/m³ and \( R_h = 11.5 \), a value of \( \phi' = 42^\circ \) is obtained. The increase of \( \phi' \) is explained due to the \( \sigma_n \) reduction close to the drawpoints.

### 3.8 Discussion of Methodology to Evaluate \( \phi' \) For Broken Ore Material

A simple guideline has been presented to evaluate the inter-block friction angle (\( \phi' \)) of broken ore materials during block caving. Particularly, two factors influencing \( \phi' \) need to be further discussed:

- **Block roughness and block shape:** as discussed in 3.2.1.5, block roughness would only affect the inter-block friction angle in the upper part of a draw column; this guideline suggests estimating \( \phi' \) based on the Barton & Jkaernsli criteria (Section 3.5.2, which implicitly considers the roughness based on parameter R). Nevertheless, in the case of estimating \( \phi' \) for advanced engineering design, the roughness should be a parameter to take into account. Regarding block shape, the data used in this work is based on angular to subangular rockfill and waste rock particles, which fairly represent the block shape of broken ore materials. This is because rockfill can contain a larger...
amount of block faces than broken ore, which affects the packing properties (as noted in Chapter 2).

- **Broken ore strength heterogeneity**: as discussed in section 3.2.1.2, equation 3.2 has been recommended to evaluate $\phi'$ for early stage design under a broken ore comprised of two different lithologies. However, the influence of broken ore strength heterogeneity on $\phi'$ is a more complex phenomenon which covaries with other broken ore properties, mainly with the block size distribution, block shape and presence of water. This factor should be considered in advanced design stages based on results from a tailored laboratory testing program.

### 3.9 Summary and Key Findings

The assessment of geotechnical properties of broken ore materials are critical to the success of a block caving operation. Amongst these, the *inter-block friction angle* ($\phi'$), is of key importance given its decisive influence on the gravitation flow of the broken ore during draw. Despite its importance, there is a lack of standard methodologies to quantify this parameter. Although a number of block properties and operational factors influence this parameter, two key variables have been identified in this chapter as being especially important: i) the *normal stress*, due to the nonlinear strength envelope that characterizes broken ore, and ii) the *strength properties* of the broken ore.

This chapter presents an empirical methodology, together with guidelines on its use, for evaluating $\phi'$ for broken ore materials based on data compiled from shear tests on rockfill and waste rock materials. The methodology accounts for both isolated movement zones (IMZ)
and interactive flow behaviour in the draw columns. It is concluded that $\phi'$ varies along a draw column, reaching values higher than $60^\circ$ for stronger blocks under low confining stresses, but lower than $30^\circ$ for weaker blocks and/or under higher confining stresses. These values are based on the mechanistic postulation that the shear strength of broken ore is non-linear, with $\phi'$ being strongly dependent on whether the normal stresses ($\sigma_n$) acting on the broken ore (equated to draw column height) are high enough to suppress dilation relative to the intact block strengths. Hence, emphasis is placed on reliably estimating $\sigma_n$, taking into account the vertical stress reduction occurring in the draw column closer to the drawpoints.

Hence, this work provides a new approach for assessing the inter-block friction angle of broken ore. Its empirical nature makes it appropriate for early level feasibility studies of large block caving projects. Others parameters such as block size distribution, presence of water, column compressibility over time, fines lubricating large blocks, broken ore density, block shape, and block roughness are also of importance to, but they do not have as strong an influence on $\phi'$ as does $\sigma_n$ or block strength.
Chapter 4: Experimental Investigation of Secondary Fragmentation and Hang-Up Potential in the Compression Zone of a Draw Column during Block Cave Mining

4.1 Introduction

Rock mass fragmentation related to block caving is critical to ensure an optimal broken ore size distribution at the drawpoints during extraction. If too fine, narrower draw columns might develop, limiting interaction between columns and promoting preferred flow paths that might leave valuable ore behind or rapidly introduce dilution (a phenomenon described as rat holes by Laubscher 2003). Laubscher also indicates that a uniformly fine fragmentation increases the potential for mud flow hazards. Conversely, if the fragmentation is too coarse, large blocks will severely impact operations by impeding material handling and causing costly production delays to clear hang-ups at the draw points. This in turn may be accompanied by potential damage at the drawpoints along the brow due to secondary blasting if required to clear the hang up.

The fragmentation process in caving operations has been identified by Laubscher (1994) and later by Eadie (2003) who proposed three components: in-situ, primary and secondary fragmentation.

---
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**In-situ fragmentation** refers to the blocks formed by the spacing, persistence and interconnectivity of the natural discontinuities present in the rock mass prior to mining. **Primary fragmentation** occurs after undercutting and the initiation of the caving process, where changes to the in situ stresses result in the generation of new stress-induced fractures and further fragmentation of the in-situ blocks. The release of these blocks from the cave back then contributes to further **secondary fragmentation** due to rock-fall impact and the subsequent breakage of these fragments as they move down through the draw column in response to ore extraction from the drawpoints below. This vertical movement of the broken ore is accompanied by shear and compression stresses developing within the broken ore, which results in additional secondary fragmentation in terms of corner rounding, crushing and splitting of irregular shaped blocks.

Although a number of studies related to secondary fragmentation are available in the literature (e.g., Laubscher 1994, Esterhuizen 2005, Pierce 2009, Pierce et al. 2010), an understanding of the change of the block size distribution is not well understood (Brown 2007). This is due in part to the complex mechanisms and interactions involved and the numerous factors that influence them. For example, the broken ore size distribution at the surface of the draw column is a function of the in-situ and primary fragmentation. The former is controlled by the spatial characteristics of the discontinuity network (e.g., orientation, spacing, persistence, interconnectivity, etc.), together with the presence of lithological contacts, faults, tectonic damage zones, and hydrothermal alteration. The latter is controlled by the rock mass characteristics, including the intact rock strength and presence of non-persistent discontinuities, veining and rock bridges, together with the in-situ stress state and
stress redistribution during undercutting (e.g. abutment stresses) and operations (i.e., caving). These factors subsequently influence the secondary fragmentation, first via their control on the initial block size, shape and density distributions at the top of the draw column, and then through the influence of embedded small, non-persistence discontinuities, veins and stress-induced damage within the blocks that promote easier fragmentation as the material flows downwards during draw. Superimposed on these are several operational factors that can further have a significant effect on the secondary fragmentation including: column height (i.e., vertical loading), draw rate, draw sequence, air gap thickness, undercut design, and the presence of water and/or water management. Given this complexity, Chitombo (2010) and Eberhardt et al. (2015) identified secondary fragmentation as a key topic requiring further research if the next generation of larger and deeper caving operations will meet with success.

Pierce (2009) defined the volume of mobilized broken ore associated with each individual drawpoint as the Isolated Movement Zone (IMZ). This is in contrast to the surrounding stationary material referred to as the stagnant zone. The same author also proposes that the IMZ can be characterized by a central compression zone, also referred to as the plug-flow zone, surrounded by an outer shear band zone (Fig. 4.1). These conditions arise when the IMZ diameter is greater than 20 mean particle diameters (an inverted cone develops when the IMZ diameter is less than 20 mean particle diameters; Pierce, 2009). The central plug-flow zone takes relevance because oversize blocks (>2m³) tend to concentrate there. This is due in part to the rilling of oversize blocks along the top surface after they fall from the cave back and roll down into the central inverted cone (as depicted in Fig. 4.1). It is also due to the types of loading experienced by the block fragments in the compression zone. Although an IMZ can
occur during block caving, the practice indicates that large draw columns (e.g. 200 m) can be working simultaneously (interactive flow), which in turn can be divided into a far field and near field (Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 4.1: Draw column scheme. SB = Shear band

This chapter investigates the influence of loading and compression in the central plug zone, and their influence on block size distribution with focus on oversize blocks. As previously noted, the presence of oversized blocks can have a significant impact on operations due to difficulties and inefficiencies in material handling by LHD loaders, or temporary closer of drawpoints and disruptions to production to dislodge hang-ups. Here, we explore secondary
fragmentation generated within the compression zone through a series of controlled laboratory experiments designed to simulate broken ore moving down through a draw column of increasing height.

4.2 Review of Factors Influencing Secondary Fragmentation of Broken Ore

This section explores the factors and variables affecting the secondary fragmentation within a plug-flow zone in a draw column. These are divided into: intrinsic properties, state variables, and operational factors. Mops of these factors are depicted in Fig. 1.6.

4.2.1 Intrinsic properties of broken ore

4.2.1.1 Block shape and size distributions

Initial block shape and size distributions define the starting point for the block size distribution later encountered at the draw point. Block shape distribution is important as blocks that are more elongated than cubical have a significantly increased likelihood of experiencing further fragmentation. This is because of the bending loads they attract. Block shape can be characterized by its aspect ratio, as described by Esterhuizen (2005) and Kalenchuk et al. (2006). Block size distribution, in addition to defining the initial block sizes, is important because it also influences the susceptibility of the blocks to further fragment. Numerous authors such as Hoek & Brown (1980), Santamarina & Cho (2004) and Yoshinaka et al. (2008) have observed that rock strength decreases as the size of the block being tested increases. This scale effect is explained by the fact that larger blocks have a greater likelihood of containing more defects, veins, and smaller discontinuities, which contribute to weakening the block, thus contributing to increased fragmentation. Although it is well accepted that veins and small
discontinuities act to reduce strength, exceptions may occur. At the El Teniente mine in central Chile, blocks were found to contain intermediate to high strength veins, which served to resist further fragmentation of larger sized blocks (Brzovic & Villaescusa 2007). Separate from influencing block strength, larger blocks embedded in a matrix of smaller blocks may experience less fragmentation given its higher coordination number in comparison with smaller blocks. The coordination number refers to the average number of contact points with neighbouring blocks. In effect, larger blocks are cushioned when embedded in a matrix of smaller blocks. This factor is discussed in more detail later in the chapter.

4.2.1.2 Strength heterogeneity

The broken ore within a draw column might involve a mixture of blocks with different lithological origins. Hence, individual blocks with different strengths will interact and contribute differently to the overall secondary fragmentation observed at the draw point; i.e., weaker blocks will undergo more fragmentation than stronger blocks. Also contributing to strength heterogeneity is the presence of small-scale discontinuities and veins (defects), as previously noted. Their influence in promoting secondary fragmentation in broken ore has yet to be studied extensively. Two key vein characteristics affecting secondary fragmentation are examined in this study. These include vein/defect orientation – it is hypothesized that any block discontinuities aligned with the stresses or point loads would promote easy splitting along the discontinuity, resulting in a small number of moderately smaller blocks. Conversely, block discontinuities aligned perpendicular to the applied stress would promote compressive failure requiring higher stress magnitudes, resulting in increased fragmentation as reported by Dorador et al. (2015). Vein thickness is another key parameter influencing rock fragmentation.
As noted by Brzovic & Villaescusa (2007), rock veins are clearly comprised of an altered halo surrounding the vein infill. These authors found that vein thicknesses greater than 2 mm tend to significantly increase the fragmentation of caved rock blocks.

### 4.2.2 State variables of broken ore

Some state variables of broken ore can have a moderate influence on the secondary fragmentation process, for example moisture content and temperature, while others like the broken ore density (BOD) could play a more important role. The latter will be examined in detail here, and is also used in association with the *swell factor* \( \frac{V_{\text{caved}}}{V_{\text{in situ}}} \times 100 \). Table 4.1 presents a wide range of swell factors reported for different mine projects.

Table 4.1 : Swell factors by different authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mine</th>
<th>Swell factor Sr</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andina Mine, Chile</td>
<td>115% - 120%</td>
<td>Alcalde et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniente Mine, Chile</td>
<td>119% - 128%</td>
<td>Behn &amp; Brzovic (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniente Mine, Chile</td>
<td>130 - 140%</td>
<td>Gonzalez &amp; Duplancic (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniente Mine, Chile</td>
<td>142% - 208%</td>
<td>Millan J. &amp; Brzovic A. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgeway Deeps- Australia</td>
<td>110% (Average)</td>
<td>Sharrock et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabanie mine, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>107%-120%</td>
<td>Laubscher (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King mine, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>113%</td>
<td>Laubscher (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Manuel (South), USA</td>
<td>108.9%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeshore, USA</td>
<td>109.5%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, USA</td>
<td>109.5%</td>
<td>Gilbride et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From a granular mechanics perspective, broken ore density is a critical variable due to its dependence on the coordination number (number of contact points between blocks/fragments of broken ore). As a consequence, blocks with more contact points are generally subjected to a lower probability of further fragmentation under shear and compression, due to the fact that the contact loads will be widely distributed (McDowell et al. 1996, Wood & Maeda 2008). Thus, any large blocks adjacent to a number of smaller blocks (or floating in a matrix of smaller blocks) will be less susceptible to fragmentation due to its higher coordination number. This implies that the large block portion of a well-graded block size distribution would undergo less fragmentation than those from a more uniform size distribution (mono-size particles). This topic is discussed later in section 4.4.2.

The broken ore also experiences ranges of varying bulk density constrained by maximum and minimum densities (ASTM D 4253 – 00 and ASTM D 4254 – 00). This range of densities is strongly dependent on the distribution of block size and block shape. Furthermore, it is inferred that the blocks at the top of a draw column may vary between a dense, ordered initial arrangement to a loose, disordered arrangement. This initial density depends on the size of the air gap developed between the cave back and the muckpile surface; a large air gap would promote a loose face-to-end packing (Fig. 4.2a) while a negligible air gap would facilitate a dense face-to-face packing (Fig. 4.2b). These two kinds of packing have been also identified by Hancock (2013) in studies related to numerical modelling on gravitational flow. These two conditions represent lower and upper bounds, with a range of intermediate packing conditions existing in between in response to irregular draw rates and sequencing (Fig. 4.2c). It is important to note that although a sizeable air gap would promote
a loose initial density, it also promotes additional block fragmentation due to the increased impact experienced by the falling blocks onto the muckpile surface.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 4.2: a) Sizeable air gap and loose untidy packing. b) Negligible air gap and tidy dense packing. c) Tidy-untidy packing (variable air gap thickness)

### 4.2.3 Operational factors

Operational variables such as draw rate and residence time within a draw column are also key factors influencing secondary fragmentation. Slower draw rates or closure of a draw point due to a hang up will result in longer residence times for the ore in the draw column and therefore increased compaction and stress corrosion cracking. Compaction of broken ore arises due to stress re-distribution in response to active caving and increasing of the column height (caving rate > draw rate), together with ongoing fragmentation and collapse of voids. Additional fragmentation due to increased *residence time* would also be expected when blocks contain a higher intensity of veins and small discontinuities, as increased time permits greater
propagation of cracks. A key consequence to draw interruption or draw point closure is that the increased residence time and consolidation will allow settlements at the top of the draw column (i.e., the muckpile surface), which in turn will serve to increase the air gap. As previously noted, this will impact the initial block arrangement and broken ore density and therefore secondary fragmentation.

4.3 Bench-Scale Experiments

4.3.1 Setup and apparatus

A series of bench-scale 1-D compression tests were carried out to simulate the secondary fragmentation of broken ore in the central compressive plug zone of a draw column (Fig. 4.1). These tests were performed using a standard Proctor compression mould, which was loaded using a Wykeham Farrance WF-5562s deformation-controlled machine. Proctor moulds are typically used for assessing the relationship between moisture content and density in fine soils (ASTM-D558 - 03), but in this case was used as a 1-D compression cell (Fig. 4.3). The ratio of mould height to diameter was maintained between 0.6 and 0.7 to decrease arching due to side friction acting on the specimens. The testing configuration allowed the vertical stress, representing the major principal stress ($\sigma_1$), to be controlled; the minor principal stress ($\sigma_3$) aligns with the horizontal plane. It is important to note that stress rotation occurs near the drawpoint. Pierce (2009) found that this distance can be estimated as being 16 times the average block size at the drawpoint; i.e., for an average block size less than 1 m, stress rotation would only be a factor within 16 m from the drawpoint. Thus, the 1-D test setup was considered as a practical and efficient means to empirically study secondary fragmentation
within the compression/plug-flow zone. Details of each test (stress-strain response, size distribution after testing and photos) are presented in the appendix A.

Fig. 4.3: Sample T-37 before testing. Random packing

To simulate broken ore, more than 5,000 concrete cuboids were fabricated and tested, carefully controlling their size, aspect ratio and intrinsic strengths. A subset of these was embedded with a small, non-persistent discontinuity, controlling its length, orientation and thickness to examine the role of small joints and veining on secondary fragmentation. Details are provided in the next section. Broken ore packing density was also studied and controlled during testing. Tests on loose samples were conducted with a mean sample porosity of 0.54, while tidy (dense) samples were tested with a total porosity of 0.36. The deformation rate applied in the tests was 0.5 mm/min and the final vertical deformation was variable, from 4.6% through 43% for each test.
4.3.2 Sample preparation – Concrete cuboids as a proxy for broken ore

Considering the inherent heterogeneity of the blocks making up the broken ore material in a draw column, any applicable parametric study would benefit from minimizing the degree of material variability and enabling such key parameters as sample strength, shape, size and/or packing to be controlled during testing. This favours using a fabricated material which offers more uniformity and control in material properties and characteristics, compared to using actual rock sampled from a caving operation. Alternatives successfully used as a rock substitute include acrylic resins (Horii & Nemat-Nasser 1986, Hakami & Larsson 1996, Hong et al. 2015) and Plaster of Paris/gypsum (Sagong & Bobet 2002, Gehle & Kutter 2003, Ghazvinian et al. 2012, and Singh et al. 2015). The use of concrete (Seidel & Haberfield 2002; Cheon et al. 2011, among others) likewise provides a favorable option due to its curing and hardening characteristics, providing strengths similar to rock, as well as the flexibility it provides in producing batches with specific strengths using different mix ratios of cement, sand and water. This alternative requires somewhat more preparation time due to the longer curing times required to reach full strength.

Plaster of Paris and early high strength cement (both mixed with sand and water) were used for preliminary trial tests during the planning stages of this investigation. Results suggested that the early high strength cement (EHSC) was more suitable for meeting the testing requirements because it was able to reach its maximum strength in only 2 to 3 days, enabling different batches of cuboids to be prepared with different strengths (thus providing a control in testing the influence of strength heterogeneity). Hence, an EHSC produced by Lafarge (2014) was used together with standard Fraser River sand and water to prepare
concrete mixtures for subsequent preparation of cuboids for testing. Table 4.2 lists the properties of the EHSC used in this study. The geotechnical characteristics of the Fraser River sand is presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.2: Early high strength cement properties (*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Content of mortar (% c 185)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaine Fineness (m2/kg)</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoclave expansion (%)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive Strength (MPa) – 28 days</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) More information about mechanical and chemical properties of this special cement can be found in www.Lafarge.com

Table 4.3: Fraser River sand properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Sand N°1</th>
<th>Sand N°2</th>
<th>Sand N°3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D90</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D60</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D30</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity ASTM-D 854 (*)</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Values assumed from Wijewickreme et al. (2005)

To manufacture the cuboids, a variety of steel tubing with different sizes and profiles were cut to serve as moulds with different lengths, widths and heights. An example is provided in Fig. 4.4. Mixes of cement (C), sand (S) and water (W) were used in proportions of 1.75 : 2.2 : 1 (C:S:W). Two kinds of Lafarge cement were used (C1 and C2 in Table 4.2). The procedure to prepare the concrete cuboids included several steps. First, the cement, sand and
water mixture were placed in an open tray. The interior wall of the mould was greased using cooking oil and pressed into the mixture. The excess mix was then removed and the mould was left in place for approximately 2 hours to allow the concrete to partially set before being removed. Finally, the cuboids were removed from the steel mould and cured, under controlled temperatures (19°C - 21°C) and humidity (50% to 70%), between 2 to 3 days. Quality control was carried out through point load testing (ASTM D5731-08) of cuboids randomly sampled from each batch. The outer faces of the cubes were then colour tinted to ease visual identification in tests with mixes of different cuboid shapes and strengths. A set of cuboids ready for testing is shown in Fig. 4.5. The geometry and size of these cuboids utilized in the laboratory testing program are presented in Table 4.4. These cuboid sizes are intended to represent block sizes of 0.5 to 1.0 m, which are realistic sizes for blocks within a compression zone.

Fig. 4.4: Steel moulds placed on the mix. Cube mould of 17 mm edge length

Fig. 4.5: Prepared cubes after curing and ready for testing (1.7 cm edge length cubes).
Table 4.4: Shape and size classes of test cuboids. Note that all classes involve early strength concrete cubes except Class B which involved sugar cubes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape and Size Class</th>
<th>Aspect Ratio (*): ( AR = \frac{Area \cdot L}{6 \cdot Vol} )</th>
<th>Size [mm]</th>
<th>Shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Cube)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L=17;W=17;H=17</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Cube - Sugar)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L=15.5;W=15.5;H=15.5</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (Elongated)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>L=20;W=10;H=10</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Elongated" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (Platy)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>L=20;W=20;H=10</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Platy" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (Cube)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L=20;W=20;H=20</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (Cube)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L=13;W=13;H=13</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G (Cube)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L=10;W=10;H=10</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Cube" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 4.3.3 Intrinsic cuboid strengths

Several different intrinsic cuboid strengths were obtained using different mixes of the early strength concrete. Point Load Testing (PLT) of cubes (1.7 cm edge length) prepared using standard mix proportions (C:S:W = 1.75:2.2:1) with the C1 and C2 cements (see Table 4.2) returned mean strength values of 3.10 MPa (std. dev. = 0.49 MPa) and 2.28 MPa (std. dev. = 0.33 MPa), respectively. For contrast, a set of significantly weaker cubes were prepared using a reduced amount of cement (PLT strength = 0.81 MPa), and a set of significantly
stronger cubes were prepared using an alternative slow curing process (PLT strength = 5.44 MPa). A summary of the mechanical properties of the concrete cuboids is presented in Table 4.5. In addition to the point load tests, four uniaxial compressive tests (ASTM D7012 – 14) were carried out on the C2 concrete mix, for which a mean UCS value of 31 MPa was obtained.

Table 4.5 : Strength classes of Early Strength Concrete (ESC) cubes based on point load testing (PLT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength Classes</th>
<th># of PLT conducted</th>
<th>Mix characteristics (cement:sand:water)</th>
<th>Type of cement</th>
<th>Mean PLT [MPa]</th>
<th>Standard Deviation [MPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>C:S:W 1.75:2.2:1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>C:S:W 3.76:1:1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>C:S:W 1.75:2.2:1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.4 Sample packing

When a sizeable air gap exists, the broken ore at the top of the draw column will be in a more random arrangement, and therefore a looser, less dense, initial state, due to the kinematic freedom falling blocks from the cave back have to rotate (Fig. 4.2.a). In the experiments conducted in this study, this loose state is simulated by filling a cylindrical mould with cuboids dropped from a height resulting in a minimum bulk density (or maximum porosity). This follows the standard procedure to obtain the minimum density of granular materials (ASTM D 4254 – 00). A practical example of loose packing of broken ore is at the
El Teniente mine in Chile, where Millan & Brzovic (2013) measured an average broken ore density of 1.6 t/m$^3$, which is equivalent to a swell factor ($S_f$) of 169% (based on an in situ rock density of 2.7 t/m$^3$).

When a negligible air gap is present, falling blocks from the cave back are confined and unable to rotate, resulting in a denser arrangement of blocks (Fig. 4.2b). In the experiment setup, cubes were hand placed in the cylindrical mould to ensure face to face contacts and a maximum bulk density (or minimum porosity). This type of packing can be associated with low swell factors ($S_f$) of 108% to 116% recommended by Laubscher (1994). Examples of low $S_f$ include values between 115%-120% reported from the Codelco-Andina mine (Alcalde et al. 2008) and values between 104-112% reported at the Ridgeway Deeps mine (Sharrock et al. 2012). This particular packing condition has been suggested as being significant in the gravitational flow behaviour of broken ore, although to-date, this has not been fully studied (Hancock 2013).

Where the air gap height varies due to irregular draw or caving into the draw column, the broken ore density will likely reach its maximum heterogeneity, with intervals of blocks fitting a dense packing adjacent to intervals of blocks with a loose packing (Fig. 4.2c). In this scenario, the BOD within the shear bands would keep a loose condition due to continuous block rotation and dilatancy during draw; in the plug zone, the varying dense/loose packing will likely significantly affect the flow and final BOD observed at the drawpoints, and thus would influence the frequency of oversize and hang ups encountered.
4.3.5 Testing procedure and quantification of fragmentation

The 1-D compression testing program included sample mixes involving regular cubes, cuboids with different aspect ratios and size distributions, and cubes with embedded veins. Details are provided in Table 4.6, Table 4.7, and Table 4.8. The design of the testing procedure included reviewing several common parameters used to quantify particle fragmentation associated with 1-D compression testing. These included particle breakage “bₚ” (Marsal et al. 1965), surface area “Sa” (Miura & Yamanouchi 1975, Hyodo et. al 2002), and relative breakage “Bᵣ” (Hardin 1985). For this study, Hardin’s relative breakage index Br was adopted.

The Hardin (1985) procedure works as follows. First, the initial and final size distributions from a compression test (i.e., 1-D, triaxial, etc.) are plotted as a cumulative passing percentage. The area between these two size distribution curves represents the total fragmentation (Bₜ) of the sample after testing (Fig. 4.6). Next, the potential fragmentation (Bₚ) is assessed, which corresponds to the area between a vertical line drawn at d = 0.075mm and the initial size distribution curve (Fig. 4.7). The ratio of these two terms is defined as the relative breakage Br:

\[
Br = \frac{Bt}{Bp}
\]  \hspace{1cm} [4.1]

A higher Br ratio indicates a higher degree of fragmentation, with a value of zero indicating no fragmentation and a value of 1 representing the maximum theoretical fragmentation.
Table 4.6 : List of tests on regular cube samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No</th>
<th>Packing</th>
<th>Shape Type</th>
<th>Point Load Strength [MPa]</th>
<th>Packing Porosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-1 to 8</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-9 to 24</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-25 to 31</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-71 to 74</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7 : Tests on cuboids with different aspect ratio and size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No</th>
<th>Packing (*)</th>
<th>Equivalent PLT Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Mix of Shape and Size Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-32</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-33</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>C = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-34</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-35</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>D = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-36</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>E = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-37</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>C = 50%; D = 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-38</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-39</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>E = 50%; A = 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-40</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-41</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>E = 3.5%; A = 11%; F = 25.5%; G = 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-42</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-43</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>G = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-44</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-45</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>A = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-46</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>A = 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-47</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-66</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-67</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-68</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-69</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-70</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-71</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-72</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-73</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-74</td>
<td>Loose (Random)</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*)Initial sample porosity = 0.54. (**) Variable Point load strengths of cuboids MPa.
Table 4.8: Tests on cubes (Type A) with embedded veins (*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No</th>
<th>Packing</th>
<th>PLT Strength (MPa) (**)</th>
<th>Vein width [mm]</th>
<th>Vein Thickness [mm]</th>
<th>Vein Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-48 to 50</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-51 to 53</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-54 to 55</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-56 to 57</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-58</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>Regular cubes (no veins; control sample)</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-59 to 60</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>Regular cubes (no veins; control sample)</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-61</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-62</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-63</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-64</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-65</td>
<td>Dense (tidy)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) For samples 58 to 65, the cement used is C2. Initial sample porosity of 0.36.

(**) Cube strength without embedded veins.

---

Fig. 4.6: Total breakage parameter (Bt) by Hardin (1985)
The laboratory testing program consisted of 1-D compression tests on cubes and cuboids with respective minimum and maximum sizes of 10 x 10 x 10 mm and 20 x 20 x 20 mm. The size distribution after testing was estimated by weighing each fragment rather than sieving them (in order to avoid further damage and breakage), an approach permitted due to the fact that both size and weight are directly proportional given the use of a controlled material (i.e., concrete). Thus, after weighing each fragment, the particle volume is obtained based on material density (approximately 2 g/cm$^3$), and the equivalent particle ratio is obtained assuming the volume of a sphere. Regarding the post-gradation analysis, the minimum equivalent diameter measured is 0.66 cm which implies that the ratio of maximum/minimum particle size used to evaluate the Br ranges from 3.2 to 4.1. Fig. 4.8 provides two examples of
particle size distributions obtained after testing (specifically, T-55 and T-60) and the equivalent Br for each test.

Fig. 4.8: (top) Size distribution after testing. T-55 and Br = 0.80. (Bottom) Size distribution after testing. T-60 and Br = 0.08.
4.4 1-D Compression Test Results

4.4.1 Influence of size distribution and aspect ratio on blocks

Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 show the results from several series of tests in terms of the energy (E) input applied to the sample (i.e., work) and the corresponding fragmentation parameter Br. A marked proportional trend can be observed between E and Br, for a variety of bulk samples with different particle shape and size distributions. As would be expected, stronger cubes exhibit less relative breakage than those with lower strengths. This highlights the importance of block strength with respect to other parameters such as shape and size distribution. Comparing cubes and cuboids with similar strengths (PLT = 3.10 MPa), cuboids with irregular shapes (elongated and platy) tend to undergo comparable fragmentation than regular cubes. However, when differentiating bulk samples with a mixed size/shape distribution (see filled circles in Fig. 4.10), they show less breakage, compared to mixes that are more uniform in size and shape (solid black curve in Fig. 4.10).

Therefore, based on the experimental results presented in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10, for a given energy input, the influence with respect to increasing fragmentation progresses from high strength to low strength cubes, and mix of sizes that are cube shaped to those that are elongated and platy (labelled ‘C’ in Fig. 4.10). In all cases, fragmentation was seen to increase with increasing energy applied to the sample, which equates to a draw column increasing in height over time. This is seen to significantly influence the degree of secondary fragmentation.
Fig. 4.9: Fragmentation results for different particle’s strength

Fig. 4.10: Fragmentation results for different particle’s shape and strength
4.4.2 Influence of broken ore density (BOD)

As previously discussed, the broken ore at the top of a draw column can either amass in a loose, dense or intermediate packing state depending largely on the air gap size. In order to study the influence of the BOD on secondary fragmentation, several tests were conducted on either a loose packing of cubes (tests T-1 to T-8) or a dense packing (T-9 to T-17). The latter were carried out under a tidy arrangement as shown in Fig. 4.11. Although this cube arrangement optimizes the maximum density, voids were left between the cubes and the cylindrical wall in order to mimic the loose broken ore flowing through the shear bands adjacent to the central compressive plug zone. This helps to better simulate the actual conditions experienced within a draw column.

![Diagram of Oedometer mould and cubes](image)

(a) **Fig. 4.11**: (a) Plan view of 1-D compression tests (tidy packing). (b) Tidy (dense) cube arrangement for Test T-55.
The results presented in Fig. 4.12 show a noticeable difference in behaviour between the two BOD states. Under conditions of loose packing, fragmentation is proportional to the degree of external energy applied to the sample. In contrast, the dense packing state initially exhibits a higher fragmentation for the same Energy input compared to the loose packing, but then sharply reaches a maximum level for additional energy inputs.

![Graph showing fragmentation results under different packing conditions.](image)

**Fig. 4.12:** Fragmentation results under different packing conditions.

To further investigate this dense packing behaviour, testing of samples with contrasting cube strengths was conducted (Fig. 4.13). Sugar cubes were added as a test material (tests T-25 to T-31) to provide an alternative low strength material (PLT = 0.42 MPa), together with the low strength concrete cubes (T-21 to T-24) and standard strength cubes (T-9 to T-17). The results in Fig. 4.13 show similar trends for the low strength cubes and sugar cubes under a
dense packing arrangement (i.e., high BOD); i.e., high fragmentation levels (especially with decreasing cube strength) as the Energy input is initially increased, followed by diminishing increases in fragmentation with similar increments of Energy input.

Regarding the mechanics of secondary fragmentation, further examination of these results indicate that a dense packing response exhibits three key stages representing changing behaviour as identified by Dorador et al. (2015): i) splitting initiation, ii) matrix collapse and fragment reorganization, and iii) matrix support strengthening (Fig. 4.14). It is important to note that this kind of behaviour (collapse and reorganization) has also been recognized in part by Tsoungui et al. (1999) and Muller & Tomas (2013) using uniaxial compression tests on synthetic spheres.

Fig. 4.13: Fragmentation results for different sample strengths.
Fig. 4.14: Vertical pressure v/s vertical deformation for tests using concrete cubes with different PLT strengths and tidy packing.

The mechanistic behaviour observed here helps to explain why the dense packing arrangement experiences more fragmentation than the loose packing state. Fig. 4.15 compares the loose and dense packing results in terms of stress-strain curves. For a loose packing state, the different cubes are randomly oriented and those most adversely positioned will experience stress concentrations and point load splitting first, followed by localized collapse and reorganization in their immediate vicinity to fill any voids. As the energy input increases, the stress heterogeneity will shift and the cubes will progressively fragment and reorganize until a denser matrix state is achieved. Conversely, when starting with a dense packing state, a greater percentage of the cubes are in face-to-face contact with adjacent cubes. This would result in a more even stress distribution throughout the sample, promoting the simultaneous...
fragmentation of larger groupings of cubes via crushing and splitting. These results suggest that a denser packing would be more efficient in generating a higher degree of fragmentation.

Fig. 4.15: Vertical stress vs vertical deformation for tests under different initial packing states.

4.4.3 Influence of embedded veins on blocks

Veins embedded within blocks can significantly affect secondary fragmentation, especially in stronger rocks. In order to study the influence of embedded veins, several tests were conducted (T-48 to T-57) using the A-size cubes (17 mm edge length) and small joints were included within the concrete cubes by pressing a thin piece of cardboard into the setting concrete. After curing, the cardboard pieces were removed from the concrete cubes, leaving
an open gap. The parameters varied include: i) vein trace lengths, 8 and 16mm (as measured on the face of the cube); and vein orientation relative to loading, horizontal and vertical (Fig. 4.16). The depth of the veins for each sample was kept constant at 17 mm (i.e., penetrating completely through the cube). Results are presented in Fig. 4.17 and reveal that embedded veins promote higher fragmentation (the black line represents results for cubes without a vein). However, comparison of the results for the 8 and 16 mm vein lengths indicate that there is little noticeable difference in fragmentation, thus suggesting that vein length relative to the block size is a less sensitive parameter for these 1-D compression tests results. In contrast, a noticeable difference in fragmentation was observed in terms of vein orientation. Vertical veins, aligned parallel with the 1-D loading direction, resulted in less fragmentation than veins aligned horizontal (i.e., perpendicular to the loading direction). This corroborates findings by Dorador et al. (2015) that vein orientation serves to promote different secondary fragmentation mechanisms, where loading parallel to the vein results in block splitting, which limits further fragmentation, whereas loading perpendicular to the vein results in compressive failure of the block resulting in more (and therefore smaller) fragments. Note that this testing results applies to tidy broken ore packing under anisotropic compression.

Fig. 4.16: Plan and section view of cubes with embedded discontinuities
Fig. 4.17: Fragmentation test results investigating the influence of embedded veins and their orientation. Note the black line represents the trend for cubes without an embedded vein for comparison.

To corroborate these results, four graphs are included in Fig. 4.18. These compare two cases of small and large veins, aligned either vertically (Fig. 4.18 a, b) or horizontally (Fig. 4.18 c, d). In each case, the standard cubes samples (dashed curves) show much lower fragmentation than cubes samples with embedded veins under comparable vertical confining pressures ($\sigma_v$). Of interest are the shapes of the post-test size distribution curves. For samples without an embedded vein, the fragmentation curves (dashed black lines in each plot) show a uniform post-test size distribution. This is commonly observed in 1-D compression testing.
However, this trend was not observed in the samples with embedded veins. Instead, these showed gaps in the larger particle sizes.

![Graphs showing fragmentation comparison with block size distributions before and after testing.](image)

**Fig. 4.18:** Fragmentation comparison with block size distributions before and after testing. (a) Small vein vertically aligned. (b) Large vein vertically aligned. (c) Small vein horizontally aligned. (d) Large vein horizontally aligned.

It should be noted that the vein thickness in these tests was 0.3 mm, which is large relative to the cube’s edge length (17mm). Based on this, two additional vein thicknesses (0.1 mm and 0.03 mm) were analyzed, with data shown in Fig. 4.19. Here, the ratio between the
tightest vein thickness (0.03 mm) and cube length more closely approximates those found in actual blocks; e.g., a 2 mm vein thickness found in block sizes of 1 m edge length (see Brzovic & Villaescusa 2007). The results indicate that higher fragmentation develops for larger vein thicknesses, regardless of whether the veins are loaded vertically or horizontally. Nevertheless, vein thickness was seen to be less important than the orientation of the veins themselves.

Comparing the different experimental results, it was found that tests with horizontally embedded veins and those with lower cube strengths generated the greatest fragmentation. An upper bound on fragmentation (i.e., maximum) was obtained in tests performed on sugar cubes, which are several times weaker than the concrete cubes without veins. As can be observed in Fig. 4.20, similar values are obtained under low loading conditions (i.e., around 0.1 MPa·mm/mm) but then diverge at higher values, with the embedded vein results following trends between the weaker sugar cubes and stronger concrete cubes without veins. Thus the increased fragmentation seen for the horizontally embedded veins is not simply due to compressive failure as would also be experienced by the concrete cubes without veins, but is influenced by the presence of the vein.
Fig. 4.19: Fragmentation test results investigating the influence of embedded vein thickness.

Fig. 4.20: Fragmentation test results showing results for cubes with and without an embedded vein.
4.5 Upscaling: Fragmentation Assessment of Broken Ore within the Compression Zone

In order to study the progressive secondary fragmentation of broken ore within the compression zone, data from Fig. 4.12 was plotted in terms of size distribution before and after testing under loose and dense packing states (Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22), together with different applied vertical stresses. As can be observed, the fragmentation curves increase under increased compression energy and rise sharply as it approaches its largest equivalent fragment diameter. This agrees with the findings of Pierce (2009) for block cave draw columns, as well as findings from 1-D compression tests on sands by Fukumoto (1992) and Leleu & Valdes (2007), gravels by Vallejo et al. (2011), and rockfill by Marsal et al. (1965). Note that Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22 can be related to broken ore materials under draw column heights between 88 to 318 m (see Table 4.9).

Table 4.9 : Maximum vertical stress on samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>T-1</th>
<th>T-2</th>
<th>T-3</th>
<th>T-4</th>
<th>T-5</th>
<th>T-10</th>
<th>T-12</th>
<th>T-14</th>
<th>T-15</th>
<th>T-16</th>
<th>T-17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_v$ [MPa]</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overload height (*)</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) These overload heights do not consider stress reduction due to arching effects.
Fig. 4.21: Evolution of secondary fragmentation on compression zone (Dense packing)

Fig. 4.22: Evolution of secondary fragmentation on compression zone (loose packing).
In extending the laboratory results to the secondary fragmentation present in a draw column, it is also necessary to consider scale effects (section 4.2.1.1). Although scale effects related to rock strength has been the subject of numerous studies (e.g., Hoek & Brown 1980), scale effects in concrete has not been studied as extensively. Elfahal et al. (2005) conducted uniaxial compressive strength tests on concrete cylinders of diameter 75, 150 and 300 mm (maintaining a height to diameter ratio of 2). However, their results did not reflect a clear drop in strength with increasing sample size as seen in rock. This lack of clear drop in strength with increasing sample size was also seen by Darlington et al. (2011) based on tests by Blanks & McNamara (1935) and Symons (1970). Hence, based on these studies, it can be assumed that concrete does not contain the same natural defects that rock does that contributes to lower strengths. An additional consideration is that reduced strengths with increasing scale in soft rocks has been found to be less significant, as the matrix in these cases is of similar weakness as any defects that are also present (Yoshinaka et al. 2008). This would apply to blocks in the draw column that have significant veining or are highly damaged due to stress-induced fracturing during primary fragmentation or due to impact with the muck pile after caving.

Therefore, assuming that scale effects related to the concrete cubes are marginal, $\sigma_c$ was scaled for larger draw column block sizes to be 31 MPa (section 4.3.3). This was used to generate three feasibility-level empirical design charts that can be used to approximate the fragmentation within the compression (plug-flow) zone in an isolated movement zone or under interactive flow (Fig. 4.23 to Fig. 4.25).
Fig. 4.23: Chart to estimate $R_{80}$

- **Dense Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 1.185 R_{80} + 0.088$
  - $R^2 = 0.80$

- **Loose/Dense Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.8015 R_{80} + 0.069$
  - $R^2 = 0.80$

- **Loose Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.568 R_{80} + 0.066$
  - $R^2 = 0.89$

Loose Packing:
- $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 1.7144 R_{80} + 0.0148$
- $R^2 = 0.86$

Loose/Dense Packing
- $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 1.875 R_{80} + 0.048$

Fig. 4.24: Chart to estimate $R_{50}$

- **Dense Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.232 R_{50} + 0.068$
  - $R^2 = 0.67$

- **Loose/Dense Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.215 R_{50} + 0.055$

- **Loose Packing**
  - $\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.203 R_{50} + 0.041$
  - $R^2 = 0.83$
These relate the vertical pressure $\sigma_v$ (equivalent to the draw column height) and the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock ($\sigma_c$) together with the parameter $R$ defined as follows:

$$R = 1 - \frac{D_f}{D_i}$$ \[4.2\]

where $D_i$ and $D_f$ are the initial and final diameters, respectively, for cumulative percentages of 80, 50 and 25% as specified in Fig. 4.23 to Fig. 4.25. The initial diameter $D_i$ can be estimated from the primary fragmentation, while $D_f$ requires the followings steps before being evaluated:
1) Estimation of the vertical stress acting on the broken ore $\sigma_v$ under an IMZ, obtained using either the Janssen equation (Janssen 1985, Janssen 2004, see equation 3.1), or emulators such as Rebop (Cundall et al. 2000). In case of multiples draw columns working simultaneously (interactive flow), vertical stresses can be related to the draw column height above the broken ore (Chapter 6).

2) Estimation of the uniaxial compressive strength, $\sigma_c$, of the broken ore. After evaluating this parameter, it is necessary to consider accounting for scale effects, which can be carried out using a power function constrained by laboratory tests for specimens of 30 to 200 mm diameter as recommended by Yoshinaka et al. (2008).

3) Define the packing density. Fig. 4.23 to Fig. 4.25 provide correlations which depend on the packing condition. Dense packing should be used for very low swell factors $S_f$ (close to 100%). Loose packing is recommended for $S_f$ of 170%, while an intermediate packing density (loose/dense) is defined for a $S_f$ of 135%.

4) Determine diameters $D_{i85}$, $D_{i50}$, and $D_{i25}$ from the primary fragmentation curves.

5) Obtain the $R_{80}$, $R_{50}$ and $R_{25}$ from Fig. 4.23 to Fig. 4.25. The diameters $D_{f80}$, $D_{f50}$, and $D_{f25}$ can then be evaluated using equation 4.2.

4.6 Upscaling: Assessment of Oversized Blocks (Hang-Up Potential)

Studies by Laubscher (1994) and Brown (2007) have identified hang-up potential in drawpoints as one of the key factors determining the success of a block caving operation. Laubscher also suggests that large rocks forming hang-ups correspond to oversize coarse fragmentation at the drawpoints resulting in material handling difficulties. A practical hang-ups representation is given in Fig. 4.26 by Laubscher (2000). These findings are corroborated
by observations of hang-up occurrences at several block caving mines such as Palaboa (Penswick 1997, Ngidi & Pretorious 2011), DOZ (Botha et al. 2008), and El Salvador (Barrera et al. 2014). Another phenomenon of interest is that if the air gap is large enough, oversize blocks would tend to roll towards the centre of the ore column down across the cone-shaped free surface (Chapter 5). This is commonly observed in waste rock dumps where coarser blocks roll to the bottom of the rock pile after dumping (Lighthall et al. 1985, McCarter 1985, Nichols 1986). Hence, the susceptibility of fragmentation by oversize blocks within the compression plug-flow zone of a draw column is of considerable interest. A procedure to evaluate the percentage of oversize blocks ($D_{f80}$) within a plug-flow zone can be carried out following the recommended steps outlined in the previous section (Fig. 4.23). This should be done recognizing the underlying assumptions of uniform broken ore size distribution, low aspect ratios, and uniform block strengths.

It is hypothesized that where a variable size distribution is present, the oversize blocks will experience reduced fragmentation in comparison with smaller blocks due to cushioning in the finer rock matrix (i.e., higher coordination number). However, strength heterogeneity is also present and weaker oversize blocks could be in contact with stronger smaller blocks. This topic is further developed in Chapter 5.
Fig. 4.26: Types of hang-ups occurring at drawpoints (adapted from Laubscher 2000)

4.6.1 Influence of block strength and block size distribution on oversize

In order to study heterogeneity in block strength under variable block size distributions, six additional 1-D compression tests were carried out. Fig. 4.27 presents results from test T-41, which involves a mix of different cube sizes (E = 40%; A = 35%; F = 15%; G = 10%) but with a uniform cube strength (PLT=3.10 MPa). Compared are the results for test T-66, which involves the same mix of cube sizes but with mixed cube strengths. Specifically, the smaller cubes (Type A, F and G) are stronger (PLT=5.54 MPa) than the largest cubes (Type E, PLT = 3.10 MPa). The results indicate that the largest cubes experience less fragmentation relative to the smaller cubes, with 30-40% cumulative passing remaining at the same Type E size compared to the starting distribution of 40% (see T-41 in Fig. 4.27). When stronger cubes are
substituted for particle types A, F and G (see T-66), it can be seen that all Type E cubes fragment somewhat more, causing the coarse branch of the fragment size distribution to shift to the left. This result indicates that there is a threshold of vertical pressure related to the fragmentation of oversized blocks. In this case, the $\sigma_v$ is 1.3 MPa which can be equated directly to a broken ore in the far field (section 4.1) under an overburden height of 76 m.

Similar results can be seen in Fig. 4.28 where a larger percentage of smaller cubes are tested ($E = 3.5\%; A = 11\%; F = 25.5\%; G = 60\%$). Again, the largest cubes experience little to no fragmentation, whereas the smaller cubes do, for testing involving a uniform equivalent strength of 3.10 MPa. Interestingly, this cushioning effect protecting the cubes from fragmentation extends to the next smaller cube sizes, with only the smallest cube size experiencing significant secondary fragmentation. When stronger Type A, F and G cubes are introduced (see T-67), the largest cubes do undergo fragmentation, while decreased fragmentation is seen in these cubes. In this case, the oversize blocks fragmented under a $\sigma_v = 2.6$ MPa, which can be equated to an overburden height of 153 m (using same inputs as previous stated).

To complement the previous results, two additional tests on samples under different cube sizes are depicted in Fig. 4.29. These tests consist of particles class $E = 20\%; A = 25\%; F = 25\%; G = 20\%$. The first test (T-68) is comprised of cuboids with equivalent particle strength of 5.54 MPa, while the second test (T-69) consists of weaker type E and A particles
Fig. 4.27: Test comparison with a mixed size and shape distribution (E = 40%; A = 35%; F = 15%; G = 10%), but with one maintaining uniform strength (T-41) and other (T-66) with a weaker Type E component (3.1 MPa instead of 5.4 MPa).
Fig. 4.28: Test comparison with a mixed size and shape distribution (E = 3.5%; A = 11%; F = 25.5%; G = 60%) but with one maintaining uniform strength (T-40) and other (T-67) with a weaker Type E component (3.1 MPa instead of 5.4 MPa).
Fig. 4.29: Test comparison with a mixed size and shape distribution (E = 20%; A = 25%; F = 25%; G = 30%) but with one maintaining uniform strength (T-68) and other (T-69) with a weaker Type E and A component (3.1 MPa instead of 5.4 MPa).
Fig. 4.30: Test comparison with a mixed size and shape distribution (C = 50% and D = 50%) but with one maintaining uniform strength (T-47) and other (T-70) with a weaker Type D component (3.1 MPa instead of 5.4 MPa).
(equivalent strength of 3.10 MPa). Samples with uniform cuboid strengths (T-68) didn’t experience fragmentation of the larger particles under $\sigma_v = 1.7$ MPa, while test T-69 experienced fragmentation of its larger particles with reduced strengths at $\sigma_v = 2.4$ MPa (overburden height of 141 m).

Hence, taking the findings from Fig. 4.27 to Fig. 4.29 oversized blocks can undergo fragmentation but only under certain conditions: under high vertical confining stresses and for weaker oversized blocks (e.g., those with high vein intensities). Hence, based on these results, it is expected that the presence of fines is a significant factor dictating the fragmentation of oversize blocks.

### 4.6.2 Influence of block strength and block shape distribution

As previously shown in Fig. 4.10 block shape does not have as strong an influence on fragmentation that block strength (for the range of block shapes and strengths tested). To further study the heterogeneity of block shape and block strength on hang-up potential, two additional tests are presented in Fig. 4.30. In this case, samples with particle class C = 50% and D = 50% are employed. The former tests considered the same equivalent particle strength for both particles class (5.4 MPa) and a maximum vertical stress of 2.1 MPa. Fragmentation occurred primarily for the type C particles (elongated). Conversely, the latter test considered the same proportion of particle class C and D and a $\sigma_v = 2.0$ MPa (overburden height of 118 m), but an equivalent strength of 5.4 MPa and 3.1 MPa for particle types C and D, respectively. The results clearly show a higher fragmentation for the weak particles (platy), which demonstrate the significance of particle strength in comparison to block shape. It should be
noted that block shape could be a more significant factor for blocks located within the shear bands adjacent to the compression zone, due to preferential block shapes migrating downwards and arriving at the drawpoints quicker.

4.6.3 Summary comparison of results

Based on the results presented in Fig. 4.27 through Fig. 4.30, block strength was seen to be a more significant parameter with respect to hang-up potential in comparison with the block shape and size distributions. As such, a key finding of these experiments is that the final block size distribution encountered at the draw points will include a higher percentage of large blocks (i.e., hang ups) if the primary fragmentation at the top of the draw column likewise includes: i) a larger percentage of large blocks; ii) blocks with a low intensity of veining and/or small discontinuities. This would suggest that preconditioning the rock in the cave back to decrease the initial block size would be more effective at reducing hang up potential than relying on secondary fragmentation with the expectation that high draw column heights will impose high enough loads to break blocks down. Mitigating the need for preconditioning would be whether the large blocks are inherently weak or are weakened by the presence of veins. Moreover, the role of draw control is crucial since it can help to limit large blocks segregating on the muckpile surface as would occur in case of irregular draw (as further discussed in Chapter 5). This in turn would reduce the amount of large blocks within the plug flow zone and thus reduce the hang-up potential.

Another key result is that during the 1-D compression tests, all samples experienced a certain amount of fragmentation accompanied by a high densification, independent of the
block properties. This is important given that broken ore densification can facilitate hang-ups forming at the drawpoints.

Finally, the testing carried out in this chapter was developed with a focus on the broken ore material within a plug-flow zone within an isolated movement zone (IMZ). Hence, the case of an interactive flow is not treated in this chapter despite its importance. An interactive flow generates a *far field zone* where the broken ore material can be modeled within a geostatic stress condition, which in turn is associated with further fragmentation. This topic is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

### 4.7 Summary and Key Findings

The secondary fragmentation of broken ore within the central plug flow compression zone in a draw column is a topic not well studied. Empirical and/or numerical methods provide a means to address knowledge gaps and improve existing approaches to evaluating secondary fragmentation during block caving. This chapter reports and analyses a detailed experimental study examining secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential during block caving, for the case of an isolated movement zone. The laboratory program consisted of 74 small-scale one-dimensional compression tests designed to simulate broken ore (caved rock) moving down through the plug-flow compression zone of a draw column. More than 5,000 concrete cuboids were fabricated and tested as a proxy for broken ore, carefully controlling their size, aspect ratio and intrinsic strengths. A subset of these were embedded with a small, non-persistent discontinuity, controlling its length, orientation and aperture in order to examine the role of
small joints and veining on secondary fragmentation processes. The packing density of the broken ore was also studied and controlled during testing.

Several key observations and findings were derived from these experiments, which can be summarized as follows:

- Broken ore density (BOD) is an essential parameter influencing both compressibility and the secondary fragmentation process. It was shown that dense packing conveys three marked fragmentation stages: i) splitting initiation, ii) collapse and fragment reorganization, and iii) matrix support strengthening. Loose packing was observed to undergo a gradual fragmentation followed by matrix support strengthening. Given that the packing conditions largely depend on the height of the air gap, this variable is revealed as a fundamental element to be controlled during mining when if possible.

- The influence of veins and small discontinuities on the fragmentation of broken ore was examined in detail. Vein thickness was shown to be a key parameter due to the fact that thicker veins trigger a different fragmentation mechanism compared to thin veins. In terms of vein orientation, block discontinuities aligned with the loading direction contribute to fragmentation through splitting of the blocks. Conversely, block discontinuities aligned perpendicular to the loading direction promote increased fragmentation through compressive failure. Vein orientation relative to loading in the draw column is of course random, although possibly less so if there is a pervasive veining direction and a dense initial packing. The effect of embedded veins is such that blocks with enhanced (7x) strength including embedded veins showed comparable
levels of fragmentation as weaker blocks without embedded veins. The characterization of veining intensity using discrete fracture network (DFN) modelling techniques may be an attractive means to provide input using the charts developed to assess secondary fragmentation occurring within the compression zone (plug-flow zone) in an IMZ.

- The fragmentation potential of oversize blocks surrounded by smaller particles was also studied using one-dimensional compression tests. It was demonstrated that large blocks can undergo fragmentation under moderate to high loads, as can weaker oversize blocks (i.e., large blocks with high vein intensities) within a matrix of smaller strong blocks. This outcome could be a topic for further study combining additional laboratory tests with advanced numerical modeling in order to improve the empirical methodologies presented here to predict block size distributions at drawpoints.

- We empirically demonstrated using samples with comparable block strength that the block size distribution (BSD) curve hinges around the largest block sizes. However, as previously noted, this does not apply to large blocks with strengths half that of the smaller matrix blocks or with embedded veins. For these, the BSD curve after testing experience both reduction of the large particles sizes and rotation of the BSD curve around the new largest block size on the sample.

- Based on the interpretation of the laboratory test results, three predictive charts have been produced to help guide pre-feasibility assessments of secondary fragmentation with emphasis on the compression zone in an IMZ providing the block diameters \(D_f^{80}\), \(D_f^{50}\) and \(D_f^{25}\).
Chapter 5: Factors Affecting Secondary Fragmentation during Block Caving

5.1 Introduction

Secondary fragmentation in block caving is attributed to a combination of block splitting and rounding, with block movement being controlled through a combination of shear and compressive stresses occurring in draw column zones (Pierce 2009). Secondary fragmentation, as a component of the block caving design (Chapter 1), has been the subject of various studies, as several key characteristics are not well understood (Brown 2007, Chitombo 2010). Factors affecting secondary fragmentation are typically associated with:

- **Intrinsic rock properties**: Block strength, size, aspect ratio, angularity, roughness, and presence of small, incomplete discontinuities and vein fabric.
- **Variable states of broken ore (caved rock or muckpile)**: Block size distribution (BSD), density distribution in the draw column (also referred to as swell factor), and groundwater.
- **Operational factors**: Draw rate, draw sequence and drawpoint closures.

---
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Some of these factors are recognized as being major variables in secondary fragmentation assessments, for example block strength and ore column height. Major variables are defined as those that must be considered in the early-stages of a project (e.g. conceptual, feasibility) as they can impact the viability of the operation. Others variables can also be critical depending on the specific characteristics of the block caving project (e.g. groundwater, major faults). These should be considered in higher level engineering design stages (e.g. detail engineering). This chapter contributes to the study of seven themes associated with the evaluation of secondary fragmentation at the feasibility and advanced engineering stages, all of these represented in Fig. 1.6:

- Air gap thickness
- Broken ore density
- Segregation of large blocks due to development of a surface cone
- Block strength heterogeneity
- Block strength damage and crushing under high confining stresses
- Water within the draw columns
- Cushioning

5.2 Air Gap Thickness

A large air gap not only introduces an air blast hazard but also facilitates rock-fall fragmentation through impact with the muckpile from the cave back above (also referred to as impact breakage by Laubscher 2003). The air gap height, which depends largely on differences between the draw rate and cave propagation, also controls the initial broken ore
densities at the top of the draw column, which in turn influences secondary fragmentation. Fig. 5.1 presents four key different air gap height scenarios, which will be considered in this section.

Fig. 5.1: a) Negligible air gap and tidy dense packing. b) Sizeable air gap and loose untidy packing (limited rock fall impact fragmentation). c) Intermediate loose/dense packing within an ore column d) Sizeable air gap with rock fall impact fragmentation.
5.2.1 Air gap variation during operation

It is accepted that the air gap thickness will vary during ore extraction operations. For instance, in the El Teniente mine, Chile, air gap thicknesses of 10 m at low ore column heights have been observed (Encina 2015). However, under a higher ore column, the air gap thickness is strongly controlled by the draw rate and caving rate. In addition, other phenomena such as column compressibility due to broken ore overburden can also take place (Chapter 2), moderately increasing the air gap size. Hence, for draw control purposes, Laubscher (2003) suggests that the height of the air gap must be known at all times.

5.2.2 Initial block arrangement

The air gap height (h) also controls the initial broken ore arrangement at the top of a draw column, influencing the broken ore density (BOD), which in turn affects the gravitational flow and secondary fragmentation process. In Chapter 2, a conceptual description of the air gap height as a key factor in broken ore characterization and secondary fragmentation during block caving was proposed (Fig. 5.1): For \( h < D \), where D is the diameter of the broken ore (under uniform BSD), a dense (tidy) packing will be generated (Fig. 5.1a). For \( h \) higher than 2D, a loose (untidy) packing will occur (Fig. 5.1b), while for \( D < h < 2D \), an intermediate loose/dense packing will develop (Fig. 5.1c).

5.2.3 Rock-fall impact fragmentation

As caving progresses, primary blocks detach from the cave back onto the muckpile, undergoing fragmentation due to rock-fall impact (Laubscher 2003, Pierce 2009). However, it is difficult to precisely define the amount of fragmentation generated. Rock-fall impact
fragmentation not only depends on the air gap height but also on other factors such as primary block size (as depicted in Fig. 5.2), block shape, presence of discrete fractures within blocks, and elastic parameters (elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio). Wang & Tonon (2009), using a DEM code, showed that both incidence angle and ground condition are important parameters influencing impact fragmentation, highlighting that stiff and horizontal impact surfaces trigger the highest fragmentation. In order to develop our understanding of how rock-fall impact fragmentation affects secondary fragmentation, a literature review of previous studies is conducted in this section. A consideration of additional fragmentation of blocks lying on the muckpile surface due to rock fall-impact is also of interest, but this topic is not developed in this chapter, though it deserves further investigation.

![Fragmentation Curves](image)

**Fig. 5.2:** Primary fragmentation curves from different authors. (*) Field estimation (**) Estimation using Core2Frag approach.
5.2.3.1 Rock-fall impact fragmentation in other engineering fields

Although rock-fall impact fragmentation during block caving could occur if there is a sufficient air gap size, measurement of this is extremely difficult based on current technologies (e.g. geophysical measurements). Despite this, experiences can be derived from rock-fall fragmentation studies related to rock slope rock fall hazard investigations in Civil Engineering (urban areas and roads). These studies suggest that rock-fall fragmentation remains the most complicated and poorly understood aspect of rock-fall analysis (Wang & Tonon 2012). Based on this knowledge gap, a search of related studies was carried out uncovering field investigations by Wang & Tonon (2012) and Giacomini et al. (2009), as well as laboratory tests by Khanal et al. (2008). This data is summarized in Table 5.1.

An extensive body of work related to particle comminution by impact loading has also been developed in the field of mineral processing (Kapur et al. 1997). This shares similarities with the rock-fall impact fragmentation mechanism. Unfortunately, this type of single-particle breakage drop test is commonly conducted on small particles (e.g. gravels), which contrast with the block sizes released from the cave back, which tend to be larger than 1 m diameter as noted in Chapter 2. Also, these single-particle breakage drop tests consider tens of simultaneous drop impacts, which differs from a one-time rock-fall impact. However, this information remains relevant to further studies related to rock-fall impact fragmentation on block caving.
Table 5.1: Summary of previous works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Type of tests</th>
<th>Rock type</th>
<th>Critical height</th>
<th>Block size (diameter)</th>
<th>Amount of fragmentation</th>
<th>UCS (MPa)</th>
<th>E (GPa)</th>
<th>Surface type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang &amp; Tonon (2012)</td>
<td>Field tests</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.6 m</td>
<td>0.2 m to 0.3 m</td>
<td>10% fragmentation probability (*)</td>
<td>52-91</td>
<td>66 (estimated)</td>
<td>Hard and soft surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanal et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Impact test (Laboratory)</td>
<td>Concrete composites</td>
<td>Equivalent to 3 m</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
<td>Splitting into 4 new fragments</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>Hard surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanal et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Impact test (Laboratory)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Equivalent to 23 m</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
<td>Total fragmentation</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>Hard surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giacomoni et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Field tests</td>
<td>Serizzo</td>
<td>10 – 40 m</td>
<td>1.12 m</td>
<td>Total fragmentation</td>
<td>127 (***)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hard surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giacomoni et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Field tests</td>
<td>Beola</td>
<td>10 – 40 m</td>
<td>1.11 m</td>
<td>Total fragmentation</td>
<td>200 (***)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Hard surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) Fragmentation observed only on hard surface (**) obtained from Corbella & Zini (1988)

5.2.3.2 Critical height of rock-fall impact fragmentation

The most relevant work conducted to date which likely represents the rock-fall impact fragmentation on block caving is provided by Giacomini et al. (2009). They conducted 20 block fall tests (drop heights from 10 to 40 m) with a representative block diameter of 1.1 m (uniaxial compressive strength, UCS, ranging from 127 to 200 MPa) on a hard impact surface. All tests underwent fragmentation in terms of splitting, ranging from 2 to 22 new fragments from each original block. Based on these results, an impact fragmentation critical height \( h_c \) of 10 m for a block size of 1 m diameter and intact UCS of 127 to 200 MPa, is suggested.

In addition, Wang & Tonon (2012) also conducted field block drop tests on a hard impact surface under a drop height of 9.6 m. The rocks used were marble, quartzite and skarn with an estimated UCS of 87, 91, and 52 MPa respectively, but under a reduced block size of 0.2 m to 0.3 m. They reported fragmentation in just 10% of the total tests. Hence, it is interpreted that smaller blocks released from the caved back will undergo less fragmentation than larger blocks.

Khanal et al. (2008) carried out horizontal impact tests on concrete composite spheres (0.15 m diameter) with a UCS of 35 MPa, which underwent splitting into four new fragments at a velocity of 7.7 m/s (equivalent to 3 m fall height assuming \( h = \frac{v^2}{2g} \)). These results could be associated with weaker rock; the critical height would be reduced to 3 m under this case.

All tests described above were carried out involving a hard impact surface, which could be representative of a dense tidy packing or an intermediate loose/dense packing at the top of the muckpile (see section 5.3). Also, it is important to mention that the impact fragmentation
critical height will be different for varying rock mass conditions. For instance, in the El Teniente mine where both the rock and embedded veins are characterized as strong, the critical height would be higher. Thus, the impact fragmentation critical height suggested in this section should be considered as a first approximation for design purposes.

5.2.3.3 BSD after rock fall fragmentation

With regard to secondary fragmentation assessments, it is difficult to evaluate the block size distribution arising from rock fall fragmentation. In the field of rock slope rock fall hazards, some authors, such as Ruiz-Carulla et al. (2015), suggest that the size distribution of the new fragments can be characterized by a power law distribution.

\[
P(V_{\text{min}} \leq V_o) = C \cdot V_o^{-b} \tag{5.1}
\]

where C is a parameter associated with the minimum significant block volume \(V_{\text{min}}\), and b is the slope of the distribution in a log-log representation. This equation, combined with further empirical and numerical investigations on rock-fall impact fragmentation, could allow a more precise evaluation of the secondary fragmentation assessment.

Therefore, the impact fragmentation critical height (Fig. 5.1d), together with the conceptual description of the initial block arrangement (loose versus dense), points to the air gap thickness being a major factor in the broken ore characteristics and secondary fragmentation process during block caving. Future efforts should be expended towards evaluating this variable in the field to better constrain means to assess it.
5.3 Broken Ore Density (BOD)

As developed in Chapter 2, the BOD in a draw column is variable and the initial broken ore arrangement developed when blocks fall freely from the cave back onto the muckpile surface is a significant factor in this regard. Two draw column flow scenarios are analyzed in this section: Interactive flow and Isolated Movement Zone (IMZ). Of interest here is not only the importance of BOD on the geotechnical characteristics of the broken ore but also its relevance with respect to the evaluation of stresses acting within the draw column.

The BOD can experience significant variation under a multiple draw operation (Fig. 5.3a). During the initial block arrangement, blocks can undergo three distinctive packing alternatives, as already described in Section 5.2.2: dense (tidy) packing, loose (untidy) packing, and intermediate loose/dense packing. In the far field (mass flow zone), the broken ore experiences overload compression which increases the BOD, while in the near field and within the shear bands the BOD decreases towards a loose density due to particle rearrangement and dilation, while no major changes of BOD are expected in the plug-flow zone until the broken ore is close to the drawpoints where it undergoes high dilatancy, reducing the BOD. More details regarding the BOD within a draw column can be found in Chapter 2.

Regarding an IMZ scenario (Fig. 5.3b), the BOD will also experience marked changes within the draw column. The BOD in the shear bands will be loose, while it will increase in depth within the plug-flow zone until it undergoes a high BOD reduction due to a decrease in confinement and high dilation response occurring close to the drawpoints.
5.3.1 Influence of BOD on secondary fragmentation under interactive flow – Far field

Small scale 1-D compression tests on concrete cubes under dense (tidy) and loose (untidy) arrangements were carried out in Chapter 4 in order to study the secondary fragmentation of a broken ore material within the plug-flow compression zone (Fig. 5.3b), where it was demonstrated the importance of broken ore packing under confined stresses (1-D compression). Results of these tests are plotted in Fig. 5.4 in terms of the compression energy (work) and the fragmentation index Br (Hardin 1985), where a Br equal to zero represents no fragmentation, while a Br value of 1 represents maximum fragmentation. Under loose packing conditions, fragmentation is proportional to the degree of external energy acting
on the sample under a gentle quadratic trend. However, the dense (tidy) packing exhibits a higher fragmentation in comparison with the loose packing under energy values from 0.05 to 0.45 MPa x mm/mm.

Fig. 5.4: Influence of compression energy (work) and packing on fragmentation under 1-D compression tests

Based on the results from the concrete cube samples, Fig. 5.5 shows the same data, this time plotted maximum vertical pressure ($\sigma_v$) reached at the end of testing versus Br, under both dense and loose arrangements. A loose packing yields a quadratic fragmentation curve, while a dense packing undergoes low fragmentation until $\sigma_v = 3$ MPa, transitioning then to matrix collapse and significant fragmentation. Based on these results it is hypothesized that a critical vertical pressure associated with particle fragmentation could be reached for dense (tidy) packing of the broken ore materials under a critical fragmentation ratio $\sigma_v / \text{UCS} = 0.1$,
in this based on a representative UCS of 30 MPa for the tested material (Chapter 4). These tests need to consider the strength reduction due to size scale effect in order to be compared with broken ore materials. As indicated in Chapter 4, scale effects are marginal for these concrete samples, so the UCS scaled to large block sizes can be assumed to be approximately 30 MPa and the critical ratio be considered as 0.1. For instance, broken ore with a UCS of 50 MPa (after strength reduction due to scale effects) would have a critical vertical pressure $\sigma_v$ of 4.85 MPa, which in turn could be equivalent to a column overload height of 194 m for a BOD of 2.5 t/m$^3$. This column overload height could be defined as $H_{cf}$. Therefore, these results clearly show a significant influence of the BOD in the secondary fragmentation within the far field zone.

![Fragmentation stages on 1-D compression tests under vertical pressure. SD = Standard deviation](image)

Fig. 5.5: Fragmentation stages on 1-D compression tests under vertical pressure. SD = Standard deviation
5.3.2 Influence of BOD on secondary fragmentation under interactive flow – Near field

Regarding the near field, the plug-flow zone and the shear bands (outer periphery) are affected by mass flow from the far field. A dense (tidy) packing from the far field would experience a strong dilation in the outer periphery, offset by fragmentation due to high normal pressures acting on the shear bands. Loose (untidy) packing would also induce a high level of fragmentation due to significant normal pressures acting on the shear bands caused by greater ore column heights. The intermediate loose/dense packing in the outer periphery would result in an average level of fragmentation between the dense (tidy) and loose (untidy) arrangements. Conversely, no additional fragmentation would be expected in the plug-flow zone, due to the continuously decreasing stresses as the blocks move closer to the drawpoints.

5.3.3 Influence of BOD on the secondary fragmentation under an IMZ

BOD under an IMZ varies for both the plug-flow zone and adjacent shear bands (Chapter 2). On the one hand, it is believed that under low ore column heights (e.g. 50 m), fragmentation within the plug-flow zone will be minor due to the low stresses acting in the centre of the draw column, and so BOD will not significantly influence the secondary fragmentation. Conversely, the BOD under low ore column heights could be relevant within the shear bands under a dense (tidy) packing, due to the fact that the broken ore is affected by a greater degree of dilation at the beginning and along the shear band. At the other extreme (e.g. loose untidy packing), continuous fragmentation would occur. In either case, the amount of fragmentation would not be significant due to the low confining stresses acting on the shear
bands, even though significant shear deformation would take place. Unfortunately, there is little data available regarding the influence of bulk density on broken ore fragmentation under large shear deformations.

On the other hand, fragmentation within both plug-flow zone and shear bands will be significant under higher columns, due to the higher stresses acting in the draw column. In terms of BOD within the plug-flow zone, correlations to evaluate the secondary fragmentation for three density ranges were derived from small-scale 1-D compression tests (Chapter 4). In terms of shear bands, the BOD can vary significantly in the upper part of the draw column. However, it is expected that a loose density will be found mostly along the shear band. If so, then the influence of the BOD on secondary fragmentation within shear bands wouldn’t be significant.

5.3.4 Influence of BOD on the overburden stresses on broken ore.

The BOD has been studied in sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 in terms of its direct influence on the secondary fragmentation. In addition to this, the BOD is proportional to the weight and overburden stresses acting on the broken ore. For instance, in a hypothetical far field of 100 m height and BOD of 1.8 t/m$^3$ and 2.3 t/m$^3$, vertical stresses of $\sigma_v = 1.8$ MPa and 2.3 MPa can be obtained for the boundary between the near and far field, which means a difference of 28%. This simple example shows the importance of carefully evaluating the BOD in order to estimate reliable stresses on the broken ore within a draw column. Chapter 2 provides a simple procedure to evaluate the BOD within a draw column.
5.4 Segregation by Large Blocks Due to Surface Cone

It is accepted that cone-shaped free surfaces develop over the drawpoints due to continuing ore extraction (Pierce 2009). Treating broken ore as a particulate material, the slope of this surface depends largely on the angle of repose of the granular material as indicated by Waters & Drescher (2000). As noted by Dodds (2003), very little force is required to initiate and maintain rolling of round particles, although this is sensitive to block size. For example, Samadani et al. (1999) experimentally showed the segregation of particles in a quasi-two-dimensional silo experiment, where larger particles rolled further down the inclined surface than smaller particles. In addition, their data supports the presence of a secondary segregation mechanism at the silo surface involving void filling, in which smaller particles have an increased probability of filling a void in comparison to larger particles for the same sized void. The first segregation mechanism is strongly supported by evidence in waste rock dumps associated with open pit mining (Piteau Associates Engineering ltd., 1991 and Hungr et al., 2002), where larger blocks regularly reach the toe of the dump after the waste rock is dumped at the top of the slope. Fig. 5.6 shows an example of this segregation phenomenon in a rockfill stockpile.
Thus, under an isolated movement zone (IMZ), it can be assumed that large blocks on the muckpile surface will roll down to the centre of the cone surface, resulting in a higher percentage of larger blocks concentrating within the plug-flow zone (see Fig. 5.3b). This would contribute to an increasing frequency of hang-ups. It is inferred that in the case of interactive flow, a sloped surface would also be generated as depicted in Fig. 5.7. However, as shown in this figure, the direction of rolling, and therefore the drawpoints that would receive a higher percentage of large blocks is dependent on the draw distribution.
Fig. 5.7: Two representative cases of block’s segregation under several draw columns working together.

The segregation that develops affects the BSD and BOD, especially under an IMZ regime, because more oversize blocks concentrate within the plug-flow rather than within the outer shear bands. This in turn results in coarser size distributions in the plug-flow zone and finer gradations in the shear bands. Hence, this segregation process would modify the block size distributions as well as the broken ore densities in both shear bands and plug-flow zone. A procedure to correct the BSD for the upper part of the draw column is proposed in section 5.4.4 to evaluate the block segregation potential and to improve secondary fragmentation assessments.

5.4.1 Influence of block size

As indicated by Fityus et al. (2013), Pfeiffer & Bowen (1989) and Dorren (2003), the size of the block relative to the slope surface roughness also controls the likelihood that its
motion will or will not be sustained. Larger rocks have greater physical size and greater momentum, which means they are less likely to lodge amongst irregularities on a slope of given roughness (Ritchie 1963). In terms of block size released from the cave back (Fig. 5.2), oversize blocks would likely have diameters of around 3 m or more, although oversize blocks up to 8 m in diameter have been reported (Brzovic, 2015).

5.4.2 Influence of block shape

Considering the block shapes from Fig. 5.8, acute edges exhibit relatively little tendency to initiate or sustain motion. For instance, pyramid shaped blocks and conical shaped blocks do not generally display the tendency to roll (Fityus et al., 2015). The threshold for either shape to roll is between 8° and 10°, but only when the starting arrangement includes the release from a corner (Fityus et al., 2015; Fig. 5.9). Fityus et al. also corroborated that velocity increases with slope angle and those shapes with rounded surfaces (spheres and cylinders) roll faster than shapes with flat surfaces. Hence, based on the results from Fityus et al. (2015), Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 can be used as a first approximation of segregation potential of oversize blocks on the muckpile surface. For instance, based on Fig. 5.10 a 50% segregation probability under a ramp slope of 20° could be expected for the different block shapes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ball Forms</th>
<th>Cylinder Forms</th>
<th>Disc Forms</th>
<th>Cone Forms</th>
<th>Acute Forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spheres</td>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cone</td>
<td>Tetrahedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cube</td>
<td>Prism</td>
<td>Square tablet</td>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>Wedge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octahedron</td>
<td>rhombohedron</td>
<td>Hemisphere</td>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>scalenohedron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.8: Block shape categories related to rolling motions (adapted from Fityus et al. 2015)

Fig. 5.9: Release positions for cubic specimen (adapted from Fityus et al. 2015)
5.4.3 Influence of angle of repose on broken ore

Another key element influencing the segregation of large blocks is the angle of repose ($\alpha$) of the broken ore. This parameter can be easily described by a large in-situ tilt test (Fig. 5.11), but this is rarely carried out in the field. For instance, tilt tests on marble from a waste rock dump were carried out by Iabichino et al. (2014), obtaining values of $\alpha$ ranging from 47° to 58° under normal pressures $\sigma_n$ lower than 0.1 MPa. A key characteristic of the tilt test is that the normal pressure applied to the sample is very low, which strongly influences higher interparticle friction angle values for the material. For example, interparticle friction angles ($\phi'$) higher than 60° under low normal pressures have been reported on ballast material (Indraratna et al. 1998; see Fig. 5.12) In addition, the interparticle friction angles measured
during large triaxial tests under $\sigma_n$ of 0.04 to 0.07 MPa on intrusive and metamorphic rockfill are in the range of 46° to 53° (Marsal 1973).

Considering the above literature review examining the angle of repose $\alpha$ and $\phi'$ under low $\sigma_n$, values of $\alpha$ ranging between 45° and 60° are recommended. This means that if the broken ore at the surface reaches the angle of repose, almost all large blocks falling down from the cave back will roll to the bottom of the surface, according to Fig. 5.10.

![Fig. 5.10: Tilt test on rockfill. Adapted from Barton (2013)](image)

Fig. 5.11: Tilt test on rockfill. Adapted from Barton (2013)

![Fig. 5.12: Triaxial compression data on ballast and rockfill materials under different ranges of normal pressures $\sigma_n$. Adapted from Indraratna et al. (1998)](image)
5.4.4 Procedure to correct the BSD at the top of a draw column

Assuming an IMZ, the following steps are provided as a suggested means to correct the estimate of BSD at the top of the muckpile due to block segregation. This will facilitate a better assessment of the block size distribution within a draw column and hang-up potential at the drawpoints.

a) Determine the block size distribution after primary fragmentation including rock-fall impact fragmentation (BSD). Guidelines to assess primary fragmentation are included in Chapter 6. Then, define the values of \( D_{100}, D_{80}, D_{50}, D_{25} \).

b) Estimate the angle of the repose of the broken ore. Although large tilt test is the ideal means to evaluate it, a value between 45° and 60° could also be defined.

c) Evaluate the probability of rolling (% Pr) using Fig. 5.10. Consider the ramp slope angle to be equal to the angle of the repose of the broken ore.

d) Split the BSD into a coarse and fine gradation. Both gradations are defined here as \( G_c \) and \( G_f \) (see Fig. 5.13a). For practical purposes, the split could be done at the \( D_{50} \) of the BSD. Representation of both shear band and inner plug flow zone is provided.

e) Calculate the plan view areas of the inner plug flow zones (\( A_{PLF} \)) and outer shear band (\( A_{SB} \)) (Fig. 5.13b). Considering a draw column diameter (\( D \)) and a shear band thickness (\( t \)) as 10 times \( D_{50} \) (Pierce 2009), the \( A_{PLF} \) is the circular area of diameter \( D - 2t \), while the \( A_{SB} \) is the difference between the plan view area of the draw column (circular area of diameter \( D \)) and the \( A_{PLF} \).

f) Obtain the percent weight for the BSD, \( G_c \) and \( G_f \) for the size fraction defined. For this example, the size fractions are 4m, 2m, 1m, 0.5m and 0.2m.
g) Correct the plug-flow zone gradation (BSD_{pf}). Consider equation 5.2 to obtain the final weight by size fraction based on the BSD and the Gc.

\[
weight(\%) = weight(\%)(BSD) + weight(G_c) \cdot P_r \cdot \frac{A_{SB}}{A_{PFZ}} \quad [5.2]
\]

h) Correct the shear band gradation (BSD_{SB}). Consider equation 5.3 to obtain the final weight by size fraction based on the Gf and the Gc.

\[
weight(\%) = weight(\%)(G_f) + weight(G_c) \cdot (1 - P_r) \quad [5.3]
\]

A simple example is provided as follow: Let considers a BSD after primary fragmentation with D_{100} = 4 m, D_{80} = 3m, D_{50} = 1 m, D_{25} = 0.5 m (Fig. 5.13a). Regarding step b and c, if the angle of the repose is 35°, then the probability of rolling is 85%. On step d, the BSD is spitted into a coarse and fine gradation (Fig. 5.13a). Next, assuming a draw column diameter D = 45 m, and t = 10 m (10 times D_{50}) the areas A_{SB} and A_{PLF} are evaluated as 1100 m² and 491m². Finally, step f is conducted and then, BSD_{pf} and BSD_{SB} are obtained using equations 5.2 and 5.3. Table 5.2 is included to verify the calculus.
Fig. 5.13: a) Split of BSD into a coarse and fine gradation. b) Plug-flow zone and shear band sections
Fig. 5.14: Final BSD of both plug flow zone and shear bands from example.

Table 5.2: Calculus to obtain the BSD\textsubscript{PFL} and BSD\textsubscript{SB} for the example provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size fraction (m)</th>
<th>Cum. BSD</th>
<th>% weight BSD</th>
<th>Cum. Gc</th>
<th>% weight Gc</th>
<th>Cum. Gf</th>
<th>% weight Gf</th>
<th>% weight (Plug flow zone)</th>
<th>Cum. BSD\textsubscript{PFL} (*)</th>
<th>% weight (Shear band)</th>
<th>Cum. BSD\textsubscript{SB} (*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>144</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Sigma = 290$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\Sigma = 115$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The cumulative curves for both plug-flow zone (BSD\textsubscript{PFL}) and shear bands (BSD\textsubscript{SB}) are obtained from the % weight of each size fraction and normalized by the sum of all % weight by size fraction. ($\Sigma = 290$ and $\Sigma = 115$).
5.5 Block Strength Heterogeneity

According to Howson (2004), the rock volume to be caved is rarely homogenous. Specifically, a rock body will be subject to zones of weakness mixed with those of stronger rock. Strength heterogeneity may be in the form of changing lithologies, varying discontinuity intensities, and varying degrees of veining, which may either be weaker or stronger that the rock they are disseminated with. This heterogeneity in the rock mass translates to heterogeneity that will then be present in the draw column (i.e., muck pile). It is also believed that the amount of broken ore heterogeneity will depend on its location within the draw column (e.g. plug-flow zone or shear bands).

Unfortunately, there is a knowledge gap related to the role of broken ore strength heterogeneity during secondary fragmentation in block caving. In the field of soil mechanics, several works have been reported regarding particle fragmentation under samples with different particle strength (e.g. Leleu & Valdes 2007), which can be applied to better understand the role of block strength heterogeneity on secondary fragmentation during block caving. However, comprehensive studies are still required in order to generate a standard procedure to evaluate the block strength heterogeneity, such as the nomogram used to determine the corrected Intact Rock Strength (IRS) value used in the Mining Rock Mass Rating (MRMR) system (Laubscher & Jakubec, 2001).

5.5.1 Laboratory testing under 1-D compression

1-D compression tests serve as a lab-scale proxy for both the plug-flow zone related to the IMZ flow scenario and the far field zone related to the interactive flow scenario. Two
Leleu & Valdes (2007) conducted an empirical investigation related to the crushing of sands subjected to 1-D compression. Tests were carried out on a mix of quartz (strong) and calcareous (weak) sands under vertical pressures from 4 to 67.5 MPa. Unfortunately, the authors did not provide strength values for the two types of sand. They concluded using the $B_r$ parameter (Hardin 1985, see section 5.3.1) that weak particles can be crushed more easily than strong particles for different proportions of strong-to-weak particles (Fig. 5.15a). However, the effects of particle strength heterogeneity on crushing behaviour diminish with increasing stress. Papas & Vallejos (1997) also carried out an 1-D compression testing program on heterogeneous samples composed of strong limestone particles ($\text{UCS} = 179 \text{ MPa}$) and weak shale particles ($\text{UCS} = 27 \text{ MPa}$), see Fig. 5.15b, which would yield a strong-to-weak strength ratio of 6.6. They likewise concluded that the amount of fragmentation increases under higher percentages of weak particles, although they employed an alternative parameter referred to as the particle breakage factor, which consists of summing the differences in percentage of rock particles passing each sieve (after and before the test); hence, this factor would increase for higher fragmentation.

Based on the previous findings, it is inferred that under low ore column heights, weak blocks could undergo some degree of fragmentation in contrast to a negligible amount of fragmentation in strong blocks. However, under higher ore columns, both weak and strong blocks could experience fragmentation, albeit cushioning effects (section 5.8) must then be considered, which would inhibit the fragmentation of stronger blocks. Finally, acknowledging the lack of studies involving 1-D compression testing and block strength heterogeneity, it is
reasonable to consider as a first approximation a linear increase of fragmentation (based on parameter $B_r$) as a function of increased percentages of weak particle content.

Fig. 5.15: a) 1-D compression testing data from Leleu & Valdes (2007). b) Papas & Vallejos (1997)

5.5.2 Laboratory testing under simple shear

These tests serve to represent the shear bands in both the IMZ and near field zone in the case of interactive flow. Of special interest are annular ring shear tests, which allow the specimen to undergo large shear displacements, which can be equated to a broken ore material undergoing high displacement downwards through the shear bands. Unfortunately, similar to 1-D compression tests, there is a lack of studies examining the influence of block strength heterogeneity on secondary fragmentation under large shear displacement conditions. However, two studies involving simple shear tests under small angular displacements have been reported by Valdes & Leleu (2008) and D'Espessailles et al. (2014), which will be considered in this section.
Valdes & Leleu (2008) conducted simple shear tests on two types of homogeneous sands: rounded quartz grains (strong) and subangular calcareous sand (weak). Three volumetric ratios of strong (quartz) and weak (calcareous) were considered, with mixes of 0%, 10% and 40% calcareous sand. Testing involved normal stresses between 147 kPa and 824 kPa, and shear strain (angular deformations) from 0.2 to 0.3. The authors found that the presence of weak grains affects the simple shear response of predominantly strong-grained sands. At low normal stresses, the stress-strain response and particle fragmentation are controlled by particle shape; at higher normal stresses, the response and particle fragmentation are controlled by weak particle breakage. Some of these results are presented in Fig. 5.16a, where it is clear that fragmentation is increased by the amount of weak particles.

D'Espessailles et al. (2014) executed a simple shear testing program examining two angular sands sourced from mine blasted rock. The first type of sand was composed of strong particles, predominantly quartz and plagioclase, while the second was formed by weak particles (mostly orthoclase particles). Three types of samples were generated under a ratio of strong/weak particles of 100:0, 75:25 and 0:100. In terms of particle strength, strong particles reached an average individual compressive strength of 10.7 MPa, contrasting to that of weak particles (2.8 MPa), which gives a strong/weak ratio of 3.8. Normal stresses of 100 to 700 kPa and angular deformations of up to 0.6 were applied during tests. To quantify particle fragmentation, Marsal’s $B_g$ index (1973) was considered; $B_g$ is equivalent to the sum of the positive values of the differences ($\Delta W$) between the percentage retained by weight under each particle size fraction before and after testing. Accordingly, $B_g = 0$ is equivalent to zero fragmentation while $B_g = 100\%$ is equal to the maximum theoretical fragmentation. As shown
in Fig. 5.16b, higher fragmentation was obtained under higher normal stresses and higher proportions of weak particles.

Fig. 5.16: a) Direct simple shear testing data (Valdes & Leleu 2008). b) D'Espessailles et al. (2014)

From these studies, it is expected that broken ore consisting of different block strengths would undergo fragmentation involving mostly weak blocks within the shear bands. In the case of low normal stresses acting on the broken ore, other intrinsic properties such as size distribution and aspect ratio could enhance fragmentation in contrast to block strength. At higher normal stresses (e.g. higher draw columns), weak blocks could take on a significant role in fragmentation. Unfortunately, several questions still remain unanswered, including the significance of the strength ratio on strong and weak particles and the role of strength heterogeneity on large blocks including veins, defects and small discontinuities. The fragmentation of broken ore mixtures from two lithology bodies (based on parameter $B_r$ and $B_g$) could be represented by a linear fragmentation increment under higher weak particle
content. This proposition should be considered as a first approximation only, until more comprehensives studies are conducted that can provide a better understanding of this topic.

5.6 Block Strength Damage and Crushing Under High Confining Stresses

All factors discussed in this chapter are focused in terms of a block’s secondary fragmentation within a draw column due to shear and compression stresses. However, there is a knowledge gap regarding whether blocks also experience a transition in failure mode resulting in stress-induced damage and strength reduction under increasing confinement as blocks move deeper down through a high draw column (i.e., from far field to near field). Thus, this section examines laboratory test results presented in Chapter 4 to investigate broken ore strength as a function of increasing confining stresses.

5.6.1 1-D compression tests to simulate secondary fragmentation within a far field zone

A laboratory-based testing program by means of 1-D compression tests was presented in Chapter 4 to study secondary fragmentation within the plug-flow zone of an IMZ. Favourably, the far field under interactive flow can be represented as a mass flow of broken ore subjected to uniaxial loading and fixed confinement, thus making 1-D compression tests a suitable representation of secondary fragmentation in the far field zone. This laboratory testing program is further considered in a method to evaluate secondary fragmentation in Chapter 6.

Under 1-D compression tests, a fraction of particles undergo crushing, chipping and splitting (e.g. Dorador et al., 2015), while the remaining particles survive without breaking down. In these tests, the amount of fragmentation is directly dependent on the compression
energy (section 5.3, Fig. 5.4). However, although the survivor particles do not experience a noticeable change to their geometry, this does not mean they might not incur damage that could cause degradation of the blocks strength properties, especially under confining stresses. The lack of experimental data is explained in part by the fact that most experiments investigating particle fragmentation under confined stresses are carried out on heterogeneous particles in terms of size, shape and particle strength. Although the size and shape of particles could be controlled in experiments, particle strength has not been investigated as the key parameter to control. Thus, the technique to prepare concrete particles presented in Chapter 4, which allows control of not only the size and shape of particles but also the particle strength, contributes a favorable method to study the influence of strength degradation as a function of increasing confined stresses.

**5.6.2 1-D compression test results**

Twenty tests were conducted to study particle strength degradation under 1-D compression loading. Details are provided in Chapter 4, with the exception of T-75 (see appendix A for more information). The tests considered here are T-1 to T4, T9 to T-20, T-58 to T-60 and T-75. Test were done on concrete cubes 17 mm edge under dense and loose packing. Tests with dense packing included 68 cubes composed of two samples of 34 cubes (these samples are defined in this section as part 1 and part 2), while tests with loose packing included 59 to 60 concrete cubes composed of two samples of 29 and 30 cubes. Point Load Tests (PLTs) were conducted for quality control following the standard ASTM D5731-08; the PLT results and the corresponding standard deviation (SD) for each portion (part 1 and part 2) are included in Table 5.3. An arithmetic average was calculated for the test sample PLT
combining the part 1 and 2 strengths (pre-testing). After testing, survivor blocks were collected and 10 of these were randomly selected for point load testing. Hence, the parameter $D_{e\%}$ (equation 5.4) is defined as the ratio between the point load compressive strength (PLT) before and after testing.

$$D_{e\%} = \frac{PLT_{\text{After testing}}}{PLT_{\text{Before testing}}}$$  \[5.4\]

As noted in Fig. 5.17a, the strength of survivor cubes decreases with higher applied compression energy with a marked strength degradation in dense packing tests compared to the loose packing tests. Also, the strength reduction of survivor cubes is highly variable, as can be inferred from the standard deviation (SD) results, which contrast with the low SDs of samples before testing. Also, a more refined analysis can be carried out considering dense packing tests only. Hence, tests T-9, T-11, T-12, T-18, T-19, T-20, T-75 are comprised of two parts of cubes with negligible PLT strength differences (tests type A), while tests T-10, T-13, T-14, T-59 and T-60 hold the same shape characteristics as type A but the part 1 and 2 have contrasting PLT strengths, with test type B being the lowest. From Fig. 5.17b, type A tests correlate very well under a power relationship, while tests under samples with low PLT strength difference reach higher degradation under same amount of compression energy on samples. Interestingly, under a higher amount of energy, blocks undergo more degradation until a point where survivor blocks reach low strength degradation. Therefore, there is an energy threshold which divides block’s cushioning (section 5.8) from further strength reduction. Finally, the degradation index $D_{e\%}$ reaches a limit of approximately 60\%.
Fig. 5.17: (a) Strength degradation (De %) being increased by compression energy under loose and dense packing. (b) Influence of slight initial heterogeneity in De % under dense packing.
Table 5.3: Summary 1-D compression testing results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>E (MPa x mCam/m)</th>
<th>σ₁ max</th>
<th>PLT part 1</th>
<th>SD part 1</th>
<th>PLT part 2</th>
<th>SD part 2</th>
<th>PLT Before testing (average)</th>
<th>Δ PLT</th>
<th>PLT after testing (average)</th>
<th>SD after testing</th>
<th>De %</th>
<th>% part. surv.</th>
<th>σ₁* max corr.</th>
<th>σ₁* corr.</th>
<th>UCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-9</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>104.6</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-15</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-16</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-19</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-20</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-59</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-60</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.6.3 Broken ore strength degradation within a far field zone

Based on results from Section 5.6.2, it is concluded that concrete cube samples not only undergo fragmentation under loading, but that surviving cubes that do not fragment also experience damage and therefore a significant strength reduction. Applying this result to the far field zone, this means that broken ore would experience compressive strength reduction when it enters and passes through the near-field zone. Accordingly, the block strength needs to be corrected to evaluate the secondary fragmentation within the near field zone, as the damage incurred will result in a finer BSD at the drawpoints.

Fig. 5.18 shows that it is possible to relate the compression energy \( E \) with the maximum vertical stress \( \sigma_1 \). Using both correlations from this figure, corrected values of \( \sigma_1 \) can be obtained as shown in Table 5.3 (column \( \sigma_1^* \) max. corrected). In addition, UCS of the concrete cubes is 31 MPa, which can be considered constant for larger block sizes (e.g. 1 m block diameter) as explained in Chapter 4. A ratio \( R_s = \sigma_1^*/UCS \) can be determined for each test, which in turn can be used to estimate an approximate far field height \( H_{ff} \) as

\[
H_{ff} = \frac{R_s \cdot UCS}{BOD}
\]  

[5.5]

where BOD is the broken ore density and UCS is associated with the scaled strength accounting for block damage. For practical purposes, the loose packing is associated with a BOD of 1.7 t/m\(^3\), while the dense packing is associated with a BOD of 2.5 t/m\(^3\). Next, the degradation index \( D_{e\%} \) is plotted against different far field heights under four different UCS values of 31, 60, 100 and 150 MPa (Fig. 5.19). These curves are used as a first approximation.
of the compressive strength reduction of the broken ore blocks at the boundary between the far and near field zones. Fig. 5.19 can also be very useful in calibrating large numerical models of broken ore during block caving using computing intensive approaches such as FEM-DEM (e.g. Vyazmensky 2008) or the synthetic rock mass PFC analysis (Mas Ivars et al. 2011).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5.18:** Relationship between compression energy and maximum vertical pressure for loose and dense packing.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5.19:** Relationship between De % and far field height ($H_{ff}$). (a) Dense packing (b) Loose packing.
5.7 Water within Draw Columns

Water is a critical factor in block cave design, especially in rock strength parameters such as the MRMR (Laubscher & Jakubec 2001) and Q (Barton et al. 1974), as well as risk hazards such as mudrush. Water in block cave operations is comprised mostly of groundwater, but after the cave has broken through to surface, can also include water directly from surface runoff during rainy season. In the case of groundwater, dewatering programs are carried out during early stage design to drawdown the water table (Laubscher 2003); thus, groundwater is not assumed to be an issue in this section. Rainwater or snowmelt is a more significant contributor of water inflow into block cave mines once the draw columns reach the surface (break through), after which water can easily penetrate into the broken ore, affecting its moisture content (MC %) and strength through processes such as stress corrosion.

Regarding secondary fragmentation, water can degrade the broken ore strength over time. Bauer (2009) explains this from a granular material perspective as a stiffness degradation of the solid material due to its reaction with water, which leads to grain abrasion and grain breakage and consequently to a particle’s rearrangement into a denser state. In addition, a phenomenon recognized in rockfill design and referred to as collapse can occur, most commonly in soft rockfill and triggered by flooding conditions (Maranha Das Neves & Veiga Pinto, 1989). However, this situation is less frequent within a draw column because water coming from the upper half will flow downward, reducing its residency time in the upper half and probably never submerging the broken ore at the bottom where it drains from the drawpoints. On the other hand, water can wash fines from the broken ore, which can affect the
amount of fines encountered at the drawpoints. Specific factors such as temperature affecting the moisture content within a block caving operation are not considered.

### 5.7.1 Water as a factor influencing broken ore fragmentation potential

With regard to an interactive flow scenario (Fig. 5.3), water will not significantly affect the broken ore in the case of hard rock in the far field. Water can reduce the effective stress along the contacts between blocks, promoting more sliding between particles and washing fines. However, in the case of weathered rocks, water can decrease the rock strength through slaking. That being said, comprehensive studies have not been carried out to quantify the effects of different MC% on secondary fragmentation. In order to include the moisture in secondary fragmentation assessments, it would be reasonable to reduce the rock strength parameter (e.g. UCS) as a function of moisture content, and thus apply a corrected rock strength parameter for the secondary fragmentation analysis, for example if using Pierce’s (2009) method or one of the alternative methods proposed in Chapter 6.

Valuable studies have been reported in the technical literature regarding the uniaxial compressive strength of soft or weathered igneous rocks under different moisture contents (MC %). Martin (1966) reported a strength decrease ratio $r = \frac{UCS_{\text{sat}}}{UCS_{\text{dry}}}$ between 64% and 35% on magnetite, hematite, porphyry and quartzite rocks. Gupta & Seshagiri Rao (2000) reported UCS tests on moderate (W2) to complete (W4) weathered quartzite, granite and basalt rocks, finding a ratio between 89% and 19%, averaging 63%. Also, valuable data of more than 200 UCS tests were reported by Gu et al. (2008) on basalt rocks (Fig. 5.20), where the UCS strength is intensely affected by a coupled effect of MC% and weathering. In addition, Prakoso
& Kulhawy (2011) proposed a strength decrease ratio of 79% under a database from different authors, which includes mostly volcanic and sedimentary rocks. Finally, Verma et al. (2014) reported 29 UCS tests with MC % between 0% to 4% finding an average of r =88%, although this ratio is reduced to 71 % for MC% between 3% and 4%. Based on these studies, it is reasonable to propose a strength reduction r = 70% for practical purposes, especially for early stage feasibility studies. For higher-level engineering design stages, UCS tests under both dry and saturated conditions (ASTM D7012 − 14) are recommended to evaluate the strength reduction due to MC %.

Regarding the near field conditions, the corrected rock strength parameter could also be used as proposed for the far field. However, a considerable amount of fines could be expected close to the drawpoints, which can potentially be saturated, triggering mudrush events.

### 5.7.2 Water washing fines

Under a sufficient amount of water flowing downward through a draw column, water can wash loose fine into the voids within the broken ore matrix, which contributes to a further amount of fines travelling downward to the drawpoints. Of interest is that this topic is comparable to the internal erosion process in dams. Numerous studies are available regarding fines segregation in granular materials (internal erosion), notably the works by Kezdi (1979), Sherard (1979) and Kenney & Lau (1985), which make possible the assessment of segregation potential of fines (e.g. < 4.75 mm size) from larger particles (>4.75 mm up to 1000 mm). These methods focus on fines segregation due to seepage through an earth fill dam, which can be
somewhat comparable to flow down through a draw column. For instance, applying Kezdi’s (1979) method to a draw column, the initial gradation can be divided into a coarse and fine gradation as shown in Fig. 5.21. The key hypothesis of this method is that the segregation of the fine gradation will occur if the ratio $D_{15}/d_{85}$ is higher than 4, where $D_{15}$ is the particle diameter for the 15% of mass passing of the coarse gradation and $d_{85}$ is the particle diameter for the 85% of mass passing of the fine gradation. Thus, the internal erosion approach could be considered as a quantitative alternative to correct the BSD at the drawpoints.

![Fig. 5.20: UCS v/s moisture content %. Adapted from Gu et al. (2008)](image1)

![Fig. 5.21: Kezdi method (1979)](image2)
5.8 Cushioning

Cushioning has been discussed by several practitioners such as Laubscher (1994, 2003), Dolipas (2000), Pierce (2009) amongst others. Cushioning consists of fines surrounding and cushioning large blocks during drawdown, which has been corroborated by means of field evidence by Laubscher (2003) in chrysotile asbestos block cave mines. This author also suggests that fines generated during the primary fragmentation stage will act as a cushion to larger blocks. Another contributing factor in cushioning is the cave caving into a major fault and/or shear zones, which generate a significant amount of fines (Laubscher 2003). Cushioning could also be associated with the phenomenon defined as ballast fouling within the transport engineering field. Fouling corresponds to fine particles (clay and silt) which contaminate the particle surfaces, affecting the interaction between particle structure and reducing the frictional resistance of the material (Indraratna et al., 2013), which in the long term could affect the broken ore's compressibility.

Broken ore materials can reach large sizes in comparison with other granular materials (Fig. 5.22a), and so they have more likelihood to undergo cushioning. However, two main factors can strongly reduce the cushioning potential: i) Block strength reduction due to size scaling, and ii) the location of cushioning within the draw column. This section discusses the fragmentation potential of large blocks surrounded by smaller particles from a granular material perspective.
5.8.1 Block strength reduction due to size scaling

The strength ratio ($R_s$) between the larger blocks and smaller particles plays a major role in cushioning potential. It is logical to assume that the smaller particles are comprised of weaker materials (e.g., weathered rock) than the larger blocks (e.g. fresh rock) they are cushioning. This cushioning can even apply to smaller and larger particles with the same approximate strengths, which is supported by Tsoungui et al.’s (1999) empirical evidence (Fig. 5.23). This is explained by the fact that large blocks contain a higher coordination number (i.e., number of contact points) relative to the smaller particles surrounding them. This phenomenon has been corroborated by McDowell et al. (1996) and Wood & Maeda (2008) who propose that large particles surrounded by smaller grains tend to survive during compression and shear tests. It should be noted that these last two studies were based in part from empirical tests on standard sands, which greatly differ from broken ore materials whose blocks contain defects, veins, and smaller discontinuities.

In contrast, larger but weaker blocks could experience fragmentation under stronger but smaller particles, which was demonstrated in the 1-D compression tests in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29). These tests were carried out on artificial cube particles based on particle sizes from 1 cm to 2 cm edge length and a strength ratio of 0.5 between large and small particles. Also, evidence of block disintegration has been observed at drawpoints in Chilean cave mines (Encina 2015), which suggests that large blocks undergo high fragmentation within the draw columns. Of interest is that Yoshinaka et al. (2008) reported numerous data from different authors regarding UCS tests of strong rocks under different specimen diameter and k exponent. Extrapolating these data using a relationship applicable for large broken ore
sizes (D = 1 m), an average strength reduction of 46 % is obtained. This strength reduction is higher for intrusive rather than sedimentary rocks and can be even greater in the case of water being present as previously noted in section 5.7. Hence, this analysis suggests that broken ore materials are weaker under larger sizes and they could undergo fragmentation surrounded by smaller particles within a draw column.

\[
UCS = UCS_0 \left( \frac{D}{50} \right)^{-k}
\]  

[5.6]

On the other hand, the block size ratio (R_{bs}) between large block diameters D and smaller particles of diameter d is another key parameter to consider. Broken ore can be quite different in comparison to typical granular materials (e.g. gravels, rockfill) because of the sizes involved (Fig. 5.23b). In the case of smaller particles comparable in size to the large block (e.g. R_{bs} = 2), the smaller particles can rapidly reach a stable structure under confining stresses, providing more chances for the large block to undergo fragmentation. As the ratio increases (e.g. R_{bs} = 100), smaller particles will have much less overall stiffness in comparison to the large block; then, smaller particles will undergo high internal deformation under confining stresses, reducing the chances of fragmentation by the large block.
5.8.2 Cushioning potential within a draw column

Cushioning potential will depend on the location of large blocks within the draw column. In the case of an IMZ, the largest blocks will most probably concentrate within the plug-flow zone surrounded by smaller particles of comparable size (section 5.4). In this
condition the case of $R_{bs} = 2-3$ (Fig. 5.2) is highly expected, where large blocks can reach 2 to 3 m and the average size of smaller particles can be defined as 1 m (fines are not expected to participate in the force chains of the broken ore structure). However, as a large block nears a drawpoint, it could undergo cushioning if a sufficient amount of fine material is surrounding it. Regarding an *interactive flow*, in the far field a similar situation of broken ore reaching an $R_{bs} = 2-3$ is expected, and large blocks dispersed along the far field zone may experience cushioning depending on the far field height and rock properties (section 5.7). In the near field, large blocks can experience a high degree of cushioning within the outer periphery (shear bands) due to significant fines migration occurring within the shear bands. Cushioning could also occur within the plug-flow zone closer to the drawpoints under the same circumstances as IMZ.

In summary, cushioning can occur close to the drawpoints and within the outer periphery of a draw column, but it will depend on the broken ore properties (e.g., large and small block strength, block size ratio $R_{bs}$, far field height). Table 5.4 provides a summary of different cases where cushioning could occur. Hence, cushioning is a factor that in some cases should be considered in block cave design, to be evaluated in parallel with secondary fragmentation and fines migration assessments.
Table 5.4: Cushioning probability in a draw column (low, moderate and high)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow type</th>
<th>Mixture of Weathered and fresh rock</th>
<th>High strength reduction by size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMZ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug- flow</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear band</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close to drawpoints</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive flow – far field</td>
<td>Confined compression</td>
<td>Moderate – high (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive flow – near field</td>
<td>Plug- flow</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear band</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close to drawpoints</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) it will depend on far field height

5.9 Summary and Key Findings

Key variables influencing secondary fragmentation that play an important role in early feasibility and layout design assessments of a block caving project include planned ore column height, rock strength, inter-block friction angle, near and far field zones, and shear band thickness. In addition, a number of additional site/operation specific variables can similarly have a significant influence, including: air gap thickness, BOD, segregation of larger blocks due to muckpile surface topology, broken ore strength heterogeneity, block strength damage and crushing under high confining stresses, presence of water within draw columns, and cushioning. Each of these factors were studied independently in this chapter, examining data from laboratory testing conducted in this thesis, as well as compiling relevant data from the literature. From these several relationships and procedures were developed to account for their
influence in secondary fragmentation assessments for both feasibility and advanced engineering design stages.

The main findings derived from the work presented in this chapter are summarized as follows:

i) The air gap height is not only a key concern with respect to creating an air blast hazard, but also promotes rock-fall impact fragmentation of blocks released from the cave back. Based on observations and data reported in the literature, a critical fragmentation height $h_c$ of 10 m is suggested as a first approximation for strong rock. The air gap height also influences the initial arrangement of blocks at the top of the draw column, which in turn affects the overall broken ore density within the draw columns.

ii) The broken ore density ($BOD$) also affects the secondary fragmentation assessment. Under interactive flow, the BOD can range from a loose to a very dense packing within the far field, which can cause important differences in secondary fragmentation. For the near field, the BOD is not a critical variable; no further fragmentation is expected within the plug-flow zone (due to stress reduction), while the BOD will be mostly loose in the shear bands without undergoing significant changes, and then without influencing secondary fragmentation. Under an IMZ, the BOD will be relevant under high draw columns only. In the plug-flow zone, the BOD will also vary from a loose to a dense state, in a similar way to what occurs in the far field during interactive flow; in the shear bands a continuous loose BOD is expected, not causing variations in secondary fragmentation. Finally, the BOD will be significant in the
overload stress assessment within draw columns, which directly affects the secondary fragmentation.

iii) Segregation of large blocks due to the development of a surface cone along the top surface of a draw column can be triggered by irregular draw. Irregular draw can also lead to increased dilution. The segregation of large blocks will result in more oversize blocks being retained within the plug-flow zone, which implies wider size distributions in the plug-flow zone and finer gradations in the shear bands. This needs to be considered in any fragmentation assessment and BSD prediction at drawpoints. Hence, a simple procedure to correct the BSD within a draw column due to block segregation is proposed.

iv) The broken ore could be highly heterogeneous, which facilitate mixtures of strong and weak blocks within a draw column. Considering the parameters $B_r$ by Hardin and $B_g$ by Marsal, a linear increase of fragmentation under a higher weak particle content has been proposed as a first approximation, while new empirical/numerical comprehensives studies will be carried out to contribute more precise secondary fragmentation assessments.

v) It was demonstrated experimentally that block strength degradation can occur on broken ore materials subjected to large overload stresses. Blocks within a far field zone can undergo an average compressive strength reduction down to 60% for dense samples and 70% for loose samples.

vi) Water, especially inflows from rainwater or snowmelt can cause degradation of the broken ore with time, for example through stress corrosion, which will be more accentuated in weathered rocks. This factor needs to be considered in secondary fragmentation assessment
by means of reducing the block strength parameter due to moisture content. A rock strength reduction of 70% has been proposed, appropriate for early stage feasibility studies based on observations and data compiled from the literature. Water can also wash fines downwards through the broken ore skeleton within a draw column, which would result in the accumulation of fines closer to the drawpoints. This would affect the BSD at the drawpoints as well as increase the potential for mud rush. Results reported in the literature related to internal erosion have been proposed to evaluate this factor.

vii) Cushioning, where large blocks are impeded from undergoing further fragmentation due to smaller particles surrounding them, has been also examined in this chapter. Cushioning could occur during block caving depending on the broken ore properties (i.e. rock strength), especially where large blocks within a draw column are located close to the drawpoints and/or within the outer periphery of a draw column. Block cushioning could also occur within the far field zone subjected to high overload broken ore heights.

It is important to consider that several of these factors depend directly on the draw rate and sequence of draw, which place emphasis on the importance of draw control for a successful block cave operation. Therefore, from these seven factors studied in this chapter, it is possible to predict and/or evaluate more carefully the BSDs encountered at drawpoints, which will help in the design of drawpoint size and spacing, hang-up potential, and necessity of using pre-conditioning, amongst other feasibility and design questions, contributing to more efficient extraction level layout designs (see Fig. 5.24).
Fig. 5.24: Flow path regarding secondary fragmentation factors analysed in this chapter under different stage level of a block caving project
Chapter 6: Evolution of Broken Ore Size Distribution in a Draw Column during Block Cave Mining

6.1 Introduction

Reliable estimates of rock fragmentation are essential for pre-feasibility and feasibility-level assessments of draw point productivity in the planning of a block caving operation. This is emphasized by Brown (2007) who points to fragmentation as being one of the key factors determining the overall performance, success and profitability of a caving operation. If the fragmentation is too fine, then a narrow draw zone, high dilution and potential for mud rush might be expected; while if the fragmentation is too coarse, oversize blocks and hang-ups will impede material handling, causing need for secondary breakage and costly production delays at the drawpoints. As a project proceeds to detailed design, the degree of fragmentation expected will influence the drawpoint spacing (and therefore equipment selection and performance), together with the frequency of hang-ups, need for secondary breakage in the drawpoints, need for underground crushers, and ability to achieve production targets (Brown 2007).

---
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It is well accepted that the broken ore extracted at the drawpoints is dependent on a fragmentation process which incorporates three components: 1) the in situ, representing the natural discrete fracture network distributed throughout the rock mass; 2) the primary, arising from stress-induced fractures propagating in the cave back; and 3) the secondary, which first involves rockfall impact onto the muckpile surface (when an air gap is present) and then splitting and rounding of the blocks as they move downwards through the draw column towards the drawpoint (Laubscher 1994, Eadie 2003). These are depicted in Fig. 6.1.

Fig. 6.1: Schematic diagram depicting the fragmentation process in block caving.
The Block Caving Fragmentation (BCF) software developed by SRK Consulting (Esterhuizen 2005) represents one of the few established tools used by operators to assess fragmentation and hang-up potential. The software uses rock mass classification inputs and empirical rules to predict how blocks in a draw column reduce in size, from in situ to secondary. Although this approach is able to quantify secondary fragmentation, its reliability has been questioned due to a lack of calibration and/or unreliable results (Rubio & Scoble 2004, Butcher & Thin 2007, Ngidi & Pretorius 2011). Pierce (2009) proposed a more rigorous and robust methodology to evaluate secondary fragmentation based on the gravity flow simulator REBOP (Cundall et al. 2000) and calibrated using empirical relationships by Bridgwater et al. (2003). The more detailed nature of this method and required use of proprietary software suggest that it more appropriately addresses higher level feasibility and detailed engineering design studies. Pierce (2009) also found that the logic may over predict secondary fragmentation due to the assumption of an initially uniform fragment size in the empirical model.

Given the lack of procedures for assessing secondary fragmentation in early stage feasibility studies, more work is required to provide additional empirical tools that can be used in parallel for comparative analyses. This chapter first investigates secondary fragmentation and the mechanistic controls that affect an evolving block size distribution (BSD) within a draw column, and then uses these together with laboratory and field data compiled from the literature to develop an empirical method to estimate BSD. The method builds on the draw column model of Pierce (2009), where compression deformation develops within a central plug flow zone and shear deformation occurs along outer shear bands and close to the
drawpoint (Fig. 6.2). The latter is a more complex phenomenon involving interactions between adjacent draw columns, for which differentiation is made between near field and far field effects (Fig. 6.3). For the purpose of this work, near field corresponds to broken ore within 50 to 100 m of the drawpoint where the fragmentation process is governed by Pierce’s (2009) Isolated Movement Zone (IMZ) model comprised of a central compression plug zone and outer shear bands. Far field considerations account for the influence of 1-D compression stresses on the broken ore at greater distances away from the draw points, acknowledging that many block cave mines are being developed with planned column heights in excess of 500 m (Hancock 2013, Eberhardt et al. 2015). The main reason to distinguish between near and far field is because each of these induce different stress fields within a draw column, which affects significantly the type and amount of fragmentation generated (e.g. splitting, corner rounding, chipping, etc). Finally, the chapter concludes with a comparison of results obtained using the method developed with field data from the El Teniente mine in Chile, which is used to both calibrate the model and determine its limitations.

The methodology proposed in this work is mostly focused on cases where multiple draw columns interact with each other, although the charts and relationships proposed can also be employed to evaluate the BSD at drawpoints under an IMZ.
Fig. 6.2: Broken ore under different stress conditions along a draw column (IMZ)

Fig. 6.3: Secondary fragmentation process in terms of far and near field from drawpoints
6.2 Background: Secondary Fragmentation and Block Size Distribution

6.2.1 Broken ore behaviour and secondary fragmentation processes

The difficulty of studying broken ore behaviour in terms of gravitational flow, fines migration and secondary fragmentation is the wide block size distribution (BSD) encountered. This varies by several orders of magnitude from several meters diameter to millimeter-sized grains. The BSD not only impacts the ore recovery at the drawpoints but also the broken ore density, the development of cushioning, and operational risks such as mudrush. For instance, it was shown that a well graded BSD facilitates a higher broken ore density (Chapter 2) and increased cushioning (Chapter 5), which in turn reduces the degree of secondary fragmentation of larger blocks resulting in increased potential of oversize and hang-ups. Conversely, a more uniform BSD within the draw column promotes a lower broken ore density and reduced cushioning.

Secondary fragmentation is itself a multi-variable process (Chapter 1, Fig. 1.6), which depends not only on the intrinsic and state variables of caved rock but also on operational factors and the stress path experienced by the broken ore as it moves downwards towards the drawpoints. It involves a mechanical comminution of splitting, crushing, chipping and corner rounding that varies according to two different drawpoint interaction scenarios: isolated movement zone (IMZ) and multiple draw movement (Pierce 2009). Thus, it is reasonable to suggest two distinct zones of secondary fragmentation behaviour depending on the broken ore proximity to the drawpoints, and the development of shear bands relative to a central plug-flow zone within the draw column.
6.2.2 Secondary fragmentation assessment tools

Laubscher (1994) lists several of the key block caving design parameters dependent on fragmentation and BSD assessments, including: drawpoint size and spacing; equipment selection; draw control procedures; production rates; hang-ups and the need for secondary blasting; staffing levels; and subsequent comminution processes and costs (e.g., underground crusher). It is noted here that not only are these key parameters for detailed engineering design, but they can also have a major impact on the mine economics. Therefore, the need for effective methodologies to evaluate secondary fragmentation and BSD, is one that encompasses tools that extend from early stage project development (e.g., feasibility-level studies) to those that are more rigorous and appropriate for advanced mine design.

6.2.2.1 Pre-feasibility

The BCF methodology (Esterhuizen 2005) is one of the few industry-accepted tools for quantifying secondary fragmentation (Butcher & Thin 2007). It involves an expert system program incorporating analytical and empirical rules describing the factors influencing caving fragmentation, with focus on the evaluation of primary and secondary fragmentation as well as frequency of hang-ups. To assess secondary fragmentation, this software requires the primary fragmentation as an input, which is previously obtained using the same software, as well as some additional information: draw height, maximum caving height, draw width, swell factor, rock density and rate of draw. In addition to assessing the crushing and attrition of blocks, BCF has the advantage of considering draw rate as an input. The method also has its limitation, which Butcher & Thin (2007) list as:
• BCF historically has produced conservative results (coarser size distributions);
• Fragmentation computation at drawpoints can be underestimated. The software requires an input of BSD after primary fragmentation to predict secondary fragmentation. However, it does not account for the impact of small joints on fragmentation, with the consequence that the BSD in the draw column is projected to be coarser than it actually is, and therefore the BSD at the drawpoints is estimated to be coarser than that later encountered.
• The draw rate is assumed to be constant in the software. However, experience suggests that draw rate is far from constant and varies in response to drawpoint closures for repair, seismicity, flooding, or any other factor that may interrupt operations.

Another shortcoming of BCF is its bias against generating well-graded BSD curves, especially towards the distribution of larger block sizes. This is demonstrated by comparing Fig. 6.4(a), which plots BSD data collected at the drawpoints of several different operations and broken ore (caved rock) column heights, to Fig. 6.4(b), which plots the secondary fragmentation curves obtained by different authors when using BCF. Although the comparison includes different cases, the general trends indicate that the BSD data in terms of $C_u (D_{60}/D_{10})$ ranges from 8 – 18 which represent well-graded curves, which contrast with those predicted by BCF associated with more uniform gradation curves. Given these shortcomings and issues related to obtaining reliable results (see Butcher & Thin 2007), its use is recommended for early stage feasibility level studies.
Fig. 6.4: Broken ore size distributions

(a) BSD at drawpoints measured for several different operations and draw column heights.

(b) BSD at drawpoints predicted using BCF. Data sources as indicated.

(c) Primary fragmentation curves from different authors. (*) Field Estimation (***) Estimation using Core2Frag approach. (***): Estimation using BCF.
6.2.2.2 Advanced feasibility and detailed design

Recent efforts to better quantify secondary fragmentation in block/panel caving have largely focussed on the use of advanced numerical modelling, and therefore are seemingly directed at higher-level feasibility or design stages of a project. Pierce (2009) proposed the first of these using the gravity flow simulator REBOP (Rapid Emulator Based On PFC), which itself was developed based on flow patterns observed in 3-D discrete-element simulations of draw using PFC3D (Cundall et al. 2000). Pierce’s hybrid approach uses REBOP to calculate stress and strain histories in the broken ore during gravity flow, which are then used to establish equivalent comminution energies and breakage models. When applied to a primary fragmentation size distribution curve, obtained in part using discrete-element synthetic rock mass principles (Pierce et al. 2007), and calibrated against laboratory testing by Bridgwater et al. (2003), a prediction of drawpoint size distribution is obtained. The use of numerical output of the stresses at different locations within the ore column allows for the compression and shear zones developing within the broken ore to be accounted for. In doing so, this method is one of the more effective procedures for evaluating secondary fragmentation, with recent application demonstrated by Fuenzalida et al. (2014).

Kojovic (2010) proposed an alternative approach to evaluating secondary fragmentation based on experiences in mineral processing. This method integrates numerical models and empirical relationships, and assumes that rock mass fragmentation is analogous to comminution relationships used in mineral processing (Weatherley 2010). Kojovic (2010) indicates that four inputs are needed to employ this methodology: i) the primary fragmentation size distribution curve of the broken ore; ii) the *in-situ* rock strength; iii) a rock fragmentation
function for different applied comminution energies; and iv) the effective comminution energy applied to the material when its passes through the draw column (i.e., in the mineral processing analogy, the material passing through the milling circuit). The comminution energy input is the most difficult of these parameters to quantify, but can be obtained from REBOP simulations. This technique has been applied and calibrated at the Newcrest Ridgeway Deeps caving operation. However, it has not been extensively used at other operations and questions arise as to: i) the reliability of the rock fragmentation function for different applied comminution energies, ii) the extrapolation of intact rock properties to larger block sizes given the strong influence of discontinuities, defects and veins in the overall strength of the block, and iii) in the effectiveness of using energy outputs from REBOP as input for the comminution model.

A third methodology has been proposed by Rogers et al. (2010) based on discrete fracture network (DFN) modelling of a cubic block that accounts for fabric in the form of veins and discontinuities using the 3-D volumetric fracture intensity parameter P32 [m²/m³]. P32 is a measure of the total surface area of the fractures present per unit volume. A probability function of the block degradation is subsequently obtained using the Monte Carlo simulation and optimization software Crystal Ball (2012). To generate this function, numerical simulations of 2-D uniaxial compression tests are conducted using the hybrid finite-/discrete-element brittle fracture software ELFEN (Rockfield 2009). Confining pressures are varied to represent different draw column heights. Multiple scenarios of P32 are analyzed considering different confining pressures and particle arrangements. Subsequently, it is possible to define the breakage efficiency function, which gives as output the amount of blocks undergoing
breakage. Rogers et al. (2010) indicate that this technique allows for the representation of the first order of the secondary fragmentation process. However, this methodology is not able to quantify the fines generated by the abrasion and corner rounding among particles and requires validation in a real caving operation.

6.2.3 Shear bands and fragmentation

6.2.3.1 Shear band evaluation under laboratory testing

In terms of broken ore within a shear band, any fragmentation analysis ascribed to shear bands should include large-strain deformations in order to mimic the broken ore flowing through the shear bands within the near field of a draw column. Ring shear is a standard soil mechanics test that has recently been used for studying particle breakage under large deformations (Bridgwater et al. 2003; Coop et al. 2004; Luzzani & Coop 2002; Sadrekarimi & Olson 2010), although it generates shear fragmentation in a narrow band within the sample. Thus, a more sophisticated alternative such as the torsional ring shear test (ASTM D6467 – 1) could be employed to reproduce large-strain shear displacements under a wide shear band, as would be expected in broken ore material within a draw column.

6.2.3.2 Particle fragmentation in shear bands

Several authors have contributed to the study of particle fragmentation in shear bands. Lieou et al. (2014) used studies by Chambon et al. (2006), Rice (2006) and Sammis et al. (1987) to show that grain splitting contributes significantly to comminution at small shear strains, while grain abrasion becomes dominant at large shear displacements. On the other hand, empirical studies from Ghadiri et al. (2000) and Bridgwater et al. (2003) suggest that
corner rounding tends to be the dominant mode of fragment yield at low ratios of normal stress to intact strength, while splitting becomes more dominant at higher ratios. Hasan & Alshibl (2012) also suggest that particles in a shear band undergo significant rotation, which would be related to fragmentation in terms of corner rounding. In addition, Mairs & Abe (2011) found that grain splitting dominates under high normal stress and at small shear strains, while grain abrasion dominates under low normal stress and at large shear strains. Coop et al. (2004) found through ring shear tests on carbonate sand that at very large displacements the soil reaches a stable grading, which in turn depend on the applied normal stress and the initial grading.

Based on these studies, it can be concluded that corner rounding is generated throughout shear deformation, but more accentuated at large deformations (due to particle rotation), while splitting occurs under both small and large shear displacements depending more strongly on the ratio of normal stress to intact particle strength. Of interest is that each of these experimental studies was conducted on sand-sized particles, which differ significantly in size in comparison with broken ore materials. These involve metre-scale diameters resulting in an increased likelihood that the blocks contain defects in terms of veins and small discontinuities, influencing more splitting under low normal stresses and higher fragmentation under larger shear deformations. Hence, the BSD would evolve in a wider and finer size distribution (as the BSD shown in Fig. 6.4a), including a size reduction on its largest block. In addition, from a granular matter perspective, confined particle’s fragmentation reaches a point where it follows a fractal size distribution (McDowell et al. 1996, Einav 2007). In addition, Wood & Maeda (2008) agree that particles under continued shearing would encourage crushing in a 

_**self-similar or fractal**_ size distribution. This last finding could apply to the
secondary fragmentation process because broken ore within shear bands experience large shear deformation during ore draw. McDowell et al. (1996) proposed that the ultimate grain size distribution (GSD) can be characterized by a power law relationship, with a fractal dimension $\alpha = 2.5$ to 3.0, which means a linear particle size distribution on the double logarithmic graph, although this ultimate GSD is generally unknown (Tengattini et al. 2014).

Based on the experiences presented above, it is expected that the broken ore within the shear band in a draw column evolves to encompass a wide BSD, which will significantly influence the final BSD encountered at the drawpoints.

### 6.2.3.3 Shear band thickness

Most of the investigations regarding shear band thickness has been developed based on mono-sized granular materials. According to Tejchman (2000) the observed thickness of shear zones varies from 5 to 20 times the mean particle diameter ($D_{50}$) based on results from Vardoulakis (1980), Desrues & Hammad (1989) and Yoshida et al. (1994). Schall & Van Hecke (2010) state that a shear band width is typically 5 to 15 grain diameters. Mohamed & Gutierrez (2010) concluded that rolling resistance is a significant parameter influencing the shear band thickness, observing that particles rotate significantly within the shear band. Tejchman also indicated that the shear thickness is not only affected by the layer height and particle diameters but also by the void ratio (or sample porosity). Finally, Pierce (2009) recommends that a shear band thickness of 10 grain diameters should be used to represent the size of the outer annulus (i.e., shear bands) within a draw column.
Conversely, broken ore materials within a shear band in a draw column are not mono-sized particles but rather poorly graded to well-graded as suggested in Fig. 6.4 (a) and Fig. 6.4 (c). Thus, the shear band thickness needs to be related to the particle size distribution. Here it is important to refer to the work carried out by Lieou et al. (2014). They concluded based on geophysical observations that in a sheared fault gouge, particles are significantly smaller than those outside of the shear band. This observation could apply to secondary fragmentation of broken ore within a shear band because significant splitting and corner rounding would be occurring in combination with a fines migration process which would decrease the average block size \(D_{50}\) and therefore, the shear band thickness. The shear band thickness on broken ore materials is further analyzed in section 6.3.2.2.

### 6.2.4 Fines migration

Fines migration has been identified as a key element in draw control, cushioning of oversize blocks, and mudrush risk (Laubscher 1994, Jakubec et al. 2012). Thus, fines migration has attracted the attention of several authors through empirical studies (Hashim & Sharrock 2012, Chen et al. 2009, Castro 2006) and numerical modelling (Leonardi et al. 2008, Pierce 2009). It is well accepted that a fraction of these fines are generated after primary fragmentation and rock-fall impact, while the remaining fraction is generated later through secondary fragmentation. Fines migration is mainly vertically downwards as noted by Pierce (2009), while Hancock (2013) proposes that the majority of fines migration would have to occur outside of this region in the shear band which surrounds the central plug flow zone. As a consequence, most of the fines migrated from upper intervals will reach the drawpoints, although a portion will become trapped in the stagnant zones between draw columns. Also, a
moderate amount of fines can be generated from rock-fall impact depending mostly on the air gap height (Chapter 5). In the case of a single draw column, these fines would have the ability to travel through the cave in areas of high shear as noted by Hashim et al. (2008). In the case of interactive flow, these fines wouldn’t have much chance to migrate freely, but might accumulate between and move with large blocks. In order to evaluate fines migration within a draw column, valuable data and observations involving fines segregation drawn from the literature is provided below.

6.2.4.1 Percolation

Fines migration can also be related to an inter-particle percolation process (Pierce 2009). Percolation has been the subject of many studies, yet it is still one of the most poorly understood mechanisms contributing to size-based segregation (Khola 2015). Two kinds of percolation processes can occur: spontaneous and shear-induced. Spontaneous percolation refers to the ability of small particles to percolate under gravity forces alone, with a critical ratio of $d_f/d_c$ around 0.155, where $d_f$ and $d_c$ are the diameters of the fine and coarse particles. For example, for a uniform broken ore in the upper draw column with $d_{50} = 2$ m, particles finer than 31 cm would be able to migrate downward more quickly than the surrounding matrix.

Regarding shear-induced percolation, Bridgwater et al. (1978) proposed valuable empirical relationships to evaluate the mean percolation distance which depend mostly on the shear strain and particle diameters of the bed and percolation, with current improvements by Hashim & Sharrock (2012). In addition, Pierce (2009) carried out numerical modelling using PFC 3D (Particle Flow Code 3D, Itasca 2014) to study percolation corroborating the shear-
induced percolation. Pierce also indicates that, when fines travel with the coarse bed material, they move both laterally and vertically, and where the IMZ narrows near its base, this can lead to stagnation of fines as they percolate closer and closer to the IMZ limit.

Conversely, Power (2012) indicates that it may not be necessary to account for such detailed factors (e.g. shear-induced percolation) at early feasibility study stages, due to the fact that the required input data is rarely available at these stages. Hence, the shear-induced percolation won’t be included here, although it should be considered in advanced stage designs.

6.2.4.2 Fines segregation approach in granular materials

Numerous studies have investigated the fines segregation in granular materials related to internal erosion, piping, suffusion and filter design in earth dams. These are reported in standard design manuals such as the Earth & Rock-Fill Dams General Design & Construction Considerations (2004) and Design and Construction of Levees (2000). Research works by Kezdi (1979), Sherard (1979) and Kenney and Lau (1985) make possible the assessment of segregation potential of fines (< 4.75 mm size) from larger particles (>4.75 mm up to 1000 mm).

For instance, if Kezdi’s (1979) method is applied in a shear annulus within a draw column, the initial gradation can be divided into a coarse and fine gradation. The key hypothesis of this method is that the segregation of the fines gradation will occur if the ratio $D_{15}/d_{85}$ is higher than 4, where $D_{15}$ is the particle diameter for the 15% of mass passing of the coarse gradation and $d_{85}$ is the particle diameter for the 85% of mass passing of the fine
gradation. Here it is necessary to establish the initial gradation, which is assumed to be the block size distribution at the limit between the far and near field, which then allows the calculation of the fine and coarse gradations relative to a specific block size. The segregation potential can then be checked by applying this procedure to several block sizes. It is important to note that this method focuses on fines segregation due to seepage through an earth fill dam (internal erosion in dams), which is not fully comparable to the fines migration in a block cave draw column. However, the fines segregation from a broken ore zone is a dynamic process within the shear bands, involving the continuous downward progression of blocks, including internal movements among blocks and facilitating the migration of fines from the broken ore. Hence, the fines migration in caving is somewhat comparable to the internal erosion in dams. Further studies could allow the use of the Kezdi’s method in the fines migration assessment. However at this point, this approach is not considered in the methodology proposed in this work.
6.3 Framework for Empirical Methodology to Estimate the BSD at Drawpoints

The methodology presented in the following sections is built based on four key considerations:

i) Far and near field conditions;

ii) Extrapolation of laboratory 1-D compression and shear test results;

iii) Gravitational flow characteristics of broken rock; and

iv) Fines migration.

6.3.1 Far and near field conditions

Column heights from past caving projects average approximately 210 m (Flores et al. 2004), but are trending towards greater heights approaching 600 m (Woo et al. 2013, Eberhardt et al. 2015). Thus, in developing an empirical method for BSD, consideration needs to be given to differentiating between the far field and near field stress conditions acting on the broken ore. The far field conditions can be represented as broken ore moving uniformly downward towards the drawpoints. A 1-D compression test serves as a practical experimental proxy to represent secondary fragmentation occurring in the far field. In the near field, the broken ore experiences variable stress conditions during caving. As previously explained, two different flow mechanics apply to broken ore moving down through the draw column. First, a compressive plug-flow develops in the center of the draw column. This zone can be characterized by 1-D compression tests in the upper part of the near field, while isotropic compression could apply closer to the drawpoints (section 6.3.2.1). Around the outer periphery
of the column, shear banding develops, which can be represented experimentally by \textit{simple shear stresses} (Pierce 2009).

The \textit{near field} is limited by a critical height ($h_c$) which is the height above the drawbell where interactive flow develops. Laubscher (1994) proposed a chart to evaluate the height of interaction zone (HIZ) which depends on the RMR and the minimum spacing of the draw points across the major apex, while Susaeta (2004) indicates that $h_c$ is equivalent to two times the IMZ diameter. Pierce (2009) suggested this height to be 100 to 200 times the mean particle size, which is equivalent to 50 - 100 m assuming an average block size of 0.5. Based on these studies, is it reasonable to define an approximate range of $h_c$ as 50 m to 100 m.

\textbf{6.3.2 Extrapolation of laboratory compression and shear test results}

Analysis of data from laboratory compression and shear testing programs afford the opportunity to use these as analogues for the near and far field loading conditions influencing secondary fragmentation and drawpoint BSD. 1-D compression tests generate fragmentation through splitting and crushing (Chapter 4), while shear tests are associated with shearing, abrasion and corner rounding (section 6.2.3). When comparing compression or shear tests to broken ore materials, scale effects related to specimen size are a key concern. A commonly applied technique to scale geotechnical properties of coarse particle materials (e.g. broken ore) towards small granular samples is based on the parallel gradation method first proposed by Lowe (1964). This technique involves shifting the size distribution curve obtained for a smaller sized shear test to the targeted larger scale (on a semi-log plot). De la Hoz (2007) demonstrated that this technique is suitable for particles sizes such as sands and gravels;
however, other studies have shown that for larger block sizes, scale effects should be accounted for with strength and stiffness generally decreasing with increasing particle size (Frossard et al. 2012).

6.3.2.1 1-D compression tests

As noted above, 1-D compression tests can be used to represent the broken ore fragmentation mechanism in the far field. Similarly, the plug-flow zone that develops within the near field can also be simulated as a cross between 1-D (anisotropic) and isotropic compression testing. Pierce (2009) found from numerical modelling results using PFC3D that the IMZ could be characterized by an isotropic condition at a height of 16 d from the base, where d is the diameter of the particles. So, it is feasible to assume that a broken ore zone entering into a plug-flow zone (boundary between the far-field and top of the near field below it) would undergo 1-D compression first and then a stress redistribution to isotropic compression acting on the central plug-flow zone close to the drawpoint. Also, stress reduction occurs in the near field within the plug-flow zone, which can be evaluated using the following equation from Janssen (1985, 2004), also employed in Chapter 3

\[
\sigma_v = \frac{R_h \cdot \gamma}{K_o \cdot \tan \phi} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{-K_c (\tan \phi) H}{R_h}} \right)
\]  [6.1]

Of interest are large 1-D compression tests on rockfill and waste rock with specimen diameters of up to 1 m, as reported by Marsal (1965). These share similar characteristics with broken ore in terms of average particle size and particle shape. Data on uniform size rockfill (diorite) has been collected and analyzed in terms of fragmentation under high confining
pressures (Table 6.1). A key consideration to take into account is related to the strength reduction of individual rocks due to size effects. $\sigma_c$ can be reduced (see Table 6.1) using the following formulation by Yoshinaka et al. (2008):

$$\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_{c,0}} = \left( \frac{d_e}{d_{c,o}} \right)^{-k}$$

[6.2]

where $\sigma_c$ is the uniaxial compressive strength associated with an equivalent length $d_e = V^{1/3}$, $V$ is the block volume, and $\sigma_{c,o}$ is the uniaxial compressive strength associated with an arbitrary length $d_{c,o}$ and $k$ is a potential exponent.

Table 6.1: Large 1-D compression tests. Marsal (1965)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests list</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>$\sigma_v$ [MPa]</th>
<th>Gs</th>
<th>$n_o$</th>
<th>$n_f$</th>
<th>Rock type</th>
<th>$\sigma_c$ [MPa]</th>
<th>$\sigma_{c,o}$ (*) MPa</th>
<th>Part. shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Soledad Gravel (Loose)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.41-2.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Diorite</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>angular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Soledad Gravel (Dense)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Diorite</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>angular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiernillo Dam material (No4 - Loose)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Diorite</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>angular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiernillo Dam material (No4 - Dense)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Diorite</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>angular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$Cu = D_{o6}/D_{10}$; Gs = Specific gravity; $\sigma_v$ = vertical pressure; $n_o$ = Initial porosity; $n_f$ = Final porosity.

For the analysis carried out here, block strengths for the data in Table 6.1 were scaled up to 1 m and a value of $k$ equivalent to 0.25 (as suggested for granite) was applied. This data was combined with 1-D compression test results from Chapter 4 which are presented in Fig.
6.5 to Fig. 6.8 to evaluate \( D_{80}, D_{65}, D_{50} \) and \( D_{25} \), respectively. The parameter \( R \) is defined below in Equation 6.3, which reflects the size reduction due to fragmentation after an oedometer compression test:

\[
R = 1 - \frac{D_f}{D_i}
\]

where \( D_i \) and \( D_f \) are the initial and final diameters for a specific percentage passing. From these charts, it is evident that rockfill data agrees with the 1-D compression test program from Chapter 4 under loose density, which give a measure of confidence in using these small size scale tests to represent broken ore materials from cave mining to evaluate secondary fragmentation.

![Diagram showing the relationship between \( \sigma_v/\sigma_c \) and \( R_{80} \).](image)

**Fig. 6.5**: Chart to estimate \( R_{80} \)
Fig. 6.6: Chart to estimate $R_{65}$

$\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.440 \times R_{65} + 0.074$

$R^2 = 0.93$

Loose Packing

$\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.359 \times R_{65} + 0.064$

$R^2 = 0.96$

Large oedometer tests

Fig. 6.7: Chart to estimate $R_{50}$

$\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.232 \times R_{50} + 0.068$

$R^2 = 0.67$

Loose/Dense Packing

$\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.215 \times R_{50} + 0.055$

$R^2 = 0.83$

Loose Packing

$\sigma_v/\sigma_c = 0.203 \times R_{50} + 0.041$

$R^2 = 0.83$

Large oedometer tests
6.3.2.2 Shear tests

Bridgwater et al. (2003) carried out thorough investigations on mono-size particle samples, varying particle shapes and average particle sizes in ring shear tests. Vertical pressures from 0.15 to 292 kPa and shear strains from 0.9 to $8 \times 10^4$ were applied. Based on their results, Bridgwater et al. (2003) were able to propose the following equation to describe the attrition of mono-sized assemblies:

$$W = K_N \left( \frac{\sigma_N \Gamma^\phi}{\sigma_{scs}} \right)^\beta \quad [6.4]$$

where $W$ is the mass fraction (attrition), $\sigma_N$ is the normal stress, $\Gamma_N$ is the shear strain, $\sigma_{scs}$ is the tensile strength, and $K_N$, $\phi$ and $B$ are constants.
Although this attrition approach is effective in studying the secondary fragmentation occurring within a shear band, several issues such as high stresses, sample porosity, variable initial size distribution, and particles with defects in terms of veins and small discontinuities weren`t included in their analysis. This represents a key limitation in applying Bridgwater et al.`s (2003) attrition model to broken ore size distribution, as BSD is expected to change with depth, especially under high ore columns, which could over predict the secondary fragmentation within the shear bands. This was noted by Pierce (2009). Despite this concern, it is believed that the Bridgwater` attrition model is sufficient to evaluate the secondary fragmentation within the shear band for the early stage design methodology proposed in section 6.4.

### 6.3.3 Gravitational flow characteristics of broken rock

One of the key issues regarding the BCF approach as well as by other methodologies is that they do not consider the gravitational flow characteristics of broken rock, which means, for example, that they are not capable to evaluate shear and compression zones separately, which limit their accuracy in secondary fragmentation assessments (section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3). During gravitational flow, the draw column width increases with increasing column height. This topic was discussed extensively by Pierce (2009) who indicated that the Nedderman relationship (equation 6.5) reasonably captures the growth of the ore column, especially for IMZ heights larger than 100-200 mean particle diameters (which for an average block of 0.5 m equates to a column height of 50-100m). The Nedderman relationship is:

$$ w = 3.42 \cdot \sqrt{h_{of}} $$  \hspace{1cm} [6.5]
where \( w \) is the column width and \( h_{af} \) is the near-field height. For the pre-feasibility level assessments this work is directed at, the simplicity of this relationship allows it to be easily incorporated into an empirical methodology.

Next, shear band thickness of broken ore materials needs to be considered. Most of the literature cited in section 6.2.3.3 is based on mono-size particles, which differs from typical BSD after primary and secondary fragmentation (Fig. 6.4). Ueda et al. (2012) carried out valuable work on shear bands involving well-graded particulate material. They analyzed nine different gradations as depicted in a through 2-D discrete-element simple shear simulations. These gradations represent broken ore size distributions that are amenable to the application of the parallel gradation method (explained later in this section). The authors were able to obtain different shear band thicknesses as a function of the standard deviation of particle size (Fig. 6.9). For mono size gradations, they found similar results as those recommended by Pierce (2009) of 10 times \( D_{50} \). However for gradations of up to \( \sigma_d = 0.2 \) (equivalent to a \( Cu = 1.5 \)) the shear band is 15 times \( D_{50} \), while it decreases for \( \sigma_d \) larger than 0.2. Hence, it is feasible to define an approximate relationship of shear band thickness as a function of \( \sigma_d \) as shown in Fig. 6.9b. Interestingly, the results by Ueda et al. (2012) show that under broader gradations, the shear band thickness decreases, explained in part by preferential path generated within the shear band, which share similarities with the finding of Lieou et al. (2014) indicated in section 6.2.3.3.
**6.3.4 Fines migration**

Fines migration is the final pillar of the empirical methodology developed to predict BSD at drawpoints. For this, the spontaneous percolation is recommended as discussed in section 6.2.4. Regarding an IMZ, spontaneous percolation can be expected within the shear bands as a fines migration mechanism. Regarding interactive flow, broken ore will experience different responses depending on far field and near field. For the former, the broken ore movement is uniformly downward, lacking shear bands. Thus, it is believed that fines migration wouldn’t be significant in the far field. In the latter case, a plug-flow compression zone and an outer shear band annulus occurs simultaneously within a draw column. It is expected that most of the fines will migrate through the shear bands rather than through the plug flow zone.
6.4 Empirical Method for Estimating BSD at Drawpoints

The following procedure has been developed to evaluate the evolution of the BSD as a function of different ore column heights. It aims mainly to be used in a drawzone involving multiple draw columns (i.e., under interactive flow), although single draw columns (i.e., isolated movement zone) can also be analyzed. The underlying methodology considers secondary fragmentation evolving across two main intervals: far and near field. The inputs required by this methodology (Fig. 6.10) are discussed below, together with Fig. 6.11 the procedure for far and near field factors.

Fig. 6.10 Inputs required by methodology
6.4.1 Required inputs

The input parameters required by the methodology are detailed as follow:

1. The primary fragmentation (previously depicted in Fig. 6.1), which occurs in the cave back through stress-induced fracturing, represents the initial block size distribution and starting point. Several empirical and numerical approaches to evaluate primary fragmentation
have been developed for this purpose, such as Joints (Villasescusa 1991), JkFrag (Eadie 2003), BCF (Esterhuizen 2005), and FracMan (Dershowitz et al. 1998) amongst others. Each of these require for their input discontinuity data, which is typically derived from borehole televiewer surveys. Examples of primary fragmentation data reported by different authors, ranging from Cu (D_{60}/D_{10}) = 2 - 2.5, is plotted in Fig. 6.4b.

2. *The Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS)* is used to evaluate the charts presented in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8. As introduced in section 6.3.2, the intact rock strength has to be corrected for scale effects. The procedure proposed by Yoshinaka (2008) offers one means to scale intact rock strength to that more representative for the average block size (D_{50}) of the primary fragmentation size distribution.

3. *Tensile strength* is also used in the Bridgwater relationship (section 6.3.2.2). A value of 10% UCS can be assumed.

4. *The Broken Ore Density (BOD)* is required in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 and needs to be identified as loose, loose/dense and dense packing state based on the guidelines provided in Chapter 2. In addition, an average value of BOD representing the entire column is needed to evaluate the broken ore (caved rock) overload.

5. An average inter-block friction angle (\(\phi'\)) along the shear bands is required to evaluate both stress reduction using equation 6.1 and earth pressure constant \(K_o = 1 - \sin \phi'\). Guidelines from Chapter 3 can be used to estimate \(\phi'\).

6. *Broken ore column height (H) and far & near field limits* are key input parameters that are used to account for the residency time of the ore in the draw column relative to its travel path from the top of the draw column until it reaches the drawpoint. For practical purposes,
the ore column height is measured from the top of the draw column to the top of the drawbell (as depicted in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3). The near field height ($H_{nf}$) can be assumed to be between 50 m and 100 m (as discussed in 6.3.1), while the far field height can be obtained as $H - H_{nf}$.

7. Some parameters related to the layout design are required: a) Drawbell geometry is used to evaluate the volumes of shear and compression within a draw column as explained in 6.4.3. b) Hydraulic radius of the drawbell ($R_h$), which is calculated as area/perimeter, is used in the Janssen’ correction (equation 6.1).

**6.4.2 Secondary fragmentation initial state – Far field versus near field**

For mature operations, where numerous drawpoints are in production and the draw column heights are tall enough for interactive flow, fragmentation depends on a combination of far and near field effects. Evaluation of the broken ore BSD should first be assessed for the far field. This can be directly evaluated based on the charts proposed in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8. The values for $D_{80}$, $D_{50}$ and $D_{25}$ can be used to represent the BSD of the broken ore at the boundary between the far and near field. After this transition, the procedure assumes that the broken ore that enters the outer periphery shear bands undergoes re-arrangement due to rotation and shear displacement, promoting fines migration downward to the drawpoints. For practical purposes *spontaneous percolation* can be used to evaluate the broken ore size distribution at the drawpoints.

Near-field conditions apply to either early production where flow occurs through an isolated movement zone (IMZ), or in the case of interactive flow, below the far-field and above
the drawpoints. In the near field both a plug-flow compression zone and outer periphery shear bands are present. As discussed in section 6.3.1, the compression zone can be characterized by 1-D compression tests. This requires accounting for a stress reduction due to a preferential vertical stress redistribution (equation 6.1) closer to the drawpoints (section 6.3.2). Due to this stress reduction, it is hypothesized that no additional fragmentation after passing from the far field zone is expected. The charts from Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 can be employed.

In terms of the outer shear bands, Bridgwater’s attrition model (6.3.2.2) can be applied. It should be noted that although the Bridgwater model was developed based on low normal stresses, it is assumed here that it can still be used for higher normal stresses acting on the shear bands where a tall draw column and far-field conditions are present. Under a shorter draw column scenario, a smaller amount of fines migration is expected, mainly because a higher amount of fines derived from primary fragmentation and rock-fall impact would yet to have developed. Also, the lower normal stresses in the shear bands would facilitate friction mobilization as opposed to fines generation, as well as the rapid percolation of fines downwards to the drawpoints. This can be evaluated using a spontaneous percolation analysis (6.2.4.1), and the fines portion weighted together with the BSD. An important consideration is that the amount of fines migration weighted in the final BSD is limited by the broken ore porosity.

6.4.3 Procedure to evaluate the block size distribution at drawpoints

First, the secondary fragmentation in the far field zone should be calculated using the following steps (Fig. 6.11a):
(F1) Use the primary fragmentation curve to estimate $D_{100}$, $D_{80}$, $D_{65}$, $D_{50}$ and $D_{25}$.

(F2) Determine the BOD and define if the column will be under a loose (1.7 t/m$^3$), dense (2.6 t/m$^3$), or loose/dense (2.15 t/m$^3$) state.

(F3) Estimate the far field height as $H - H_{nf}$. A representative value of $H_{nf} = 75$ m can be assumed (i.e., average between 50 and 100 m).

(F4) Estimate the earth pressure constant using $K_o = 1 - \sin \phi'$.

(F5) Scale the UCS rock strength to account for scale effects using equation 6.4. The rock has to be scaled to the average size ($D_{50}$) of the primary fragmentation size distribution. Thus, $d_e$ can be equated to $D_{50}$.

(F6) Estimate the vertical pressure using equation 6.6. Then, obtain the ratio $\sigma_v/\sigma_c$.

$$\sigma_v = BOD \cdot H \quad [6.6]$$

(F7) Using the ratio $\sigma_v/\sigma_c$ as an input, estimate the values of $R_{80}$, $R_{65}$, $R_{50}$ and $R_{25}$ from Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 taking into consideration the BOD state as in step (F2). For higher values of $\sigma_v/\sigma_c$, the correlations can be extrapolated to larger values of $R$. However, the value of $R$ should be limited to a maximum value of 0.95.

(F8) Using equation 6.3, estimate the BSD at the bottom of the far field based on $D_{f100}$, $D_{f80}$, $D_{f65}$, $D_{f50}$ and $D_{f25}$

Next, to evaluate the near field zone, the calculation next steps (Fig. 6.11b) are as follows:

(N1) Estimate the shear band width ($w_{sb}$). Ten times $D_{f50}$ is a reasonable estimation, although Fig. 6.9 could also be considered if a more precise assessment is required.
(N2) Estimate the plug-flow and shear band volumes. Consider that the column width increases by the Nedderman relationship (equation 6.5) from the top of a drawbell up to a column height of 75 m. The total volume of a draw column can be approximated assuming the volume of a truncated cone, where the larger diameter corresponds with the draw column width and the small diameter is equivalent to the drawbell diameter. The outer diameter can be approximated as 10 $D_{50}$.

(N3) Evaluate the shear deformation ($\gamma$) on the broken ore within the shear band as $\gamma = \frac{w_{sb}}{H_{nf}}$, where $H_{nf}$ is the height of the near field draw column. Here is assumed that the shear bands move mainly vertically downwards towards the drawpoints.

(N4) Use equation 6.4 and coefficients from Table 6.2 (Bridgwater relationship) to estimate the BSD of the broken ore after shear deformation within the shear bands. A key consideration is that Bridgwater relationship is built on mono-size particles, which differs from the BSD found at the top of the shear band. Hence, each attrition product is associated to the corresponding size of the broken ore. Also, in equation 6.4, $\sigma_{scs}$ can be estimated as 0.1$\sigma_c$, while $\sigma_n$ (normal stress of the broken ore within the shear band) is evaluated as an arithmetic average of the normal stress at the beginning and at the end of the shear band (close to drawpoints). $\sigma_n$ at the top of the shear band can be evaluated using equation 6.7, while $\sigma_n$ at the bottom of the shear band can be equated as $\sigma_v$ (using equation 6.1) assuming an isotropic stress field close to drawpoints.

$$\sigma_n = BOD \cdot H_{ff} \cdot K_o$$  \hspace{1cm} [6.7]
Here $H_{ff}$ is the far field height and $K_0$ is the earth lateral pressure constant. It should be noted that stress relief occurs within the plug-flow zone (which can be quantified by Janssen’ equation 6.1), in which case no further fragmentation is expected in this zone.

Table 6.2: Bridgwater’s coefficients (2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cumulative attrition % initial diameter</th>
<th>$K_n$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(N5) The BSD of the broken ore after secondary fragmentation is evaluated after conducting a volume-weight on the size distribution of both the plug-flow zone and shear bands.

(N6) In order to include the fines migration potential, spontaneous percolation (section 6.2.4.1) is considered. This percolation is applied within the shear bands. Hence, this amount of fines is weighed together with the secondary fragmentation curve obtained in (N6). Because the BSD is non-uniform, the average coarse particle could be defined between $D_{100}$ and $D_{50}$, and then, be represented by $D_{75}$. Thus, the diameter of the percolated fines is $D_{pf} = 0.155 \, D_{75}$. Finally, using the BSD at the bottom of the far field before it enters the near field, the $D_{pf}$ can be associated with a percentage of the percolated fines in the shear band, which is then used to volume-weight the percolated fines with the BSD after secondary fragmentation, obtaining the final BSD at the drawpoints.
For the isolated movement zone (IMZ) case, the evaluation of the BSD at the drawpoints can be carried out following the procedure above for the near field zone, with the exception that secondary fragmentation within the plug-flow is expected in this case. For this, the charts from Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 can be used.

6.5 Methodology Verification and Validation

In this section, the methodology is first tested and verified against different cases involving contrasting rock properties and draw column heights. The verification is used to ensure the implementation of the model is correct, relative to the expected conceptual evolution of the BSD. BSD projections using the methodology are then compared and validated against field data from the El Teniente mine for both fresh dacite and a mix of fresh and weathered dacite.

6.5.1 Verification of BSD at drawpoints under different rock and draw column conditions

In order to verify the capability of this methodology, several representative cases are analyzed as follows. The first case considers a broken ore material under interactive flow and a BSD at the top of the muckpile surface with the following characteristics: \( D_{100} = 4 \) m, \( D_{80} = 1.6 \) m, \( D_{65} = 1.3 \) m, \( D_{50} = 1 \) m, \( D_{25} = 0.8 \) m and \( D_{10} = 0.5 \) m. The UCS of the rock is given as 120 MPa, with a testing diameter of 70 mm for scaling purposes. Other required parameters include: \( k = 0.2 \) (representative exponent for hard rocks from equation 6.2), average friction angle = 40° (see Chapter 3); the hydraulic radius \( R_h \) is 11.3 m, and the near-field column
height, $h_{nf}$ is 75 m. Also, spontaneous percolation is assumed for the fines migration mechanism.

In order to show the evolution of the BSD, from the initial primary fragmentation to the final BSD at the drawpoints, Fig. 6.12 presents the verification results for the case of a 300 m high draw column under loose density (1.7 t/m$^3$). As expected, the BSD calculated evolves from a narrow to a wide size distribution. First, the BSD is narrow within the far field zone. The far-field broken ore material then enters into the shear bands and plug-flow zone. In the shear band, the material undergoes secondary fragmentation which is evaluated based on Bridgwater’s relationship (equation 6.4), while no further significant fragmentation is assumed to occur in the plug-flow zone where the material experiences a stress reduction. Finally, weighting factors are applied to the block size distributions specific to the shear bands, plug-flow zone and fines migration, and a final BSD at the drawpoints can be generated.

The second verification analysis considers the influence of both ore column height and BOD on the BSD arriving at the drawpoints. Loose density (e.g. 1.7 t/m$^3$) and dense states (e.g. 2.6 t/m$^3$) within the draw columns (under interactive flow) are analyzed for draw column heights of 100 m, 300 m and 500 m (Fig. 6.13). Each case assumes the same initial BSD at the top of the muckpile surface (section 6.5.1). A UCS of 150 MPa (sample diameter =70 mm) is assumed in contrast to the 120 MPa value used for the previous case. The resulting BSD evolves towards finer size distributions as the draw column heights increase, as would be expected. The results also highlight that the denser initial state generates higher fragmentation than the loose state. The difference is seen to be quite pronounced for a column height of 500 m.
Fig. 6.12: Evolution of block size distribution from primary fragmentation to BSD at drawpoints. Case considers ore column 300 m high and loose density (1.7 t/m$^3$)

Fig. 6.13: Evolution of BSD under different ore column height and both loose and dense states
Although the loose state correlations are associated with higher fragmentation relative to the dense state in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 the density is also directly proportional to the stresses acting on the broken ore ($\sigma_v$, $\sigma_n$). This more directly affects the secondary fragmentation assessment, which explains why dense states generate more fragmentation than loose states.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted considering the same input data as the previous verification analysis. The first of these examined the influence of varying UCS values for the intact rock: 150, 110 and 70 MPa. The resulting BSD are plotted in Fig. 6.14 where it is possible to observe that finer BSD correspond with lower UCS values of the rock. The inter-block friction angle was also analyzed as it conditions the earth lateral pressure $K_o$ (section 6.4.1) as well as the vertical pressure close to the drawpoints based on the Janssen equation (6.3.2.1). Three values of $\phi'$ were considered: 30°, 40° and 50°. The results can be seen in Fig. 6.15, which show that $\phi'$ affects the BSD at the drawpoints only slightly.
Fig. 6.14: Influence of compressive strength on BSD at drawpoints predictions. H = 500m

Fig. 6.15: Influence of $\phi'$ in BSD at drawpoints assessment
Finally, the methodology developed also recognizes the potential fragmentation of large weak blocks surrounded by smaller but stronger blocks, as previously analyzed in Chapters 4 and 5. The verification scenario modelled to investigate this considers a subset of large blocks with a reduced UCS of 50% of the smaller blocks making up the matrix. The same input data was used as in the second verification analysis, with the exception of the exponent \( k \), which was assumed here to be 0.3. Three draw columns heights of 100, 300 and 500 m are studied. Also, using Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, a limit of \( \sigma_v/UCS = 0.038 \) can be considered for fragmentation of the large blocks. Fig. 6.16 shows the results obtained, for which a significant decrease of \( D_{80} \) is clearly noticed for draw column heights of 300 and 500 m.

![Fig. 6.16: Influence of large weak blocks undergoing fragmentation](image)
Summarizing, primary fragmentation, draw column height (H) and rock strength (UCS) scaled to in situ block sizes, conditions the shape of the broken ore size distribution within a draw column and at the drawpoints. Also, two additional factors also control the block size reduction via secondary fragmentation: shear deformation ($\gamma$) and shear band thickness ($w_{sb}$). Within the methodology developed here, $\gamma$ is a sensitive parameter to take into account, which depends strongly on $w_{sb}$. The latter experiences a reduction according to the relationship of $10 \times D_{50}$, with $D_{50}$ decreasing as the broken ore approaches the drawpoints. This reduction works well for non-weathered and hard rocks. However, under weak and weathered rock conditions (e.g. UCS < 50 MPa) $D_{50}$ will undergo a high reduction, decreasing significantly the shear band thickness, affecting strongly the weighting of both shear bands and plug-flow zone. Thus in terms of verification, this methodology should be employed only for strong and medium strength rocks.

6.5.2 Methodology validation

In order to validate the effectiveness of the methodology developed, an analysis was carried out and compared with in situ block size distribution data from the El Teniente caving operation in Chile (see Hurtado & Brzovic 2013; Brzovic et al. 2014, Vallejos et al. 2014, Brzovic 2015). The data collected correspond to 5 different zones at the mine, where each zone is comprised of several draw columns under interactive flow, without air gap development and under a maximum draw column height of 150 m. The data can be divided into two rock types: one that involves predominantly strong rocks, and one that is a mixture of strong and weak rocks. The strong rocks were classified as having an approximate UCS of 133 MPa, and involves mostly dacite and dolerite (associated to $k = 0.2$ from equation 6.2).
An important consideration is that the strong rocks were preconditioned by means of hydraulic fracturing (to increase its in situ fragmentation). The weak rocks encountered at El Teniente were heterogeneous; a representative value of UCS = 30 MPa was assigned. Also, an exponent \( k = 0.28 \) as recommendation by Yoshinaka et al. (2008) for highly weathered granite (\( k = 0.27-0.29 \)) is selected. Rock strength data was obtained from Vallejos et al. (2014) and Brzovic et al. (2014).

The drawpoint BSD data was mapped by means of visual observation for different draw column heights. In order to assign primary fragmentation curves for the analysis, representative drawpoint BSD during early extraction were used. For each draw column height, an \( h_{nf} = 75 \text{m} \) was assumed, together with a draw column diameter of \( D = 45 \text{ m} \) (i.e., \( R_h = D/4 = 11.3 \text{ m} \)) and an equivalent drawbell diameter of 15 m. A broken ore density (BOD) of 1.8 t/m\(^3\) was assumed based on representative field values reported by Brzovic (2015). Hence, a loose state condition was assigned using the charts in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8. Drawpoint observations suggest significant moisture conditions can be found in the zones analyzed.

Although water won’t affect the strength of stronger rocks, it could affect the weaker weathered rocks. In Chapter 5, was found that the UCS can decrease by 70% due to moisture conditions. Thus, a strength reduction of 85% is considered here for the analysis of the mixed strong and weak rocks case.

### 6.5.2.1 Validation - Strong rock zones

Zones 1 to 3 represent lithology units associated largely with dacite. Table 6.3 lists the most important rock and draw column properties. The mapped drawpoint BSD from each zone
is compared with that predicted using the methodology developed here. Results are shown in Fig. 6.17 to Fig. 6.19. As can be observed, the predicted value is located between the mapped drawpoint BSD and the primary fragmentation curve. It should be noted that the mapped in-situ values don’t show significant fragmentation due to low stresses and high rock strengths that limit fragmentation in the far field zone. The low stresses in the near field also cause negligible fragmentation within the shear bands. Thus, for low draw column heights the fragmentation occurs only by means of attrition in the shear bands, dictated by the Bridgwater relationships.

Table 6.3: Summary for rock and draw column properties (zone 1 to 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>BOD (t/m²)</th>
<th>φ₀</th>
<th>K₀</th>
<th>k (eq. 6-4)</th>
<th>σc (Intact) MPa</th>
<th>σc scaled (D₈₀) MPa</th>
<th>σc scaled (D₆₅) MPa</th>
<th>σc scaled (D₅₀) MPa</th>
<th>H ore column (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>48 (¹)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.2 (²)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>48 (¹)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.2 (²)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>48 (¹)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.2 (²)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>39 (³)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.24 (⁴)</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>39 (³)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.24 (⁴)</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(¹) Obtained based on methodology from Chapter 3; (²) Average value of k recommended by Yoshinaka et al. (2008) for strong rocks; (³) Average arithmetic value between 48° and 30°. (⁴) Average value between 0.2 (strong rock) and 0.28 (weathered rock).

6.5.2.2 Validation - Mixture of strong and weak rock zones

Zones 4 and 5 are composed of a mix of fresh and weathered dacite. Table 6.3 details the most important rock and draw column properties. The main assumption used here is that a UCS = 81.5 MPa was assigned, taken as the average of the fresh rock (133 MPa) and weathered rock (30 MPa). As can be seen in Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 the predicted curves reproduce the mapped drawpoint BSD data with a high precision.
Fig. 6.17: BSD at drawpoints. Strong rock. Zone 1

Fig. 6.18: BSD at drawpoints. Strong rock. Zone 2
Fig. 6.19: BSD at drawpoints. Strong rock. Zone 3.

Fig. 6.20: BSD at drawpoints. Zone 4
6.5.3 Discussion of methodology limitations

The methodology presented in this chapter has been able to reasonably reproduce the evolution of the BSD from the top of a draw column down to the drawpoints where it is extracted. The BSD is expected to be finer for higher draw columns and weaker rocks. The drawpoint BSD predictions at drawpoints also rotate around the largest block size ($D_{100}$) which is in agreement with the more advanced design methodology by Pierce (2009).

Another relevant case is that of larger weaker blocks mixed in a matrix of stronger smaller blocks. This was analyzed experimentally based on 1-D compression tests presented in Chapter 4. It is believed that this broken ore condition could be more and more relevant as...
a number of new block caving projects are being designed in more massive rock (i.e., coarser in situ fragmentation). Due to the presence of veins and non-persistent joints, larger blocks can be expected to have strengths that are half the intact UCS of the rock. Thus, additional tests, like those carried out in Chapter 4, are highly recommended to further improve the relationships of $\sigma_v/\sigma_c$ versus $R$ as in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8. Numerical modelling based on approaches such as FEM-DEM (e.g. Vyazmensky 2008) or the PFC-based synthetic rock mass (Pierce et al. 2007) can also be very useful to study this topic in more detail. In addition, this study could be extended to shear tests (e.g., annular ring shear tests) in order to constrain the Bridgwater relationships (2003). Regarding the Bridgwater relationships, it is necessary to develop new correlations that account for non-uniform particulate materials with defects (veins and small discontinuities) to represent more realistic broken ore materials. In the case of mixtures of equal amounts of strong and weak blocks (as was the case for zones 4 and 5 from El Teniente), the average UCS between the strong and weak rocks appears to work well. However, this assumption should be applied with caution while further comprehensives studies can be used to corroborate and/or improve this hypothesis.

Regarding Fig. 6.12 several outcomes can be discussed. First, fragmentation in terms of splitting is observed in both the far field and shear band zones. $D_{80}$ decreases in both zones. Also, a significant amount of fines is generated which influences the percolation and shear band fragmentation, which in turn depends directly on the BSD after the far field fragmentation. These outcomes emphasize the importance of the far field fragmentation in the overall drawpoint BSD. The strength of this methodology in predicting fines makes it quite
useful as an input for mineral processing investigations, which is not a capability of other approaches such as BCF.

Regarding block properties, the aspect ratio (AR) was studied in Chapter 4, where it was found that the block shape is not a critical factor for AR between 1 and 1.67. It is believed that larger aspect ratios could favor block splitting, but at the same time, broken ore could also experience preferential flow by elongated blocks as noted in Chapter 2. The influence of AR in both secondary fragmentation and gravitational flow are topics which deserve further investigation. Veins and small discontinuities within blocks is also a topic discussed in Chapter 4. Although this factor is covered by equation 6.2 in this methodology, it would be of value to update the relationships from Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.8 to account for block defects. This theme is currently being investigated.

Although this methodology aims to be used for early stage feasibility and design, additional factors which influences secondary fragmentation (see Chapter 5) such as: air gap thickness, cushioning, block strength degradation under confined stresses, time-dependent and segregation by large blocks due to a surface cone, shear-induced percolation, and others, should be further investigated to improve the drawpoint BSD assessments obtained. Further validation is currently ongoing, which will allow for improved predictions of drawpoint BSD.

### 6.6 Summary and Key Findings

The evolution of block size distribution (BSD) within a draw column during block cave mining plays an important role in controlling the gravitational flow, secondary fragmentation, and fines migration of the broken ore. These are central to preparing a reliable feasibility
assessment for a potential caving operation. However, there is a scarcity of procedures for assessing secondary fragmentation and its influence on BSD, especially at the pre-feasibility level. Recent efforts have focussed more on the use of advanced numerical modelling for which the level of detail required is more suitable for advanced feasibility and engineering design stages. In addition, the current approaches to assess secondary fragmentation need to be updated to consider new mechanistic understanding such as Pierce’s gravitational flow model, and new laboratory testing analogues (Chapter 4) together with consideration of both far and near field effects. These factors were considered here in the development of a new empirical alternative to evaluating secondary fragmentation and drawpoint BSD, with focus on how the block size distribution evolves from the top of a draw column to the drawpoints where the ore is extracted.

The simple methodology to evaluate drawpoint BSD was developed to target early stage design (conceptual, pre-feasibility and feasibility). This approach is built on four main pillars: i) far and near field conditions, ii) laboratory testing (1-D compression and shear tests) as an analogue for secondary fragmentation, iii) Pierce’s gravitational flow model, and iv) fines migration. Preliminary analysis using this methodology suggests that the BSD evolves from a uniform primary fragmentation gradation to a well-graded size distribution at the drawpoints, which corroborates field data of drawpoint BSD published by different authors.

Key input for determining drawpoint BSD begins with the primary fragmentation, which represents the starting point for the analysis. Other critical input include: draw column height (H), rock strength (UCS) scaled to the in situ block size, shear band thickness and shear deformation (γ). Thus, these factors must be defined carefully when using this methodology.
Other less sensitive input parameters include: broken ore density (BOD) and inter-block friction angle ($\phi$). This methodology has been tested against BSD data from the El Teniente mine in Chile, and performed reasonably well for strong rock types, as well as on mixtures of different strength broken ore. Special attention must be placed on using reliable data especially regarding primary fragmentation curves, rock strength and rock strength reduced for larger block sizes in order to obtain acceptable results. The main advantages of this methodology against others approaches to evaluate BSD at drawpoints are:

- It allows the evolution of the BSD to be constrained by the largest block size observed in preliminary drawpoint production data. Also, the procedures developed predict a finer drawpoint BSD for higher ore columns and weaker rocks, as would be expected.
- It considers the influence of both the far and near field zones. This allows fragmentation to be assessed under different stress fields and laboratory analogues (e.g. 1-D compression for the far field and plug flow compression zones, and ring shear tests for the peripheral shear bands).

However, this methodology, does not consider several factors believed to affect the BSD at drawpoints such as rock-fall impact following primary fragmentation, draw rate, and shear-induced percolation among others. Based on this, the use of this methodology is recommended for feasibility and early stage design studies. The simplicity of the methodology helps to reduce uncertainties regarding estimations of BSD required for optimizing layout design by using it in parallel with existing industry standard tools like BCF to evaluate drawpoint BSD. For more advanced engineering design stages, Pierce’s REBOP methodology is highly recommended.
Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions

Mass mining, specifically block caving, is experiencing a global growth in importance as new large, lower grade ore bodies are discovered and developed. With the block caving method, block caving fragmentation take place when the rock mass fractures and breaks into smaller fragments (caved rock). Although reliable fragmentation predictions are fundamental to allow efficient engineering design, the final stage in the block caving fragmentation process, referred as secondary fragmentation, is not well understood. As such, a need to undertake a comprehensive investigation aimed to develops standard guidelines to evaluate secondary fragmentation during block caving was identified. Thus, the secondary fragmentation process has been thoroughly studied in this thesis, focused mostly on how the geotechnical properties of broken ore affect this fragmentation process.

7.1 Chapter Summaries

7.1.1 Chapter 2: Broken ore density distribution within a draw column during block caving

Broken ore density (BOD) is a critical geotechnical parameter in block cave mine planning. It is acknowledged that ore column density decreases (and swell factor increases) at the shear bands within a draw column and at the drawpoint due to the development of a loosening zone generated by ore extraction. The broken ore in the draw column also potentially experiences stress and density heterogeneities throughout, depending on the block properties (e.g., shape, aspect ratio and size distribution). Other important factors include air gap thickness, draw rate and draw sequence. In addition, the blocks undergo grinding and breakage
(e.g., secondary fragmentation), which increases with draw column height. This generates more rounded block shapes and smaller particles, enabling different block shape configurations and finer broken ore size distributions. These smaller particles migrate downwards into the draw column, increasing the BOD at drawpoints.

Hence, a conceptual framework on the broken ore density within draw columns during block caving is proposed in this in order to take into consideration these factors as well as the huge difference of swell factor in cave mines found in the literature. This chapter also includes correlations of coarse granular soils, large 1-D compression test data and findings from rock fill dams and mine waste rock dump studies available in order to evaluate the BOD for early stage mine planning design.

7.1.2 Chapter 3: Inter-block friction angle of broken ore applied to gravitational flow in block caving

This chapter presents a methodology to evaluate the inter-block friction angle ($\phi'$) on broken ore materials based on empirical shear tests on rockfill and waste rock materials, under both isolated movement zone and interactive flow. This chapter concludes that $\phi'$ varies along a draw column and it could reach values higher than 60° under low confining stresses and strong broken ore, but lower than 30° under higher stresses and weak broken ore. Hence, this work provides a new approach for assessing the inter-block friction angle for early level studies of large block caving projects.
7.1.3 Chapter 4: Secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential in the compression zone of a draw column during block cave mining

This chapter details a detailed experimental study examining secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential during block caving, relative to an isolated movement zone. The laboratory program consisted of 74 small-scale one-dimensional compression tests designed to simulate broken ore (caved rock) moving down through the compression zone (plug-flow zone) of a draw column. More than 5,000 concrete cuboids were fabricated and tested as a proxy for broken ore, carefully controlling their size, aspect ratio and intrinsic strengths. A subset of these were embedded with a small, non-persistent discontinuity, controlling their length, orientation and thickness in order to examine the role of small joints and veining on secondary fragmentation processes. Broken ore packing density was also studied and controlled during testing.

The results indicate that size distribution and aspect ratio were less important variables than packing density, confining pressure (i.e., column height), and intrinsic block strength. In addition, the orientation and thickness of small discontinuities present in the blocks was shown to play a significant role in promoting secondary fragmentation. Based on these results, several empirical relationships are presented to provide pre-feasibility and feasibility-level estimates of secondary fragmentation size distributions, together with hang-up potential related to oversize blocks.
7.1.4 Chapter 5: Factors affecting secondary fragmentation during block caving

Although several variables regarding secondary fragmentation are associated with early stage layout design (e.g. column height, rock strength, inter-block friction angle, near and far field zones and shear band thickness), a number of additional variables can significantly affect secondary fragmentation depending on the characteristics of each block cave project. These include: air gap thickness, BOD, segregation by large blocks due to surface cone, broken ore strength heterogeneity, block strength damage and crushing under high confining stresses, water within draw columns and cushioning. In this work, each of those factors were studied independently in order to consider them in secondary fragmentation assessments under feasibility and advanced engineering stages. Special emphasis was given to rock strength reduction due to moisture conditions and large overload stresses, as well as to the role of fines within draw columns, which are believed to control most of the factors developed in this work.

7.1.5 Chapter 6: Evolution of broken ore size distribution in a draw column during block cave mining

This chapter investigates the evolution of block size distribution (BSD) within a draw column during block cave mining. BSD plays an important role in controlling the gravitational flow, secondary fragmentation, and fines migration in the broken ore - which are all fundamental to preparing a reliable feasibility assessment for a potential caving operation. However, there is a marked lack of procedures for assessing secondary fragmentation and its
influence on BSD, especially at the pre-feasibility level. Recent efforts have focussed more on the use of advanced numerical modelling for which the level of detail required is more suitable for advanced feasibility and mine design stages. To complement these, this chapter presents a simple to use empirical method to estimate BSD that has been developed based on laboratory and field data reported in the literature. The method accounts for a combination of secondary fragmentation processes (e.g. block impact, attrition and comminution) together with fines migration under both isolated and interactive flow. In this chapter, this model is tested against field data from the El Teniente mine in Chile to both calibrate it and determine its limitations. The resulting procedure provides an improved means for assessing secondary fragmentation and hang-up potential for pre-feasibility and feasibility level studies of large block caving projects.

7.2 Conclusions and Key Contribution

The key contribution of this work is the development of a new approach to evaluate secondary fragmentation and block size distribution (BSD) at drawpoints for early-stage feasibility and engineering design purposes, focused on how the BSD evolves from the top of a draw column to the drawpoints. This methodology is built on four main pillars: Far and near field conditions, laboratory testing (1-D compression and annular ring shear tests), Pierce’ gravitational flow model and fines migration. The two main advantages compared to other methodologies are: 1) It allows the evolution of the BSD to rotate around the largest block, which is observed in typical field BSD data. Furthermore, the predicted BSD at drawpoints are finer for higher ore columns and weaker rocks as expected. 2) It considers the near and far field zone approach. This allows the assessment of fragmentation in the broken ore under
different stress fields (e.g. 1-D compression in the far field and shear tests within the shear bands). This methodology has been tested against BSD data from the El Teniente mine (Chile), resulting in satisfactory predictions under strong rocks, as well as on mixtures of different broken ore strength, with further validations are ongoing in order to enhance its capabilities.

The main conclusions of this thesis, relative to the research objectives, are as follow.

i. A conceptual framework has been proposed to classify Broken Ore Density (BOD) within a draw column. Three broken ore packing states have been defined: Dense (tidy), Loose (untidy) and a hybrid Loose/Dense packing, which cover the large variation in swell factors reported by different block caving operations. Guidelines to evaluate the BOD within a draw column are proposed where the role of the broken ore initial arrangement at the top of the muckpile surface to reach each of these packing states is highlighted.

ii. The inter-block friction angle ($\phi'$) in broken ore materials during block caving has been addressed and a methodology was developed based on a theoretical background from soil mechanics in order to evaluate $\phi'$ along the outer periphery (shear bands) within a draw column.

iii. A comprehensive experimental laboratory testing program on 1-D compression tests was carried out, and then, three predictive charts were created to evaluate secondary fragmentation on broken ore within the plug flow zone in a draw column.

iv. Seven factors believed to significantly affect secondary fragmentation during feasibility and advanced engineering assessments were addressed: Air gap thickness,
broken ore density (BOD), segregation by large blocks due to surface cone, block strength heterogeneity, block strength damage and crushing under high confining stresses, water within draw columns, and cushioning. Each of these factors can greatly contribute to secondary fragmentation assessments, although they will be triggered under certain conditions. Hence several guidelines have been developed for each factor in order to improve secondary fragmentation analysis during block caving.

v. A simple user-friendly methodology to evaluate block size distribution at drawpoints at early-stage engineering design (conceptual and feasibility stage) is presented which considers the role of both near and far field influencing secondary fragmentation, Pierce’s gravitational flow model and fines migration. This methodology has been tested against field data from El Teniente mine (Chile), resulting in satisfactory predictions under strong rocks as well as on mixtures of strong and weak broken ore materials, but it is not able to predict reliable secondary fragmentation on weak rocks.
Chapter 8: Recommendations for Further Investigations

8.1 Numerical Modelling Applied to Rockfall Impact Fragmentation on Muckpile Surface

As discussed along this thesis, single blocks impacting the muckpile surface could undergo fragmentation or disintegration, and then, be associated with the block size distribution (BSD) for each block. This BSD is strongly dependent on air gap height, rock mass (discontinuities orientations) and muckpile surface conditions (even or sloped surface). Numerical modelling could strongly support further studies on this theme, which will allow current approaches to evaluate secondary fragmentation and BSD at drawpoints to be adjusted.

8.2 Extend Bridgwater et al’s Equations to Non-Uniform Size Distributions

In agreement with the recommendations by Pierce (2009), the empirical study of Bridgwater et al. (2003) associated to particle’s fragmentation under an annular ring shear tests is limited to uniform particles and should be expanded to well graded BSD. Artificial concrete particles, such as those employed in Chapter 4, are recommended as a testing material for further empirical tests while Finite Element-Discrete Element Method modelling (FEM-DEM) could strongly complement this study.

8.3 Numerical Modelling on Influence of Block’s Veins and Small Discontinuities on Secondary Fragmentation

Veins and small discontinuities found within individual blocks have proven to have a significant influence on secondary fragmentation in both the far and near fields. An extension
of the laboratory tests carried out in Chapter 4 and numerical models (FEM-DEM approach) would allow this topic to be examined in detail. This will help to develop additional relationships, such as those provided in Chapter 4 and 6, to evaluate secondary fragmentation in both plug-flow zone and far field.

8.4 Numerical and Empirical Analysis on Shear Band Thickness

As noted in Chapter 6, shear band thickness is decisive regarding the amount of fragmentation generated in the near field and it is dependent on how wide is the size distribution of broken ore within shear bands. Thus, more empirical and numerical analysis examining the relationship between shear band thickness and $D_{50}$ are highly required, similar to those conducted by Ueda et al. (2012).

8.5 Further Laboratory Testing Program on Strength Reduction Due to Size Scaling

Rock strength in terms of UCS has to be scaled to real block sizes, which in turn has a critical influence in the secondary fragmentation. Despite the contribution by Yoshinaka et al. (2008) in detailing a potential relationship of strength and block size, more efforts need to be carried out in order to better characterize the exponent “k” (Chapter 6). Thus, more laboratory testing programs on uniaxial compressive strength under series of specimens of 30 to 200 mm diameter are highly recommended to execute in order to build more reliable scale effect relationships.
8.6 Numerical Modelling on Mixtures of Strong and Weak Blocks

The fragmentation of strong and weak blocks mixtures need to be further studied. As discussed in Chapter 5, several parameters and factors such as confining pressure, block shape, broken ore density, and the weak/strong strength ratio should be considered. Hence, it would allow the characterisation of key factors governing secondary fragmentation when mixtures of strong and weak blocks occur in a draw column. Experimental studies, based on artificial concrete particles (Chapter 4), as well as numerical models (FEM-DEM approach) are recommended for further research.

8.7 Time-Dependency

The travel time of broken ore material from the top of a draw column to drawpoints could extend to any period between months up to several years. Then, the broken ore could be affected by a fragmentation component we can call time-dependence. This topic potentially represents a major issue because future columns heights are being planned in excess of 500 m (Hancock 2013, Flores 2014, and Eberhardt et al., 2015). Unfortunately, no studies from mining engineering or from other related disciplines are available to quantify the amount of additional secondary fragmentation due to a time effect. In order to carry out a comprehensive study regarding the time-dependency on secondary fragmentation during block caving, an empirical 1-D compression test program consisting of crushable particulate materials and discrete element modelling could be undertaken. Then, different set of tests on variable test time could be evaluated. This investigation can be supported by valuable background on rockfill compressibility (Oldecop & Alonso 2001, 2007). The time-dependency of secondary
fragmentation within shear bands could also be studied by means of empirical tests or numerical modelling (e.g. ring shear tests or discrete element modelling) under different test times.
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Appendix A: Laboratory testing results (Chapter 4 and 5)
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